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CHAPTER ONE

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND AND GENERAL INTRODUCTION

The term "Atom Probe" is used to describe an instrument in which a field-ion microscope

(FIM) is combined with some form of sensitive mass spectrometer for elemental analysis of a

selected area of the imaged region of the specimen. The original development of the FIM and

of the atom probe was due almost entirely to Professor Erwin Mueller and his co-workers, first

in Berlin and then at the Physics Department of Pennsylvania State University, U.S.A. The

early historical developments have been fully chronicled in articles by Mueller'1'2), a

monograph and a review by Mueller and Tsong'3'4', and a biographical article by Dreschler'5',

so only a brief account will be given here.

1.1. FIELD EMISSION AND FIELD-IONIZATION

Electron emission from a condensed phase by quantum-mechanical tunnelling in the

presence of a strong electric field was first considered in detail in 1928 by Fowler and

Nordheim'6'. Ionization of atoms in free space under the influence of an applied electric field

was also predicted in the same year by Oppenheimer'7'. The latter author showed that a field

strength in excess of 1010 Vm'1 would be required to produce measurable ionization of

hydrogen by tunnelling from the ground state. Fields of this magnitude were not readily

obtainable 2nd so the phenomenon remained an academic curiosity for a number of years. In

1935, Mueller exploited the strong field enhancement obtainable over sharp points to develop

the field emission microscope (FEM)'8'10'. He was able to obtain local fields of the order of

109 Vm"1 by the application of only a few thousand volts to a specimen in the form of a

metallic needle with an end radius of the order of 10'6 m. With the specimen biassed

negatively, this was sufficient to produce field emission of electrons by quantum mechanical

tunnelling through the surface potential barrier. The emitter was mounted axially in a

cylindrical vacuum tube, a few centimeters away from a fluorescent screen. An enlarged,

projected electron image of the needle apex that had a magnification of the order of 105 and a

spatial resolution of the order of 2 nm was produced on the screen.
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Subsequently, in 1941, Mueller found that by reversing the bias on the emitter, and raising

the field to substantially higher values than those required for electron emission, desorption of

positively charged ions from the needle surface could be obtained'11'. Realizing that one of

the factors limiting the spatial resolution of the FEM was the finite wavelength of the emitted

electrons'12', he set out to obtain pictures using the desorbed positive ions. This presented a

major experimental difficulty, owing to the limited number of ionizable particles available on

the surface to form the image. The problem was eventually solved in 1951 by the admission of

a small amount of hydrogen to the microscope, to provide a constant supply of gas molecules

for adsorption. Early results on tungsten, obtained in the period 1951 - 1954 with the

specimens held at room temperature, yielded a marked improvement in resolution over the

F E M ' 1 S ' 1 4 1 . Single surface atoms could be seen for the first time on certain regions of the

emitter surface, although the full atomic structure of the surface could not be resolved. In

1954, mass spectrometry and energy distribution measurements of the emitted ions by Inghram

and Gomer'15'16' showed that, contrary to previous assumptions, the gaseous ions were not

formed by desorption of adsorbed molecules from the specimen surface, but instead originated

from a process of field-ionization, occurring a short distance above the specimen surface. It

was soon realized that cooling the specimen to cryogenic temperatures dramatically improved

the resolution, and in 1956 the FIM was developed into the form used today, in which

extensive details of the atomic structure of the solid surface can be seen directly'17'19'.

1.2. FIELD-ION MICROSCOPY

The FIM is remarkable for its simplicity. The specimen, in the form of a fine wire or

needle, chemically or electrochemically polished to a sharp point, is located along the axis of

the vacuum tube, as in the FEM. It is mounted on a cryostat and connected to a high tension

lead, as shown schematically in Fig. 1.1. The microscope is filled to a pressure of about

10"3 Pa with an inert gas such as helium or neon. On the application of a high positive

potential to the specimen (3 - 30 kV), gas atoms are polarized by the inhomogeneous electric

field and drawn in towards the apex of the tip. At the surface, a complex series of processes

is now known to occur, as indicated in Fig. 1.2, involving collision o£ gas atoms with the

specimen and their progressive thermal accommodation, trapping of these atoms by the strong

electric field, and the development of a field adsorbed layer. These processes are described in

detail in Section 2.2. Eventually, if the electric field is high enough, atoms beyond a certain

critical distance from the surface may become field-ionized (Section 2.3). The resulting

positively charged gas ions are repelled and projected approximately radially towards the

fluorescent screen, where they produce a magnified image of the specimen surface. If the

electric field is raised to a sufficiently high value, material may be removed from the surface
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Fig. 1.2. Principles of image formation. Image gas atoms are polarized by the strong
electric field and drawn towards the specimen surface. Field adsorption occurs on
prominent surface atoms which are themselves polarize^ by the field. Dipoles are
indicated by the arrows. Field ionization of the gas atoms occurs by tunnelling
of electrons through the field adsorbed gas atoms and into the metal. The
positive image gas ions are then repelled away from the specimen towards the
screen where the field-ion image is formed.
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by field desorption or field evaporation (Section 2.4). The most prominent surface atoms are

themselves ionized and removed in this process, which produces the uniform end-form required

for microstructural or surface chemical studies. The process has the additional benefit that

any surface films or contaminant layers may be removed from the specimen surface in a

controllable manner.

For stable operation of the microscope, it is necessary that the field required for

evaporation of the specimen material should exceed that required to produce the field-ion

image. The evaporation field is principally a function of the sublimation energy of the

specimen material, while the imaging field depends largely on the ionization potential of the

gas concerned. The inert gas producing ions with the highest phosphor efficiency (helium) also

has the highest ionization potential of any gas. In the early days of field-ion microscopy, this

restricted its scope to the study of the refractory metals. The problem was largely overcome

in 1969 through the introduction of the microchannel plate image conversion and image

intensification system!20'21'. The microchannel plate is introduced into the microscope in front

of the fluorescent screen. The incident ions generate secondary electrons, which undergo rapid

multiplication as they are accelerated through the plate. Typically, a particle gain of 103 to

104 is recorded. The final image is produced by post-acceleration of the emerging electron

beam and proximity focussing on to the fluorescent screen. The overall gain in light intensity,

compared to direct imaging, depends on the type of image gas and the electron post-

acceleration voltage, but is typically 105 for helium, 3 x 10s for neon and 10e for argon. With

this fcrm of imaging system, it is possible to study virtually all metals and alloys, and also a

wide range of semiconductor materials. As examples, high-resolution field-ion micrographs of

field evaporated Ni4Mo and aluminum specimens are shown in Fig. 1.3.

Image contrast in the FIM is due to variations in the ionization probability ana the supply

of gas atoms over different regions of the specimen surface. The magnification of the image is

governed by the ratio of the specimen-to-screen distance and the specimen radius, and is of

the order of several million times. The resolution is controlled largely by the transverse

velocity component of the accelerating gas ions, and may approach 0.2 nm with the specimen

held at a temperature of 20 K (Section 2.5). The characteristic image pattern of a field

evaporated single crystal specimen consists of a large number of spots, arranged in sets of

intersecting, concentric rings. The rings correspond to the atomic terraces of prominent

crystallographic planes on the specimen surface, and the bright spots correspond to ionization

above the edge and corner atoms on these planes. The nature of the image can be understood

most readily by reference to a hard sphere model of a hemispherical crystal, on which the

positions of the most prominent atoms have been marked, Fig. 1.4. The overall pattern

resembles a stereographic projection of the surface and can be indexed by standard
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a

Fig. 1.3. Examples of field-ion micrographs obtained using micrcchannel plate image
intensification, (a) an Disordered Ni4Mo alloy imaged at 12 kV in neon at a
specimen temperature of 30 K. (b) a pure aluminum specimen image at 10 kV in
helium at a specimen temperature of 10 K (courtesy Prof. K. Hirano).
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Fig. 1.4. Ball models illustrating the origin of FIM image contrast. White atoms indicate
prominent sites above which field-ionization occurs preferentially.
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crystallographic techniques (Section 3.1). The detailed topography of the specimen surface can

be reconstructed from measurements of the exact number and location of the rings of atoms in

the image (Section 3.2).

The image contrast to be expected from crystal defects in pure metals can be predicted

from geometrical considerations, and extensive information has been obtained regarding the

atomic structure of point, line and planar defects. These topics are summarized in Section 3.4.

A more detailed account of this aspect of the subject may be found in the monograph by

Bowkett and Smith'22'. The image contrast from alloys and two-phase materials is more

difficult to predict quantitatively, as the effects of variations of chemistry on field -ionization

probabilities are not known with any certainty. Despite this difficulty, useful information has

been obtained regarding, for example, the structure of solid solutions, particle dispersions, and

order-disorder transformations (Section 3.5).

1.3. THE ATOM PROBE

Characterization of the atomic-scale chemistry of the FIM specimen required a major

conceptual breakthrough. Mueller'1' and Vanselow and Schmidt'23' used mass spectrometry to

determine the nature of the species produced by field evaporation at and above room

temperature. Barofsky and Mueller'2*' combined a field-ion microscope with a magnetic sector

mass spectrometer, in order to identify the nature of the species field evaporating at low

temperatures, but their first instrument did not allow selected area analysis of the specimen.

A more far-reaching development came in 1967, with the introduction by Mueller, Panitz and

McLane of the time-of-flight atom probe'38'. In this instrument, a small probe aperture is

provided in the FIM image screen, and the specimen is mounted on a rotatable stage, so that a

small area of the image can be aligned over the entrance to a time-of-flight mass spectrometer

with single-ion sensitivity. The equivalence of the trajectories of field-ionized and field

evaporated ions in the electrostatic field of the FIM permits the identification of selected

individual atoms. The atom probe therefore has the highest spatial resolution in analysis of

any direct or real-space microscope. In addition, the atom probe provides a fundamental

determination of chemistry by measuring the composition of a small region by simply counting

the number of atoms of each type in that given volume.

The basic principle of operation is similar in all varieties of atom probes and is shown in

Fig. 1.5. The FIM section is shown on the left and the mass spectrometer section on the right

in this schematic diagram. The first step in the identification of single atoms is to produce a

field-ion image of the specimen. Secondly, the specimen is positioned so that the field-ion

image of the selected area falls over the aperture in the channel plate and phosphor screen

assembly. Surface atoms are then field evaporated by applying to the specimen a high-voltage
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FIELD ION MICROSCOPE

SPECIMEN
+V

TIME-OFFLIGHT
MASS SPECTROMETER

PROBE APERTURE

PHOSPHOR SCREEN

DOUBLE CHANNEL PLATE
SINGLE ATOM DETECTOR

CHANNEL PLATE
IMAGE INTENSIFIER

Fig. 1.5. Principle of the Atom Probe. The field-ion microscope is shown on the left and
the time-of-flight mass spectrometer on the right. The mass spectrometer
consists of a drift tube at the end of which is a detector that has single atom
sensitivity. A small probe aperture in the microchannel plate and phosphor screen
assembly defines the area of the specimen surface that will be analyzed in the
mass spectrometer.
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pulse with nanosecond rise-time. Whereas ionized atoms are removed from the entire specimen

surface, only those whose trajectories pass through the aperture are analyzed in the mass

spectrometer. The mass-to-charge ratio of those atoms, m/n, is calculated by equating the

potential energy of the atom on the specimen surface at total voltage V, to the kinetic energy

that the atom acquires during acceleration to the counter electrode, which is held at ground

potential. To a good first approximation, the ions may be regarded as being accelerated

instantaneously to their final velocities, and hence:

n e V = 1/2 m d2 / t2 (1.1)

.-. m/n « 2 e V t2 / d2 (1.2)

where d is the total distance the atom travels from the specimen to the single atom detector, t

is the flight time of the atom over that distance, and e the elementary charge. By

consolidating the constants, the mass-to-charge ratio, in atomic mass units, can be expressed

as:

m/n = 0.1929706 V t2 / d2 (1.3)

where V is measured in kilovolts, t in nanoseconds, and d in millimeters.

Since the introduction of the atom probe several variants have been developed either to

improve the performance or to overcome limitations'26"28', and a commercial instrument has

become available'29!. One of these variants developed by Panitz'27', known as the imaging

atom probe (IAP), allows elemental maps of the specimen to be obtained with atomic resolution.

Applications have developed rapidly, especially in the metallurgical field'30'81'. A major recent

advance has been the development of the pulsed laser atom probe (PLAP) by Kellogg and

Tsong'32>ssl, which has extended the applicability of the technique to semiconductors, and has

also permitted study of a wider range of surface chemical phenomena. The design principles of

the various types of atom probe and their advantages or disadvantages, are described in detail

in Chapters 4 and 5.

In the original atom probe, each flight time was measured from the trace on a storage

oscilloscope. In modern instruments, the oscilloscope has been superceded by high speed digital

timing systems, in which the timing is started by a pickoff from the high voltage field

evaporation pulse and then stopped by the signal produced by the ion striking the single atom

detector. The move to digital timing systems has been accompanied by the introduction of on-

line computer control and data processing. The rapid increase in computing power available in
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recent years has resulted in major advances in the software that is available for the atom

probe, and in the depth of statistical analysis that is possible on the resulting data. Chapters

6 through 8 are devoted to an account of the current state of the art in these areas, and are

intended to demonstrate the range and sophistication of the studies of atomic scale chemistry

that can now be undertaken.
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CHAPTER TWO

PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES OF FIELD-ION MICROSCOPY

The basic physical processes involved in field-ion microscopy are considered in this

Chapter. Particular attention is paid to the phenomenon of field evaporation, as this is

fundamental to understanding not only field-ion microscopy, but also the operation of the atom

probe.

2.1 THE MACROSCOPIC ELECTRIC FIELD DISTRIBUTION IN THE MICROSCOPE

A detailed knowledge of the electric field distribution in the microscope is important for

many purposes. The overall field distribution between tip and screen determines ion

trajectories, imagj uiagnification, and the nature of the image projection. Microscopic field

variations control the local gas supply function and field-ionization probabilities, and hence

determine image contrast. Also, the electric field imposes a mechanical stress upon the

specimen, and may affect the structure and stability of the end-form (see Section 2.6).

For some purposes, the field distribution in the region of the specimen apex may be

modelled in terms of a very simple approximation'1'. The field F at the surface of a free

sphere of radius r and potential V is given by:

Sphere = V / r (2.1)

The field in the apex region of a field-ion specimen is reduced from the above value by

the presence of the shank. This can be expressed formally by writing:

- V / k r (2.2)

where If. is a numerical constant which depends on the taper angle of the tip, but has an

approximate value of 5. This provides a useful guide to the orders of magnitude of the fields

that we shall be dealing with. For example, the electric field strengths required to produce

field-ionization of common gases are of the order of 2 to 4 x 1010 V m"1 (Section 2.3). In

order to produce ionization above a field-ion specimen at an applied voltage of 10 kV, it is

therefore necessary to reduce the end radius to 100 - 50 nm.

The detailed shape of the specimen is actually rather complex. Electropolishing produces

a fluted profile for the shank, which tapers into a conical form nearer to the apex, as

sketched in Fig. 2.1. The end form at the apex is not perfectly hemispherical, being flattened
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slightly in the region of low-index poles'2', due to regional variations in the field strength

required to produce field evaporation, Fig. 2.2. The most direct way to model the macroscopic

field distribution is to assume some analytical, axially symmetric form for the shape of the

specimen and the screen, and to solve Laplace's equation for the region between the two

electrodes. Unfortunately, the exceptionally large variation in size and curvature from the base

of the shank to the apex of the imaging region makes it very difficult to find a suitable

analytical model which is applicable to the whole specimen. The simplest solutions are

obtainable by assuming either paraboloid18-4' or hyperboloid'6-6' shapes.

Using the paraboloidal model, Beckey and coworkers'*' derived the following expression

for the field strength:

F . J
p in (2h/p)

(2.3)

where h is the specimen-to-screen distance.

Eyring and coworkers'5' derived the following expression for the hyperboloidal case:

a *n [(1 + v o ) / ( l - v o ) ]

2V T l "

(2.4)

where v = vo is the equation of the specimen in hyperbolic coordinates and a is a constant

determined by the specimen dimensions.

The paraboloid model generally gives a better approximation to the shape of the specimen

needle, but requires the assumption of a curved paraboloidal screen. The hyperboloid model is

less realistic for the specimen shape, but permits the description of the screen as a flat plane.

Therefore the paraboloid model is preferred for the analysis of phenomena occurring close to

the emitter surface (e.g. gas supply function, Section 2.2), while the hyperboloid model has

been used more extensively for the calculation of ion trajectories, (see Section 2.S).

Another approach to solving the field problem is to find a distribution of charges which

gives a family of equipotentials of which one coincides with the specimen surface and one with

the screen. Dyke and coworkers'7'8] used a charged body consisting of a sphere on an

orthogonal cone, and were able to find an equipotential which was a good fit to the shape of a

field emitter. Fortes'0' used a semi-infinite string along which was distributed a uniform line

density of electric charge, plus an additional point charge at the origin of the coordinate

system. Birdseye and Smith'10'11' extended this approach to the case of a non-uniform line

distribution of charge, and used the method of images to generate an equipotential which

corresponded to the shape of a field-ion microscope specimen. Their solution was not valid far

away from the axis of the specimen, or at the apex, and the field in the latter region was

determined by approximating the end of the specimen as an ellipsoid. They calculated that the

field at the specimen surface varied by only about 5% over the solid angle imaged in the field-

ion microscope, which is consistent with the experimental observation of relatively uniform
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0.5

Fig. 2.1. The shape of a typical field-ion microscope specimen.

P'O]

Fig. 2.2. Electron micrograph showing the field evaporated end-form of a tungsten
specimen (Courtesy B. Loberg and H. Norden).
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image brightness over the whole field of view.

More recent calculations of the field distribution have relied on finite element methods of

numerical computation'12'16!. Some results due to Eaton and Bayuzick'12! are shown in

Fig. 2.3, and demonstrate the variation of electric field over the apex and shank regions of a

specimen of end radius 30nm. Mention should also be made of some experimental measurements

by Sakurai and Mueller!17-18', who studied energy deficits in free-space field-ionization as a

function of the electric field strength applied to the specimen. They found that the constant k

in equation 2.2 for slender-etched tips was usually in the range S to 8, depending on the cone

angle. If the specimen was annealed to a fairly high temperature, the value dropped to around

3, nearly independent of cone angle, because of the bulb shape formed at the apex region by

surface tension-induced blunting effects.

2.2. THE OVERALL GAS SUPPLY FUNCTION, AND FIELD ADSORPTION

2.2.1. Supply of gas atoms to the specimen surface

In the presence of the electric field, the total flux of gas atoms reaching the apex region

of a field-ion microscope specimen will be in excess of the value predicted by a simple gas

kinetics model. This is because of the dipolar interaction of the gas atoms with the electric

field. Calculations of the gas supply by dipole attraction were carried out by Good and

Mueller'19!, Inghram and Gomer'20!, Southon I21', and Mueller and Tsongl22' for the relatively

simple case of a charged spherical specimen. These calculations led to the concept of a

"sphere of capture", of radius rc where rc is the distance from the emitter at which the dipole

attraction is equal to the centripetal force of a tangentially approaching atom (or molecule) of

energy kT. The enhancement factor Ze for the gas supply function in this case is given by

Mueller and Tsong

Ze = (2.5)

_ 2kT J

where a is the polarizability of the gaseous species, and F is the field strength at the surface

of the sphere. This simple equation predicts a supply function at image fields which is 10-

100 tines greater than the normal kinetic supply. A somewhat more realistic calculation

carried out by van Eekelen'2*], in which the tip was described by a hyperboloid of revolution,

yielded a very similar result.

Because of the polarization forces, gas atoms approaching the tip acquire kinetic energies

(ioF2) considerably in excess of kT. Ionization probabilities at normal imaging voltages are low

(Section 2.3), so most of the incoming molecules bounce off the tip'24'. Partial thermal

accommodation occurs on the primary impact, and the atoms therefore become trapped in the

attractive force field of the tip. Here they execute a series of hops of decreasing height on

the specimen surface until thermal accommodation is complete, or until field-ionization occurs.

Ionization can only occur if the atom is greater than a certain critical distance above the
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Fig. 2.3. Calculated field distribution over a field evaporated specimen surface (Courtesy
H.C. Eaton and R.J. Bayuzick, and Surface Science).
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Fig. 2.4. Current-voltage characteristics for helium gas ionisation over a tungsten field-ion
microscope at various temperatures (Courtesy M.J. Southon and D.G. Brandon, and
Phil. Mag.)
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surface, since otherwise the occupied energy state of the atom will not be level with a vacant

state in the metal (see Section 2.3). The overall ionization rate depends on the length of time

that each atom spends in the critical ionization zone, so the likelihood of ionization increases

as thermal accommodation progresses'25'. The complete picture of the gas dynamics is thus

extremely complex, since arrival, diffusion, hopping and ionization all have to be taken into

account, and the dominant factors will vary with tip temperature and applied field. The

detailed calculations of van Eekelen'23' take a number of these factors into account, and

predict that the gas concentration in the immediate vicinity of the surface will increase as the

specimen temperature is lowered, because of the increasing efficiency of the thermal

accommodation process. The calculations also predict that the gas concentration will go

through a maximum as the field is raised. At lower fields, the gas concentration declines

because the polarization forces attracting gas atoms to the specimen apex are lower, while at

higher fields the concentration declines because of the increased efficiency with which the

atoms are removed by field-ionization.

One limitation of van Eekelen's calculation is that it does not take into account the

possibility that gas atoms might reach the apex region of the specimen by directional surface

diffusion from the shank in the presence of the electric field gradient. Experimental

measurements of current-voltage relationships by Chen and Seidman'26' led to the conclusion

that the overall field dependence of the ion current could only be explained if diffusion from

the shank was taken into account. Also, the observed patterns of field corrosion

(Section 3.8.3) indicate strongly that many of the impurity atoms reaching the vicinity of the

tip apex do so by surface diffusion from low-field regions. Unfortunately, no theoretical

treatment of this phenomenon is yet available.

2.2.2. Field xdsorptioo

So far, it has been assumed that the distribution of gas atoms on the specimen surface

can be described in terms of simple kinetic theory, modified to take account of polarization

forces. The earliest atom probe experiments carried out by Mueller and coworkers'27'28' and

by McKinney and Brenner'29' showed immediately that the situation was more complex. When

mass spectra were recorded in the presence of the image gas, it was found that there was a

very high probability of detecting image gas species at the same time as substrate species,

either in the form of metal-inert gas complexes (helides or neides, for instance), or as

individual charged ions. Since the evaporation pulses were applied for only a few nanoseconds

at a time, with intervals of several tens of milliseconds between pukes, this implied that image

gas atoms must be more-or-less permanently resident in adsorption sites on the specimen

surface. Calculations by Tsong and Mueller'80"82' showed that this adsorption effect could be

explained to a good approximation in terms of field-induced dipole-dipole interactions between

the adsorbed image gas atom and the nearest substrate metal atom. The field induced

interaction will be greatest where the local field is highest, and therefore field-induced

adsorption will be strongest directly above the most prominent surface atoms, as shown in

Fig. 1.2. Tsong and Mueller give the following general expression for the field adsorption
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binding energy H:

H = i a A ( f A - l ) F | (2.6)

where Fo is the externally applied field, aA is the polarizability of the gas atom, and fA is a

complex constant, involving the effective polarizability of the surface atom, and the spacing

between the gas atom and the surface atom.

Detailed calculation of the field-induced binding energy is difficult, because it is

dependent of the precise extent of the field enhancement above the protruding surface atoms,

but Tsong and Mueller estimate values of the order of 0.2eV for helium adsorbed on tungsten

at the best image field of 45 V nm"1, and of the order of 0.175eV for neon at 35V nm 1 . This

implies that virtually all prominent surface sites will be covered with field adsorbed atoms, at

least at temperatures below about 120 K. The binding energy is predicted to increase with the

square of the field strength, and hence removal of the inert gas from the surface Ss generally

not possible until the field reaches the value needed to remove the substrate atom::. Tsong and

Mueller's calculations have been criticized by Forbes and coworkers'88'87' for overestimating

the magnitude of the binding energy because of neglect of the interactions between adjacent

dipoles. However, Nath, Kreuzer and Anderson'58' have recently applied molecular orbital

theory to calculate binding and activation energies, bond lengths and charge transfers for field

adsorption, and have shown that the perturbation of the atomic orbitals of the inert gas atoms

by the strong electric field will lead to a binding energy contribution from chemisorption, as

well as from polarization interactions. Consequently, the originally-estimated binding energies

are probably not far wrong, and indeed agree fairly well with experimental estimates'89"42'.

The implications of the presence of this adsorbed layer for the processes of field-ionization and

field evaporation will be discussed in the next two Sections of this Chapter.

2.3. FIELD-IONIZATION

2.3.1. Experimental observations.

Current-voltage curves for field-ionization over a metal surface were recorded by Southern

and Brandon'48', and show two main regimes, Fig. 2.4. At low fields, the ion current shows a

very steep field dependence, with a slope of about 30 on the graph illustrated, and the

ionization rate is not measurably temperature-dependent. At higher fields, the slope of the

curve is much lower (about 3), and the ion current is found to be temperature-dependent, for a

given field strength. The explanation for the existence of these two different regimes is that

at low fields the ionization probability is very low, and the ionization rate, rather than the gas

supply function, is the overall limiting factor in the process. At higher fields, ionization

occurs more efficiently, and eventually the ion current becomes limited by the rate of supply of

gas atoms to the apex region of the specimen. More detailed current-voltage characteristics

for individual crystallographic regions of a field-ion microscope specimen were recorded by

Chen and Seidman'26', and showed a very complex pattern of behavior, with the currents from

some planes going through a maximum as the field strength was raised. The reason for this
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complex behavior is that the curvature of the specimen varies from one crystallographic region

to another. Hence at lower fields ionization takes place preferentially over regions of sharp

local curvature, and gas atoms migrate laterally across the specimen surface to these areas.

When the field is raised further, towards what is termed "best image voltage" (BIV), ionization

occurs more uniformly over the surface, and the preferential gas supply to the highest field

regions is consequently somewhat reduced. The total ion current from the specimen, however,

continues to increase with increasing field strength.

The main additional experimental information about the nature of the field-ionization

process comes from the measurement of the energy distribution of the emitted ions. Two main

features are observed: {') The maximum energy of the ions is always less than the total applied

voltage between the specimen and the screen, indicating that the ions originate from regions a

few tenths of a nanometer (or more) above the specimen surface'44"46), and (2) A fine

structure exists in the energy distribution, with a regular pattern of maxima and minima of

intensity, indicating that the ionization probability is not a smoothly varying function of

distance from the specimen surface'47"62'. A third feature which is observed in some cases,

especially when ionization takes place in gas mixtures, is the appearance of a satellite peak in

the energy distribution, on the high-energy side of the normal main peak. This is ascribed to

ionization of field adsorbed atoms, a process which requires chemical or electronic excitation

prior to field-ionization'51-58-54'.

2.3.2. Basic theory

Potential energy diagrams for field-ionization, either in free space or in close proximity to

a metal surface, are shown in Fig. 2.5. The one-dimensional form of the potential V(x) seen by

a tunnelling electron in the vicinity of a metal surface is given by the following expression:

- e 2 e2 e2

V(x) = — + eFx + (2.7)
I 1 — x I — a 4x 1 + x - a

where the first term represents the potential funne! of the ion (a is the ion radius and 1 the

distance from the metal surface to the center of the ion); and the second one the external

field; the third term is the image potential of the electron, and the fourth term describes the

repulsion of the electron by the image of the ion in the metal. In the vicinity of the metal

surface, the rate of electron tunnelling is enhanced because of the effect of image forces in

reducing the potential barrier. The rate of tunnelling will therefore increase as the gas atom

approaches the metal surface, until some cut-off distance xc is reached, at which the energy

level of the electron in the gas atom coincides with the Fermi level in the metal. At distances

closer than xc, tunnelling will be prohibited at low temperatures by the Pauli exclusion

principle, because there will be no vacant electronic states of appropriate energy within the

metal to receive the electron. With the inclusion of a polarization term, the value of xc is

given by:
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vu)
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Fig. 2.5. Potential energy diagrams for field-ionisation (a) in free space, and (b) close to a
metal surface.
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where I is the ionization energy, </> is the work function of the surface, and aa and aj are the

polarizabilities of the atom and ion respectively.

The barrier penetration probability, simplified to a linear problem, can be found by the

Wentzel - Kramer - Brillouin (WKB) approximation to be:

(8enO°#5 f2 e
" 2* " —- J (V(x) - Ft + I -

h x t 41

(2.9)

where the integral extends over the barrier width. Inghram and Gomer'44' and Mueller and

Bahadur'55' first evaluated integrals of this form numerically. By combination with a frequency

factor nu (of the order of 1016) representing the frequency with which an electron strikes the

inner wall of the potential funnel, and a transit time (mVFa*) required for the polarized gas

atom to move through unit length of its trajectory towards the tip, they determined the overall

ionization rate as a function of the distance of the gas atom from the metal surface, and as a

function of its ionization potential, and the strength of the applied electric field. This

relatively simple calculation successfully predicted the four main features of field-ionization,

namely (1) a very steep rise in penetration probability close to xc; (2) a dependence of the

ionization current on the 3/2 power of the ionization potential I; (3) a very strong field

dependence of the ionization probability (for helium, increasing by 10 orders of magnitude as

the field is doubled from 20 V nm'1 to 40 V nm"1); and (4) an overall probability of iomzation

of significantly less than unity during any one collision of a gas atom with the surface, the

latter implying that the majority of gas atoms rebound from the surface without being ionized.

An approximate analytical solution to the above equation was given by Gomer'1' for the

optimum tunnelling condition (1 = xc):

D(xc) = exp T~ 6.83 x 107 (I - 7.6 x lO'* - ) ° * 5 * (2.10)

This solution has general properties identical to those of the numerical results described above.

The theory of the vacuum tunnelling process has been further developed by many workers.

Fiedeldey and Fourie'6*' obtained an alternative analytical expression for the one-dimensional

barrier penetration coefficient given above. Boudreaux and Cutler'67' reformulated the problem

in terms of time dependent perturbation theory, and obtained a three-dimensional solution,

although the predicted probability of ionization of an atom on a single pass through the

ionization zone was extremely low (of the order of 10"9). The same workers'58' also applied

quantum mechanical collision theory to the field-ionization process, and again obtained a three

dimensional solution, though in this case without absolute values of the barrier penetration

coefficient. The rearrangement collision model was also modified by Fonash and Schrenk'59' to

take account of the Fermi surface of the metal, and by Sharma and Schrenk'60' to take into
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account the periodic potential variation in the plane of the surface, but the predicted

variations in tunnelling probability were inadequate to explain the observed image contrast.

Resonance tunnelling effects were also predicted at certain critical distances from the surface,

either by a Bohr quantization standing wave mechanism, as proposed by Jason'49', or by

dynamical effects, as proposed by Alferieff and Duke'61'. The effects of charge redistribution

in the metal surface have been considered, for instance by Brandon'62', as have static field

penetration and atomic polarization'63-64' and the direction of the atomic orbitals in the

specimen surface have also been taken into account'66'. The most recent analytical treatment

is by Haydock and Kingham'66', and provides a three-dimensional solution to the tunnelling

problem which gives estimates of best image fields and half-widths of ionization zones which

are in good agreement with experimental observations. The probability of ionization of a

helium atom on a single pass through an ionization zone at best-image field is calculated to be

only 1.1 x 10"2 when the atom has the full incoming polarization energy, 7.4 x 10'2 when fully

accommodated to a tip temperature of 80 K, and 1.4 x 10'1 at a tip temperature of 20 K.

2.3.3. Field-ionization in the presence of adsorbed gas atoms.

As outlined in Section 2.2, there is now overwhelming evidence for the presence of a field

adsorbed layer of image gas atoms on the specimen surface under the conditions at which field-

ior: microscope images are normally recorded. Consequently, the relatively straightforward

theories of vacuum tunnelling which have been presented in the preceding section need to be

modified to take account of the increased complexity of the real potential barrier, shown

schematically in Fig. 2.6. Experimental observations of FIM image brightnesses in the presence

of mixtures of image gases'67'70' indicate that hydrogen and neon, in particular, enhance the

overall ion currents. The hydrogen effect is complex, and is thought to be due principally to

chemical interactions with surface atoms, resulting in increases in their effect: e dipole

moments '67'. The effect of neon, on the other hand, should be directly explicable in terms of

the enhancement of field-ionization rate by field adsorption. The only theoretical work

reported so far on this problem is by Nolan and Herman'71'72', who used a transfer-

Hamiltonian calculation. When the effects of the field in distorting the atomic orbitals of the

adsorbed atoms were taken into account, the enhancement of the field-ionization rate of helium

in the presence of adsorbed neon was estimated to be of the order of a factor of five. The

presence of field adsorbed helium was to slightly decrease the overall ionization probability.

These results are summarized in Fig. 2.7. The most recent experimental results on field-

ionization enhancement factors are by Sweeney and Tsong'73', and show a larger enhancement

by neon than was predicted by Nolan and Herman. The results also indicate a positive

enhancement factor for adsorbed helium. Clearly, further theoretical work is needed.

2.4. FIELD DESORPTION AND FIELD EVAPORATION

These terms refer to the ionization and removal by the electric field of material which is

bound to the specimen surface. In common with the terminology of more conventional surface

chemistry, the term field desorption is strictly applied to the removal of adsorbed material,
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Fig. 2.6. Potential energy diagram for field-ionisation close to a metal surface in the
presence of an adsorbed image gas atom.
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Fig. 2.7. The calculated enhancement factors for field-ionisation of helium in the presence
of adsorbed helium or neon atoms.
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while the term field evaporation refers to the removal of substrate atoms. The physical

processes occurring are similar in each case, so we shall discuss them together.

2.4.1. Experimental Observations

Field desorption and field evaporation are most commonly studied by measuring the rate of

removal of material from the specimen surface as a function of applied field and temperature.

In the case of field desorption, removal of material from the surface in UHV can be followed

by monitoring the change in work function of the surface'74'75'. In the case of field

evaporation, successive atomic layers have the same chemical composition, and therefore other

methods of measurement are required. The most usual method is to watch the FIM image, and

to monitor the rate of ring co lapse on a prominent low-index pole as the voltage is raised.

This creates a difficulty, however, as the presence of the image gas is found to promote the

field evaporation process. Ideally, field evaporation rates should be monitored in U.H.V., using

field desorption microscope techniques (Section 3.10), or by measuring the rate of arrival of

ions arriving at the detector in a conventional time-of-flight atom probe. However, very little

work of this kind has so far been reported, and in this section all results will refer to

measurements made in the presence of the image gas, unless stated otherwise.

In the case of the field evaporation of pure metals, all measurements to date indicate a

strong dependence of rate upon both field and temperature'76"80'. The field dependence for

several metals is shown in Fig. 2.8, which is taken from the work of Tsong'80'. At 78 K, the

evaporation rate may change by up to a factor of 10 for a one percent change in field

strength. The field dependence of evaporation rate becomes stronger at lower temperatures'89'.

This is important in the atom probe, as stable analysis requires the avoidance of evaporation

during the time intervals between the application of successive high voltage pulses, and

stability can be achieved at lower pulse ratios if the specimen temperature is kept low.

The temperature dependence of evaporation rate is not as extreme as the field

dependence'77-78-81"86' Data from Wada et al'86' is illustrated in Fig. 2.9, and shows a drop

of about 10 percent in the evaporation field of tungsten in going from 20 to 100 K. Also, the

evaporation field of rhodium decreases by about 20 percent between 100 and 250 K'82l The

combination of the temperature dependence and strong field dependence of evaporation rate is

of particular importance in the design and operation of the pulsed laser atom probe. In this

instrument, the voltage on the specimen is kept constant, and the temperature is raised

momentarily to produce evaporation. The evaporation rate typically increases by about 9 - 1 0

orders of magnitude between SO and 250 K, and thus stable analysis can be obtained without

the need to apply an excessively strong heating pulse'83'.

Additional information regarding the field evaporation process has been obtained from

measurements of the charge states, energy deficits and energy distributions of the desorbed

ions, and from the activation energy for the desorption process. Mass spectrometry studies by

Barofsky and Mueller'87'88! showed that the ions field evaporated from a range of metals at

low temperatures were predominantly doubly charged. At room temperature, singly charged ions

could also be observed. This could not be explained in terms of the simple classical theory of
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field evaporation (see below). With the introduction of the atom probe, and associated use of

high rates of evaporation and low specimen temperatures, a range of very high charge states

were discovered. Three- and four-fold charge states were found to be common for the

refractory metals'27'89"91', and under extreme conditions of evaporation (109 atom layers s'1),

traces of five- and six- fold charge states were reported'82"64'. Conversely, the pulsed laser

atom probe has shown a shift towards lower ionization states at higher evaporation

temperatures'88-84'.

For a long time the origin of the charge state variation remained puzzling, but elegant

work by Ernst'82'05) involving energy deficit and activation energy measurements provided the

explanation. The energy deficits for doubly charged rhodium ions were found to be larger than

for singly charged ions (approximately 30 eV, as against 12 eV), but the activation energies for

the formation of the two different species were found to be identical. This demonstrated

conclusively that the higher charge states must be produced by a process of post ionization,

that is, by further field-ionization of desorbed lower-charged ions after leaving the specimen

surface. This effect is discussed further in Section 2.4.3.

2.4.2. Classical Theory of Field Desorption and Field Evaporation.

A model for the field desorption process, applicable to ionically bound adsorbates, was

first proposed by Kirchner'96'97', and was developed and applied to the field evaporation of

metals by Mueller'76'98'. The work of Gomer'99', Gomer and Swanson'100', and Swanson and

Gomer'101', dealt with covalent as well as ionic adsorbates, and was extended by Tsong'102'

and Tsong and Mueller'78' to the field evaporation of metals. Thus two basic models evolved,

which have become known as the image hump model (or image force, Mueller, or Mueller-

Schottky model), and the charge exchange model (or intersection or Gomer model). Both models

are based on simpie models of atomic and ionic forces, image potentials and polarization

effects, and are essentially one-dimensional in nature. Both models suffer from the obvious

limitations of attempting to apply such concepts to phenomena occurring within 0.2 nm of a

metal surface, especially in the presence of an electric field gradient of the order of 20 to

50 Vnnr1.

2.4.2.1. Image hump model

Neutral and ionic binding states for a metal atom on a metal surface can be represented

by one-dimensional potential energy diagrams. In the absence of an electric field, the various

ionic levels will in general be metastable with respect to the neutral state, as shown in

Fig. 2.10(a). The activation energy barrier Qo for the desorption of an n-fold charged ion

under zero-field conditions is given by:

Qo • A+ I I n - n « , (2.")
n

where A « Heat of adsorption with respect to a neutral atom
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Jn = n th ionization potential of the atom

tf> - work function of the substrate

In the presence of an external field, the ionic states will become increasingly stable as

the distance from the metal surface is increased. Desorption of an ion by electronic transition

and thermal activation over a reduced potential energy barrier now becomes possible, as shown

in Fig. 2.10(b). If ion core repulsion terms are ignored, and the potential energy of the ion is

expressed as the sum of a simple image potential term (n2e2)/4x, and a field term -nFex, the

position of the maximum on the ionic potential curve is given by:

* m « - *(ne/F)» (2.12)

and

-Vj (max) = (nsesF)J (2.13)

This is known as the Schottkv hump (or Schottky saddle) potential. If the position of this

maximum lies outside the neutral atom binding energy curve, then the reduced energy barrier to

desorption in the presence of the electric field (Qn) is given simply by:

Qn = Qo " (nVF)* (2.14)

or, if the polarizability of the atom (aj and ion (at) are taken into account:

Qn = Qo -(n8e8F)* + *(o. - oj) F2 (2.15)

The rate constant ke for field evaporation by thermal activation over the Schottky hump

is given by a simple Arrhenius expression:

kn = v e x p ( - Q n / k T ) (2.16)

where v is the surface atom vibration frequency.

Similarly, the time r required for evaporation may be written:

T = r0 e x p ( Q n / k T ) (2.17)

where TO is the vibration time of the surface atom.

Solving for the field Fn required for evaporation of an n-fold charged ion:
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V(x)

ATOMIC CURVE

V (x)

Fig. 2.10. Potential energy diagrams for the image hump model of field evaporation, (a)
zero-field conditions, and (b) showing the position of the Schottky hump in the
presence ofthe external electric field.
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Fn = n"s e-s ( Qo - kT In (T/TO) )2 (2.18)

The evaporation field Fo at absolute zero may be estimated by finding the charge state

for which the field strength giving zero activation energy for field evaporation is lowest.

Calculations of this kind (omitting polarization terms) have been carried out for most metallic

elements, and for a few non-metals. The results are tabulated in Appendix J, together with

some experimentally determined values of evaporation fields and charge states (see also

Appendix H). It should be borne in mind that the criterion used to determine the evaporation

field experimentally is slightly different to the one used in this simple theory, being based on

the attainment of a given rate of ring collapse (usually 0.01 layers s'1) at a finite temperature

(often 77 K). In view of this, the extent of agreement between this simple theory and

experiment is surprisingly good, and quite possibly coincidental. The details of the model have

been critically analyzed by a number of workers, ail of whom find serious shortcomings'79,103'

107]. -j-jjg variation of evaporation rate with externally applied field does not agree well with

the theory and the activation energies predicted by the simple model for evaporation at finite

temperatures are generally too high. Also, and more fundamentally, the position of the

Schottky hump is found to lie very close to the metal surface at the field strengths required

for low-temperature evaporation, and an ion core repulsion term needs to be inserted in the

expression for the potential energy of the desorbing ion. When this is done, it is found that

the Schottky hump either becomes very small or disappears altogether, casting doubt on the

fundamental validity of the model.

2.4.2.2. Charge exchange model

If the position of the Schottky hump lies inside the potential energy curve of the neutral

state, as shown in Fig. 2.1 l(a), or if the applied field is sufficiently strong to remove the hump

altogether, as shown in Fig. 2.1 l(b), the surface atom need only be excited to an energy level

corresponding to the intersection of the neutral and ionic curves in order for field evaporation

to occur. Electronic transition is followed immediately by desorption. This is termed the

charge exchange model. In this model, the activation energy is lower than that predicted from

the size of the Schottky hump, and, in the general case, is given by Gomer and Swanson'100'

as:

n*e2 B 1
Qn • Qo neF (x + L) AE + PF + - (« - a, )F* (2.19)

4xc 2 2

where xc = the distance from the metal surface at which the potential curves intersect

B = the broadening of the energy level of the atom concerned, due to the adsorption

process

L = a screening distance, to take account of field penetration into the metal

A E = the shift of the energy level on adsorption
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V(x)

V(x)

Fig. 2.11. Potential energy diagrams for the charge exchange model of field evaporation, (a)
case where the Schottky hump lies inside the atomic potential curve, and (b) case
where the field strength is sufficient to remove the hump completely. In each
case it is assumed that the electronic transition takes place abruptly at a certain
point on the desorption curve ("charge hopping" model).
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P - the zero-field dipole moment (if any) of the adsorbate species

aa a; = the polarizabilities of atom and ion respectively.

Tsong and Mueller'78' used the charge exchange model to calculate the evaporation fields

of a number of pure metals at absolute zero, assuming, somewhat arbitrarily, values of xc was

constant and equal to the single bond atomic radii. The last four terms in the above equation,

including the polarization term, were neglected in this calculation, and electronic transition was

assumed to take place abruptly at xc. Only approximate agreement was obtained with

experiment. Most metals were predicted to evaporate as doubly-charged ions, in agreement

with the predictions of the image hump model. The details of the charge exchange model have

been considered by a number of workers. Both McKinstry'104' and Forbes'108' have pointed out

that it is incorrect to take xc as a constant, since its position must clearly be a function of

the applied field strength. However, the difficulty is that the precise form of the neutral atom

potential curve is unknown. Forbes'108' has suggested that under the conditions relevant to low

temperature field evaporation, this potential well could reasonably be approximated as a

parabola. This led to the prediction of linear relationships between Q°-5 and 1/F'109', and

between T 0 6 and 1/FO, where Fo is the onset field for evaporation'110'. Both of these

predictions seem to be in reasonable agreement with data for refractory metals, at least at

temperatures above 60 K.'111"112'.

Forbes'113' has drawn an important distinction between two variants of the charge

exchange model, which he terms charge hooping and charge draining. The former refers to an

abrupt transition from the atomic to the ionic state, as assumed by Tsong and Mueller'78'. The

latter refers to the possibility of a progressive draining of fractional amounts of charge as the

atom moves away from the surface, as shown schematically in Fig. 2.12(a). It is now clear that

the latter model is the more realistic way to describe metallic field evaporation, but it is

difficult to express it in quantitative terms. Forbes'113' represents this in terms of a repulsion

between the atomic and ionic potential curves, Fig. 2.12(b), which leads to a decrease in the

activation energy to a level delta U below that predicted by the charge hopping model.

Unfortunately, no satisfactory theoretical treatment of this situation is yet available.

2.4.2.3. Weak or Zero Bonding Case: Equivalence to Field-ionization.

This case is illustrated in Fig. 2.13. It can be shown that the potential curves of the

atomic and ionic states intersect at xc, where

e 2 * (2.20)

This corresponds exactly with the minimum conditions for field-ionization, as described by

equation 2.8. Thus close parallels exist between the theories of field-ionization and field

desorption.
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Fig. 2.12. Potential energy diagrams for the charge exchange model of field evaporation in
the case when electronic transition takes place gradually as the atom moves away
from the surface ("charge draining model"), (a) progressive emptying of the atomic
orbital, and (b) effective repulsion of atomic and ionic curves (after D.R. Kingham
and R.G. Forbes).
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V(x)

Fig. 2.13. Potential energy diagram for field evaporation in the case of weak or zero
bonding (after R. Gomer). This is equivalent to the case of field ionisation,
Fig.2.5.

Fig. 2.14.

-2eFx

Potential energy diagram for the process of post ionisation of field evaporated
ions (after D.R. Kingham).
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2.4.3. Post-ionization theory of high charge states

By analogy with the field-ionization case shown in Fig. 2.13, it should be possible for ions

field evaporated from the specimen surface to undergo further ionization to higher charge

states after leaving the surface, by a field-ionization process. This has become known as post

ionization. and is now accepted to be the most important mechanism for the production of the

very high charge states which are commonly observed at the high evaporation rates employed

in atom probe analysis. A potential energy diagram to illustrate the principle of this process is

shown in Fig. 2.14. Detailed theoretical treatments have been given by Ernst'82'95' and by

Kingham'114"116l Details of Kingham's predictions for charge state versus evaporation field

for a large number of elements are presented in Appendix K.

2.4.4. Ion tunnelling

While the above calculations assume thermally activated desorption, tunnelling of ions

through the surface potential barrier should also properly be considered, as shown schematically

in Fig. 2.15. This has been analyzed by several workers, including Gomer and Swanson'100',

Ehrlich and Kirk'117), and Kingham'118'. The temperatures at which tunnelling and thermal

activation mechanisms should become equally important are still a matter of some controversy.

Generally speaking, it is believed that these temperatures lie below 100 K, though for light

elements, tunnelling may be significant even at substantially higher temperatures. The two

processes are not mutually exclusive: partial thermal activation may occur, followed by

tunnelling through a reduced potential barrier. Field evaporation data from Wada et al'85' on

refractory metals has been reanalyzed by Forbes'119l The analysis indicates that below 60 K

deviations occur from the temperature dependence of evaporation rate predicted by the charge

exchange model. This was attributed to the onset of ion tunnelling as a significant escape

mechanism. Also, in recent atom probe experiments, Menand and Kinghaml120' have noted

anomalies in the isotope ratios of boron in different charge states, and have found that the

rate of field evaporation of boron is almost independent of temperature below about 140 K.

Both effects provide strong evidence that ion tunnelling is important in this case.

2.4.5. Field Evaporation of Alloys

For dilute alloys, Brandon'121-122! replaced the activation energy Qn by Qn\ where:

Qn' - Qo - AA - AI - f (F) (2.21)

AA allows for local variations in binding energy,

AI is the difference in the sum of the ionization potentials for a solute atom compared to

an atom of the solvent matrix,

f(F) is a function of the field, and includes polarization and field penetration effects.

Some of the limited thermodynamic data available for use with equation 2.21. has been

employed by Brandon to calculate the field evaporation behavior of dilute alloys of iron, by
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V(x)

Fig. 2.15. Potential energy diagram for field evaporation by ion tunnelling through the
energy barrier (shown hatched).

O Fe (011) 78K
Ni(001)78K

D Cu(111)2OK
PdH13)78K

HYDROGEN PRESSURE / 1 0 "

Fig. 2.16. The effects of hydrogen on the evaporation fields of various metals (courtesy M.
Wada and O. Nishikawa).
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Southworth and Ralph'128' for alloys of platinum, and by Herschitz and Seidman for alloys of

cobalt. Certain solutes (such as Cr, Mn, Cu and Al in iron) are expected to field evaporate

preferentially, leaving vacancy-type contrast in the field-ion image. Some others (such as Co

and Ni in iron) should be preferentially retained in high-field sites, giving rise to "bright spot"

contrast. Non-metallic impurities such as O, N and C are expected to be very strongly

retained, because of their high ionization potential, or to be desorbed in the form of molecular

ions (MG)n+ if:

A m - (H. + Ed) > En IG - En IMG (2-22)

where Am • sublimation energy of molecule MG from the metal lattice

Ed *= dissociation energy of adsorbate (diatomic) molecule G2

H, •= heat of adsorption of G2

En IG = sum of ionization potentials of atom G

£n IMG = sum of ionization potentials of molecule MG

Concentrated alloys are more difficult to treat quantitatively, since a more complex

formulation of equations 2.21 and 2.22 is required, and the relevant thermodynamic parameters

are in general not known. Qualitatively, though, the trend is clear: the greater the local

fluctuations in binding energy, the less regular the end form will become. This has important

implications for both field ion microscopy and atom probe microanalysis.

2.4.6. Image gas interactions

Finally, in this section, the effects of the image gas on the processes of field evaporation

and field desorption must be considered. Hydrogen has a major effect in reducing the

evaporation fields of many metals, as illustrated in Fig. 2.16. The effect is apparently due to

the formation of metal hydride species. Nishikawa and Mueller'124' found that the vacuum

evaporation fields of W, Mo and Pt at 21 K were reduced by 1 - 2 per cent in the presence of

helium, and by 6 - 10 per cent in the presence of neon. A somewhat different field evaporated

end-form was also obtained for tungsten in the presence of neon. Other workers also found

that the presence of the image gas markedly promoted the field desorption of chemically

adsorbed gases such as hydrogen, oxygen, methane and carbon monoxide'125'128'. These effects

were first explained in terms of the transfer of kinetic energy to the metal surface by the

bombardment with polarized image gas atoms'122-124', or by electron bombardment of the

adsorbate by secondary electrons from the field ionized gas'125il2eL Since it is now known

that in the presence of the image gas, the surface is generally covered with a field adsorbed

layer, these explanations are almost certainly inadequate. However, the problem has not yet

been reformulated to take account of these effects.

The detailed trajectories of field evaporated ions as they leave the specimen surface have

not yet been calculated. The only work of this kind is by Tomanek et al'130', and concerns

the field desorption of nitrogen molecules from iron under the influence of applied fields of
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various strengths. The results indicate that the desorption trajectory is complex in three

dimensions, and is also a function of the applied field. Some examples of the results are

shown in Fig. 2.17. Clearly, further investigation of this process is needed.

2.5 loo trajectories, image projection, magnification, resolution and image contrast

The most detailed ion trajectory calculations are those of Smith and Walls'129!, who used

both paraboloidal and hyperboloidal approximations, and employed finite element methods to

calculate the ion paths. The calculations show that the effect of the specimen shank is to

introduce some degree of curvature into the trajectories. The detailed results show excellent

agreement with the observed linear angle-distance relationships on field-ion micrographs (see

Chapter 3), and also show clearly how the presence of the specimen shank compresses the ion

trajectories. The net result of this compression is that the magnification obtained in the

microscope is about 30% less than would be predicted on the basis of a simple radial projection

model.

2.6. Mechanical stresses on the specimen, working range, and optimum working conditions

for the FIM.

Calculations of the mechanical stresses on field-ion microscope specimens due to the

applied electric field have been carried out by Birdseye and Smith'10'11], and by Eaton and

Bayuzick'12'. Some of their results are illustrated in Figs. 2.18 and 2.19. The stress levels in

the apex region are found to be extremely high, approaching the theoretical strengths of the

specimen materials. The stresses consist of both radial and shear components, although the

shear elements are low in some regions. Glissile defects will clearly be severely affected by

these stresses. For instance, the great majority of dislocations present in field-ion microscope

specimens will be removed under the influence of the field. This is discussed further in

Chapter 3.

Considerations of the variation of ionization and evaporation fields with temperature, and

of the likely effects of the applied stress in producing deformation or fracture of the specimen,

lead to the definition of an effective working range for the field-ion microscope. This is

illustrated schematically in Fig. 2.20. For stable operation, it is necessary that the imaging

field should be lower than the evaporation field, and that both should be lower than the field

which would be likely to produce mechanical failure of the specimen.
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molecules field desorbed from iron at different field strengths (courtesy D.
Tomanek et al, and Surface Science).
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Fig. 2.20. The effective working range of the field ion microscope, i.e. the regime of
conditions where stable micrographs may be obtained (courtesy Physics Bulletin).
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CHAPTER THREE

FIM IMAGE INTERPRETATION

3.1 CRYSTALLOGRAPHY, SYMMETRY AND INDEXING

Crystallographic information can be extracted from field-ion micrographs in a

straightforward manner. The major low index planes can usually be identified very simply using

the relative prominence rule: the planes with the largest atomic step heights (i.e. interplanar

spacings) are the most prominent ones in the image'1'. The nature of the image projection

preserves the symmetry of the original crystal. Miller indices can be assigned to tne planes

once the major symmetry elements of the pattern have been identified (assuming that the

crystal structure of the material is known). The solid angle included in the field-of-view of

the image is usually large enough (typically >100°) for several symmetry axes to be identified,

and hence there is generally more than enough information available to check the internal

consistency of the indexing assignments. Once the major poles have been identified, zone lines

can be constructed, and secondary poles can be indexed using the standard zone addition rule.

As the projection is not exactly stereographic (see below), there is occasionally some difficulty

in assigning Miller indices to very minor poles. However, the combination of the zone addition

rule and the relative prominence rule is almost always sufiieiant to produce an unambiguous

assignment. An example of an indexed field-ion micrograph is shown in Fig. 3.1.

3.2 DETERMINATION OF FEATURE MORPHOLOGY

The determination of the morphology of features in the material from their appearance in

field-ion micrographs requires the development of methods for measuring geometrical factors,

such as angles and distances, from the micrographs. Therefore, a detailed knowledge of the

image projection and the factors affecting the overall and local magnification of the imaged

region is required. Once these factors are understood, linear, planar and three-dimensional

features of the image can be characterized. We shall deal with each of these subjects in turn.

3.2.1. Image Projection

In the case of cylindrically symmetrical field-ion specimens, the projection is angle-true

about the main axis. Thus once the center of the projection has been identified, radial angles

about the center can be measured simply by using a protractor. Identification of the center of

projection is straightforward if it coincides with the position of a relatively low-index pole,

since in that case all zone lines passing, through the pole concerned will be straight, and their

point of intersection will exactly define the center'2'. Since, traditionally, many field-ion
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Fig. 3.1. Indexed field-ion micrograph of tungsten (Courtesy of K.M. Bowkett and
D.A. Smith!2)).
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experiments were carried out on materials which were fabricated from wire, and therefore had

strong drawing or annealing textures, it was very common for ichis condition to be fulfilled, and

it will be assumed for simplicity in following discussion. In cases where the specimen axis does

not coincide with a zone axis, more approximate methods must be resorted to, as described

later in the section.

Azimuthal angles can also be determined relatively easily if the specimen has cylindrical

symmetry. The angle-distance relationships do not coincide with any of the standard

orthographic, stereographic or gnomonic projections, Fig. 3.2(a), but once the FIM image has

been indexed, it is straightforward to plot the relationship between linear disunce (L) on the

micrograph and the angular separation (8) between the axial pole and other known poles, as

shown in Fig. 3.2(b). The linear relationship:

L « k . 6 (3.1)

is found to be valid for a wide range of azimuthal angles, and for a variety of specimen

materials'3!.

3.2.2. Regional and Local Magnification

The magnification of a region between two neighboring crystallographic poles may be

calculated, if it is assumed that the surface can considered locally as part of a sphere. The

method was developed by Drechsler and Wolf'1', and is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. If the number n

of image rings of step height S is counted between the center of the reference pole and the

center of another pole separated by an angle 6, then the average radius of curvature F

between the centers of the two poles is given by:

R - n . S / ( 1 - cos 6 ) (3.2)

If the distance on the micrograph between the centers of these two poles is d, then the

regional magnification M is given (in curvilinear terms) by:

M - d / R . 6 (3.3)

Using the above approach, Drechsler and WolfW were able to show that the radius of

curvature of field-ion images of tungsten varied by up to a factor of two from one region to

another, with the close-packed {110} regions being the flattest, and the more open regions such

as {411} and {222} being the most sharply curved. Similar results were obtained by Nakamura^

for a number of refractory metals. The effect is now known to be a quite general

phenomenon. The primary reason for this is that the local work function varies between one

plane and another, and hence the field required to produce evaporation also varies, in an

inverse sense (see Section 2.3). Since the azimuthal angle-distance relationship remains linear,

despite variations in local radius, it follows that the regional magnification of the image varies
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Gnomonic

Stereograph ic

Orthographic

Fig. 3.2.(a) Projection points for the standard orthographic, stereographic and gnomonic
projections.

U H L 1 I 0 1 S T A MCE F* 0 M [ [ I l l l l (110) 6 U 0 U I S

Fig. 3.2.(b) Relationship between linear and angular distances for the prominent poles of a
symmetrical tungsten specimen'6!. The superimposed projections are 1) gnomonic,
2) stereographic, 3) orthographic, and 4) L = k 8.
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[hk l ]

Radius of Curvature

nS
R =

-cos0

Fig. 3.3. Method for determining the radius of curvature of a field-ion specimen.

Fig. 3.4. Vacancy site in tungsten {111} plane. (Courtesy J.A. Hudson).
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as the reciprocal of the regional radius of curvature.

The Drechsler and Wolf approach can be extended to the case of non-adjacent poles if the

numbers of image rings of intermediate poles inclined at known angles to the original reference

pole are counted, as well as the number of rings of the original pole. The calculations are

simple but tedious. Appropriate geometrical formulae have been given by several workers'5"8'.

In the case of planes where all the atoms are resolved, the local magnification may be

determined in a more direct manner. The separation of adjacent image spots may be measured

directly from the micrograph, and compared to the known interatomic spacings in the direction

concerned. The magnification is then simply given by the ratio of the distance between image

spots on the micrograph and the known interatomic distance in the crystal.

3.2.3. Indirect Magnification Effect

If the field evaporated end-form is assumed to be locally spherical, small displacements of

atomic planes in a direction normal to the surface (such as are associated with lattice defects)

will produce lateral shifts in the position of image rings which are magnified by the ratio of

the interplanar spacing to the ledge separation'9!. This can be shown quantitatively as follows.

The radius r; of the ith ring of any pole is given to a good approximation by'10':

rs = (2 R . i . S)0 5 (3.4)

The separation W^i+1 of the ith and (i + l)th ledges is therefore:

= { 0 + D 0 B - i°"B } • (2 R . S)0 5 (3.5)

The indirect magnification Mj of the interplanar spacing is thus:

Mi = Wi/i+1 / S = { (i + I ) 0 5 - i 0 5 } . (2 R / S)0 6 (3.6)

Typically Mj is of the order of 5 - 10, and thus displacements of as little as 0.03nm are

detectable in the image, if they occur in a direction normal to the specimen surface. The

recognition of the extreme sensitivity of the ring configuration to normal displacements is the

key to the interpretation of the images of lattice defects, which are discussed in the following

sections.

3.2.4. Analysis of Linear Features

Once the parameters k, R and M have been determined for a particular micrograph

according to equations 3.1 - 3.3, or extensions thereof, the three-dimensional coordinates of all

points in the calibrated area can be found from the micrograph by simple measurement of

distances and axial and azimuthal angles, and appropriate manual or computer calculation. It is

important to note that the lateral point of reference for the coordinate system is the center of

the projection, and that the reference point along the specimen axis is the position of the
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specimen apex. In order to establish the line of a defect (such as a dislocation) which is

inclined to the axis of the specimen, it is necessary to carry out a controlled field evaporation

sequence, and to record the position of the defect on at least two (and preferably more)

micrographs, between which a known number of atomic layers has been removed from the axial

pole. The parameter k usually remains constant for any given specimen, but if the amount of

material evaporated is appreciable, R and M may vary and should be recalculated as necessary.

The position of the defect is calculated with respect to the coordinate system of each

micrograph on which it appears, and then the appropriate adjustment is made for the

displacement of the coordinate system along the axis of the specimen between micrographs, by

allowing for the number of atom layers removed from the axial pole. In this way, the line of

the defect is obtained in absolute terms, and may be related to the crystallography of the

specimen.

3.2.5. Analysis of Planar and Three-dimensional Features

The analysis of planar features may be carried out by extension of the procedure

described above for linear features. However, if it is merely desired to find the mean plane of

a defect, such as a grain boundary, and to relate this to the crystallographic parameters of the

adjacent grains, then a graphical construction method may be adequate, as described by

Bowkett and Smith'2). If the apex region of the specimen can be represented by a portion of

a sphere, then the trace of the intersection of the boundary with the surface will project as a

small circle. This can be transferred to a stereographic projection, and the pole of the circle

can be found by standard crystallographic methods.

Three-dimensional features, such as grain boundaries of complex topography, or second

phase particles, can also be studied by these methods. In such cases, it is necessary to

reconstruct the form of the interface in a point-by-point fashion. If necessary, computer

graphics can then be used to display the overall shape of the feature, projected onto a suitable

plane'6-11"18'. If the center of the projection does not coincide closely with a rational

crystallographic plane, simpler methods must generally be used, involving the approximations

that the projection is stereographic, and that the radius of curvature is uniform in the region

of interest. Special care may be needed when studying two phase materials, because the

different evaporation fields of the two phases may lead to irregularities in the radius of

curvature of the specimen.

3.3. IMAGE CONTRAST FROM PERFECT METAL CRYSTALS

Pronounced variations in regional contrast are found in the FIM images of pure metals. A

common factor is that close-packed low-index regions are usually relatively dimly imaging,

while more open, high index regions appear brighter. This effect can be explained in terms of

the differences in work fu ction between close packed and non-close packed surface planes,

which result in different local field strengths for evaporation, and hence different local radii of

curvature, as discussed in Section 3.2.2. Secondary variations in regional contrast are also

observed, which change markedly not only with the crystal structure of the element concerned.
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but also between individual elements having the same crystal structure. For example, W, Ta,

Mo and Fe each give significantly different regional contrast. Changes in the brightness of

individual image spots are abrupt across particular crystallographic zones, suggesting that

changes in the detailed atomic environment are responsible for the effects, but no fully

satisfactory explanation is yet available. Knor and Mueller'19' proposed that the variations

could be explained in terms of the geometrical disposition of directed t2g and eg atomic d-

orbitals at the specimen surface, based on the assumption that the free surface orbitals were

aligned in the same way as in the bulk. Moore and Brandon'20! proposed a purely geometrical

explanation, in terms of the changes of surface atom coordination from one crystallographic

region to another. In view of the fact that field adsorption is now known to play a major

part in the process of FIM image formation, it is probably best to regard the regional contrast

effects as being due to differences in field adsorption probabilities on different atomic sites.

Variations in coordination number, step height, atomic polarizability and local field penetration

will each affect the binding energy for field adsorption, and so it is perhaps not surprising

that contrast variations occur from one metal to another, as well as from one crystal structure

to another. However, a quantitative explanation is still awaited.

One of the most striking features of FIM images of some refractor)1 metals is the

existence of a pronounced "zone line decoration", consisting of rows of very brightly imaging

atoms along particular crystallographic zones, especially [100] W, [110] Ir and [Il5l] Re. The

extreme brightness of these atoms indicates that they occupy prominent, low-coordination sites

rather than normal surface lattice positions'21'22'. Their stability must be related to field

effects, such as increased field penetration and polarization stabilization at sites of specific

geometry, but as in the case of regional brightness effects, no quantitative explanation is yet

available. The effect is rarely observed in the case of alloys, presumably because their

specimen surfaces are less regular after field evaporation (see Section 3.5).

3.4. IMAGE CONTRAST FROM LATTICE DEFECTS IN PURE METALS

In this section, we consider the main contrast features arising from point, line and planar

defects in metal crystals.

3.4.1. Point Defects and Point Defect Clusters

3.4.1.1. Vacancies

In principle, contrast from a vacancy is straightforward, and involves simply the absence

of a bright image spot at a site where one would otherwise be expected, Fig. 3.4. However,

there are a number of artifact sources of vacancy contrast. Early attempts to identify

vacancies from missing atoms in sites at plane edges led to erroneously high counting statistics,

due to slight irregularities in the sequence in which atoms evaporate froir. such sites'23"25'.

Attempts to measure vacancy concentrations from the examination of atomic sites in fully

resolved net planes also gave rise to spurious results in some cases'26'27', because the field

evaporation process can apparently remove atoms from within certain crystallographic planes,

Fig. 3.5. Also, some solute species image darkly with respect to the surrounding matrix
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(Section 3.5.1), and field corrosion by chemically active residual gases can remove atoms at

unexpectedly low fields (Section 3.8.3). Control tests by Attardo and Galligan'28' and by

Seidman and co-workers'29"32' have identified a number of well-resolved poles on refractory

metal specimens which appear to be free from artifact vacancy formation, but this has required

very tedious experimental work, involving the recording of many thousands of FIM images.

With the aid of these techniques, accurate measurements have been made of vacancy

concentrations induced by quenching'33'.

The detailed structure of vacancy aggregates in radiation damage produced by neutrons,

alpha particles and heavy ions has also received extensive study in the FIM'3 4"3 8 ' . Here again,

some caution is needed in interpreting results from the densest regions of damage as, if the

coordination of lattice atoms is reduced, there is a corresponding increase in the probability of

artifact vacancies arising during field evaporation'39'.

Contrast from voids also reveals unexpected complications. While the smallest voids

appear simply as dark areas'40', larger voids give rise to highly distorted, brightly imaging

regions, known as crossovers'41"42'. The origin of this behavior appears to be due to the high

field at the locus of intersection of the void with the specimen surface, which produces both

enhanced local field-ionization, and severe trajectory aberrations, due to ion optical effects

(Section 3.8.2.).

3.4.1.2. Interstitials

Self-interstitial atoms might be expected to give rise to contrast effects opposite to those

of vacancies, producing bright image spots in positions where they would not otherwise be

expected to occur, Fig. 3.6 Unfortunately, anomalous bright spots can also arise from retained

solute atoms, and from field corrosion processes, so instances of artifact interstitial contrast

are at least as common as artifact vacancy contrast'43"47'. Also, self-interstitial atoms are

highly mobile in metals, even at cryogenic temperatures, and their behavior is modified ;n the

vicinity of a free surface by relaxation processes'48'. Consequently, the interpretation of

contrast from self-interstitials is far from straightforward, and the overall contrast patterns are

a result of the substantial number of atoms displaced from their equilibrium lattice positions by

the presence of the defect. Seidman and co-workers recorded sequences of micrographs in

which interstitial atoms in tungsten were uncovered by slow field evaporation at about 15 K.

The interstitial atoms first begin to perturb the image contrast when about three atomic planes

below the surface I49'*1!. Considerable work has since been carried out on the distribution of

both interstitials and vacancies formed around radiation defects induced at very low

temperatures, notably in W and Pt and their dilute alloys'62"61'.

3.4.2. Line defects

A detailed description of the image contrast to be expected from the various forms of line

defects is given in the monograph by Bowkett and Smith2. Only a short account will be

presented here.
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Example of artifact vacancy formation, (a) Fully resolved atomic plane in ordered
nickel-zirconium alloy, (b) After a small increment of field evaporation, an atom
has been removed from the plane interior.

Fig. 3.6. Self-interstitial atom in tungsten. (Courtesy D.N. Seidman'51^.
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3.4.2.1. Perfect dislocations

The main contrast effects due to a dislocation arise from the displacement which it

produces in a direction normal to the specimen surface at its point of emergence. A perfect

dislocation having a Burgers vector b and line I will convert a stack of planes of normal n into

a spiral ramp providing that n.l ^ 0, and n.b ^ O.'62' Therefore, if the dislocation has a

Burgers vector component normal to the plane of the specimen surface at its point of

emergence, the field evaporated end-form will exhibit a spiral, rather than the usual pattern of

concentric rings'63'66]. An example of this effect is shown in Fig. 3.7. The pitch p of the

spiral generated by a dislocation of Burgers vector b - uvw, emerging on the (hkl) plane of a

cubic crystal is given in terms of the number of (hk!) interplanar spacings by:

p = hu + kv + Iw (3.7)

The value of p will always be an integer for a perfect dislocation, since in this case the

Burgers vector is always, by definition, a repeat distance of the v ystal lattice. It is important

to note that the spiral does not necessarily start in the topmost ring of any given pole, but

instead will begin in the image ring nearest to the dislocation core. When the dislocation

spiral begins in an off-center position with respect to the nearest pole, it is common to see

local bending and distortion in the adjacent image rings. This was originally attributed to the

elastic distortions surrounding the dislocation. However, the magnitude of the effect is much

too large to be accounted for directly in this way, and it is now recognised as being due to a

combination of the indirect magnification of displacements normal to the surface, (Section

3.2.3), together with some enhanced field evaporation from the elastically strained regions near

the dislocation core.

The complete determination of the Burgers vector of a dislocation in the FIM is a

complex problem, because only the component normal to the surface gives significant image

contrast. If the dislocation appears in two different crystaUographic poles during a field

evaporation sequence, an unambiguous determination is sometimes possible. This is analogous to

the determination of a Burgers vector by transmission electron microscopy, using two different

sets of diffracting conditions. To determine whether the dislocation is of edge, screw or mixed

character, the line direction of the defect must also be determined, as described in Section

3.2.4.

3.4.2.2. Dislocation loops and dipoles

The pitch of the spiral caused by a dislocation can have both positive and negative

integral values. Hence if a dislocation loop or dipole emerges on a particular crystallographic

pole, a spiral will both begin and terminate in that region'66'. Outside the affected region,

the image rings will be continuous.

3.4.2.3. Partial dislocations and stacking faults

Contrast from partial dislocations and stacking faults may be interpreted in a manner
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(a)

(O

Fig. 3.7. Image contrast from perfect dislocations, (a) Diagram of one pole of a field-ion
microscope specimen. The dashed line represents the approximately hemispherical
envelope of the end-form, (b) Configuration after the introduction of a dislocation
line emerging at A. (c) Configuration produced from (b) by field evaporation,
restoring the approximately hemispherical envelope shown in (a). (Courtesy Phil.
Mag.'67!), (d) Dislocation spiral in a tungsten {110} plane (Courtesy T.J. Godfrey).

Fig. 3.8. Schematic diagram of the surface and contrast expected from one pole of a field-ion
microscope specimen intersected by a dissociated lattice dislocation (Courtesy
K.M. Bowkett and D.A. Smith'2!).
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analogous to that for perfect dislocations'67'68'. If the Burgers vector of the partial

dislocation is upvpwp, then the normal displacement produced in the hkl pole may be expressed

in terms of a number of interplanar spacings q, where

q = hup + kvp + lwp (3.8)

In this case, the quantity q is not necessarily an integer, and so a stepped spiral may

result, as shown schematically in Fig. 3.8. The lateral separation of the part rings is mainly a

consequence of the indirect magnification effect, and the line of offset follows the trace of the

intersection with the surface of the stacking fault associated with the partial dislocation.

In the case of dissociated perfect lattice dislocations, the sum of the Burgers vectors of

the partials adds up to a repeat distance in the crystal lattice. Thus while the regions

between the various partials may consist of stepped spirals, the dislocation as a whole will

generate a perfect spiral of appropriate multiplicity'69].

3.4.2.4. Artifacts associated with dislocation observation in the FIM

The mechanical stress imposed on the specimen by the externally applied field (Section

2.6) may seriously perturb the original configuration of dislocations inside the specimen.

Electron microscopy of field-ion microscope specimens has shown that many dislocations glide

out of the specimen completely under such conditions'70'7!'• The remaining defects will tend

to concentrate in regions where the shear component of the total applied stress is a

minimum'72!. The hydrostatic component of the field stress may also affect the atomic

configuration of the dislocation core. For example, FIM observations of extended separation

of partial dislocations in b.c.c. metals seem mainly to reflect the high field conditions of the

observations'73"75'. Also, some relaxation of the dislocation configuration may occur in the

vicinity of the free surface, where the observations are made. Thus considerable caution is

required in interpreting these FIM images.

3.4.3. Interfaces

3.4.3.1. Low angle grain boundaries

Since a low angle boundary consists of an array of dislocation lines, similar contrast

features are to be expected, and are found in practice'76'. The influence of the external field

upon the configuration of such boundaries needs to be taken into account. It is possible that

the arrangement of dislocations within the boundary may be perturbed by the field, and in

some cases it is found that the boundary glides away from its original position during an

evaporation sequence, or is lost from the tip altogether.

3.4.3.2. High angle grain boundaries

A simple thought experiment helps to understand the basic nature of the FIM image of a

high angle grain boundary: a field-ion micrograph of a perfect crystal is cut into two pieces,

and the sections pasted back together in a heavily misaligned fashion. Because of the nature
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of the image projection, this simulates the lattice rotation produced across a boundary. A

micrograph of a high angle boundary is shown in Fig. 3.9. The regularity of the atomic

arrangement in each grain right up to the boundary is significant, and indicates that the region

of atomic disturbance at the boundary is extremely narrow.

The detailed features of image contrast from boundaries may be understood in terms of

relatively simple geometrical concepts'77-78'. For convenience, the interface will be assumed to

intersect a major crystallographic pole in a symmetric manner. Simple rigid-body considerations

suggest that small tilts about an axis parallel to the specimen surface will produce elongation

or contraction of the corresponding image rings, with each ring remaining continuous, as shown

in Figs. 3.10 and 3.11. Similarly, small twists about an axis parallel to the specimen surface

will produce lateral offset of the image rings, as shown in Fig. 3.12. (Rotation about the axis

of the pole itself will produce no visible contrast on this set of rings, but will give rise to

contrast effects elsewhere on the image). Combinations of tilts and twists are obviously

possible, and less symmetric configurations can easily be visualized. Larger rotations of one

grain with respect to the other will result in different crystallographic planes being juxtaposed,

either symmetrically or asymmetrically.

The rigid-body model leads to the prediction that the majority of image rings will not

meet smoothly across an interface unless special geometrical conditions are fulfilled (e.g. a

symmetrical tilt boundary having a tilt axis exactly parallel to the local specimen surface). In

practice, smooth matching is observed between the majority of image rings across boundaries

which are even moderately close to simple tilt or twist misorientations. Only local

discontinuities arise, which have dislocation-like contrast, as depicted in Fig. 3.13. A

considerable amount of work has been carried out on the nature of these localized defects,

especially by Loberg and Norden'79'81' and by Smith'82', using a combination of electron

microscopy and field-ion microscopy. A one-to-one correspondence has been established

between the position of line defects seen in grain boundaries in the TEM and the occurrence of

spirals in the FIM images, thus demonstrating in a very elegant manner the existence of atomic

relaxation processes at grain boundaries, and the formation of localized grain boundary

dislocations.

The determination of grain boundary parameters from field-ion micrographs involves a

number of approximations. The average plane of the boundary can be determined from trace

analysis, as described in Section 3.2.S. If the image projection is assumed to be stereographic,

the axis and angle of rotation of the boundary can be determined by standard graphical

construction techniques, as described by Bowkett and Smith'2'. The accuracy of this method

is, however, rather poor, (- 2°). When FIM specimens are prepared from materials having

strong wire textures, the grain boundaries which are observed can often be described as

rotations about an axis which, to within experimental uncertainty, coincides with ihe center of

the projection. In this case, detailed construction and calculation is unnecessary, and boundary

misorientations can be measured directly from the micrographs using a protractor. A more

general computational method is to calculate the rotation matrix which defines the

boundary'83'. The procedure involves identifying at least three pairs of parallel directions (and
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Fig. 3.9. Micrograph showing a high angle grain boundary (arrowed) in Ni3Al. The high
degree of perfection of each crystal up to the plane of the boundary is clearly
evident.
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Fig. 3.10. Origin of grain boundary contrast. The effect of lilting planes of adjacent grains
towards one another is to truncate the corresponding image rings (Courtesy
M.A. Fortes and D.A. Smith'77').

Fig. 3.11. Origin of grain boundary contrast (continued). The effect of tilting planes of
adjacent grains away from one another is to extend the corresponding image rings
(Courtesy M.A. Fortes and D.A. Smith'77').
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Fig. 3.12. Origin of grain boundary contrast (continued). The effect of rotating planes of
adjacent grains about an axis perpendicular to the boundary is to produce a lateral
offset in the image rings. In the absence of ' ixation effects, the image rings will
be discontinuous across the boundary (Courtesy M.A. Fortes and D.A. Smith'77').

Fig. 3.13. Grain boundary contrast when atomic relaxation occurs in the region of the
interface. Most atomic planes are now continuous across the boundary, with local
spiral contrast arising from grain boundary dislocations (courtesy M.A. Fortes and
D.A. Smith'77)).
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preferably more), with one of each pair in each crystal. This is achieved by first finding and

indexing the projection center, constructing straight zone lines in each crystal, and then

extrapolating each of these lines into the other crystal. Parallel directions are then identified

either from the continuity of certain zone lines in both crystals, or by indexing the points of

intersection of the zone lines with respect to each of the crystals. The calculation follows a

procedure first described by MacKenzie'8*', and yields the best fit rotation matrix describing

the bicrystal, together with the axis, the angle of rotation, and an estimate of scatter in the

data. The method appears to be accurate to ± 1° or better, and can therefore be used to

estimate how closely a given boundary corresponds to a coincidence site lattice orientation. A

table of axis-angle pairs for cubic coincident site lattice orientation relationships is given in

Appendix F.

3.4.3.3. Twin boundaries

A twin boundary represents a special case of a high angle boundary, from which especially

detailed information can be obtained. A coherent twin boundary will not generate any spiral

configurations, since all atom planes are continuous across it. If a rigid body translation

existed across the boundary, however, ring offsets of the kind found for stacking faults would

be expected. An example of an incoherent twin boundary in tungsten which crossed three sets

of {110} planes is shown in Fig. 3.14'85'. The ring structures are continuous on all planes

(apart from dislocation spirals), indicating that no detectable rigid body translation exists in

this case.

3.5 IMAGE CONTRAST FROM ALLOYS, ORDERED AND MULTI-PHASE MATERIALS

3.5.1 Metallic solid solutions

In the case of dilute substitutional solid solutions, it is sometimes possible to distinguish

solute atoms from matrix atoms on the basis of differences in their relative image brightness.

These differences can be due to preferential field-ionization over one of the surface species, or

to preferential field evaporation, as outlined in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. In the case of field-

ionization, charge transfer between surface atoms should lead to the most electropositive

species imaging the most brightly'86', because of the higher local field strength, higher

probability for field adsorption, and higher tunnelling rate constant. In the case of field

evaporation, the important parameters are the relative strength of solute-solvent and solvent-

solvent binding energies, and the relative pclarizabilhies of the two species. Solute atoms

which are preferentially retained during the field evaporation process will occupy unusually

prominent sites on the surface, and hence the intensity of local field-ionization will also

greatly increase. For many years there was controversy as to whether preferential ionization

or preferential evaporation was the stronger source of image contrast'87"88'. The relative

brightnesses observed in a variety of binary alloy systems seem to be more consistent with a

model of preferential evaporation than with preferential ionization'89', although in a number of

cases both effects may occur together. Typical brightly-imaging solute species are silicon,

gold, palladium or molybdenum'90' in iron alloys; boron in nickel-based alloys; rhenium in
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Fig. 3.14. Incoherent twin boundary in tungsten showing spiral contrast arising from the
presence of grain boundary dislocations (Courtesy Phil. Mag.'85').

Fig. 3.15. Field-ion micrograph of a dilute solid solution of 1 at. % Au in Fe, imaged using
neon at 80K after pulsed field evaporation. The gold atoms appear as bright spots.
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tungsten; and tungsten in iridium'91'. As an example, a micrograph of a dilute solution of Au

in Fe is shown in Fig. 3.15. Well-documented cases of dimly-imaging s ' <tes are rarer, but

examples are gold and nickel in platinum-based alloys'92"94'. Field-ion microscopy has been

used in a very elegant manner to investigate short range ordering and clustering effects in

these particular materials.

In the case of concentrated solid solutions, more complicated effects arise, because the

local atomic environment varies significantly from one atomic site to the next. The field

evaporation behavior consequently loses some of its usual regularity, and the image may take

on a largely disordered appearance, with only major low-index poles discernible, as shown in

Fig. 3.16. In such circumstances, it is generally impossible to deduce anything meaningful about

the structure of the solid solution by reference to the FIM images alone.

Interstitial solid solutions have not been studied in as much detail as substitutional

solutions. The greatest number of observations have been made for iron-carbon alloys, in the

form of quenched or quenched-and-tempered martensites. There is no clear evidence from

these studies for direct or indirect carbon atom visibility, despite the considerable lattice

distortions which occur in the vicinity of this element. In this case, the greater

electronegativity of carbon with respect to iron presumably inhibits the imaging process.

3.5.2. Ordered alloys

The same considerations of preferential ionization and preferential evaporation which apply

to solid solutions apply also to the imaging characteristics of ordered alloys. In this case,

however, the environment of each atom varies in a regular periodic manner, and so images with

a high degree of perfection can be obtained from the fully ordered state. The transition r-om

order to disorder is marked by a progressive decrease in the regularity of the image. For the

case of Dl a ordered Ni4Mo, extreme conditions are shown in Figs. 1.3 and 3.16. In most of the

ordered alloys studied to date, one of the species in the ordered alloy gives rise to much

higher image intensity than the other. This leads to field-ion images with very well defined

two-dimensional arrays of bright image spots on non-superlattice planes, and pronounced

alternation of bright and dim rings for the superlattice planes, as shown in Fig. 3.17. On

superlattice planes, translational anti-phase boundaries give contrast effects equivalent to those

from stacking faults in pure metals, Fig. 3.18. Complex microdomain structures may also be

observed, Fig. 3.19.

Anti-site defects are clearly identifiable, in terms of the appearance of a bright atom where

a dim one would be expected, and vice versa, Fig. 3.20. The ordered metallic systems which

have been studied in most detail by FIM are Pt-Co, Ni-Mo, and Ni-Al. Other systems which

have been examined include Ni-Ti, Ni-Mn, Ni-Fe, Ni-Mo-W, Ni-Zr, Fe-Be and Fe-Co-V. One

non-metallic compound which gives ordered image contrast is SiC.

3.5.3. Multi-phase materials

Contrast differences between phases may be understood by extension of the concepts

which apply to the case of single solute atoms. As a general rule, the more refractory phases
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Fig. 3.16. Disordered solid solution of Ni - 20 at.% Mo. This irregular image should be
compared with the highly regular image obtained from the same material in the long
range ordered state, Fig. 1.3.

Fig. 3.17. Alternating bright/dim image contrast from a (420) superlattice plane in Dl a long
range ordered Ni4Mo. (neon field-ion image with a specimen temperature of 30K).
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Fig. 3.18. Antiphase boundary (arrowed) on (001) pole of a Ll 2 ordered Ni3Al specimen imaged
in neon at 50K. Note the change between bright nickel-plus-aluminum planes and
dim nickel planes for continuous lattice planes on either side of the boundary.

Fig. 3.J9. Microdomains in Ni4Mo.
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Fig. 3.20. Neon field-ion image of antisite defects in Ni4Mo. (a) bright molybdenum atom on
dim nickel plane, (b) dim nickel atom on bright molybdenum plane.
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in a system are more likely to image more brightly, because their higher melting points

correlate with higher sublimation energies, and hence higher evaporation fields. Complications

arise, however, because differences in evaporation behavior between phases lead to

compensating changes in the local curvature of the specimen surface during the field

evaporation process. These changes lead in turn to variations in local magnification between

different phases, which can cause errors in the estimation of the sizes of small precipitates,

and can also markedly affect the number of atoms per plane captured during atom probe

analysis. Brightly-imaging phases will generally be over-magnified in the FIM image, and vice

versa. The extent of enhanced local magnification is probably best assessed from atom probe

or imaging atom probe data, and can amount to a factor of up to five. Brightly-imaging

second phases which have been extensively studied include 7' particles in nickel-based

superalloys, and a variety of alloy carbides in steels. Examples of particle images taken from

these systems are shown in Fig. 3.21. Recently, excellent quality micrographs have also been

obtained from brightly-imaging G.P. zones in age-hardened aluminum alloys, Fig. 3.22.

Well-known examples of dark-imaging second phases are cementite (Fe3C) in a ferrite

matrix, and copper-rich precipitates in iron. Examples are shown in Fig. 3.23. In some cases,

there is virtually no contrast difference between phases, for example in the binary Ni-Al

system, and in Fe-Ni alloys, and distinction between chemically different regions then depends

entirely on atom probe analysis techniques.

The observed images from second phase particles are often voltage-dependent, because of

the different best image voltages for the matrix and the particles, Fig. 3.24. The effects are

also strongly temperature dependent, with differences in contrast being enhanced as the

specimen temperature is raised; this is illustrated in Fig. 3.25. The temperature dependence

may be due in part to changes in gas supply function, since accommodation and adsorption of

gas molecules will be less complete at higher temperatures. However, differences in local

magnification are also enhanced at higher temperatures, as shown from atom probe results for

the number of ions collected per atom plane evaporated. It is therefore generally good

practice to use higher specimen temperatures (70 - 100K) to image multi-phase systems, in

order to obtain the best possible image contrast, and then to lower the temperature to 30-

50K for the purposes of atom probe analysis.

Field-ion micrographs of precipitation systems can yield quantitative information

concerning particle sizes, shapes, densities and spatial distributions. Much information can be

gained about dense distributions of very fine particles, which are difficult to image by

conventional electron microscopy. However, care must be taken to accurately calibrate the

magnification of the image, so as to define the volume of material which is examined. When

extra local magnification effects occur, the most reliable estimate of particle size is obtained

from "persistence size" measurements, in which the number of layers of material stripped from

a nearby low-index matrix pole is recorded while the particle is completely removed by field

evaporation. Even this method may prove unreliable if very strong preferential field

evaporation effects exist. Examples of precipitation systems in which particle nucleation,

growth and coarsening have been studied include Cu-Co, Fe-Cu, Fe-Ti-Si, Fe-V-C, and HSLA
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Fig. 3.21. Examples of brightly-imaging phases, (a) Primary and secondary 7' precipitates in
an IN939 nickel-based superalloy (Courtesy P.A. Beaven). (b) Alloy carbide particles
in an HSLA steel.
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Fig. 3.22. Neon field-ion images of G.P. zones in Al-4 wt% Cu aged 1000 mins. at 130°C
Specimen temperature 20-30K. (b) rnonolayer GPfl] zone on (200) plane, observed on
(024) plane. Copper atoms of the zone are clearly resolved. (Courtesy M. Mori and
K. Hirano)
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Fig. 3.23. Examples of darkly-imaging phases, (a) Fe3C plate in a pearlitic steel (courtesy N.
(b) copper-manganese precipitate in irradiated A533B pressure vesselMastrantonis)

steel.
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a

Fig. 3.24. Example of voltage effects on contrast from multi-phase materials in which the
evaporation fields of the phases are widely different, (a) Neon field-ion image of a
Mo2C precipitate in an irradiated A533B pressure vessel steel showing the particle
image clearly. The ferrite matrix is below its best image voltage, and is only
faintly visible, (b) The same specimen imaged at the best image voltage for the
matrix. The field over the particle is now much higher, and its image is
consequently blurred.
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Fig. 3.25. Example of temperature effects on contrast from multi-phase materials, (a) Image
of an Fe-25 at.% Be alloy aged 8 h at 350°C recorded at a relatively high
temperature 80K, showing strong contrast between the iron-rich a and beryllium-
enriched B2-ordered phases, (b) The same specimen imaged at a lower temperature
of 25K, where the contrast between phases is much reduced.
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steels. Results of particle size distribution measurements from a HSLA steel are shown in

Fig. 3.26. Analysis of precipitates can be applied when the number density of the second phase

is relatively large, >1020 m's. This type of analysis is more difficult and time consuming for

less frequently occurring features, because of the limited amount of material that is accessible

for analysis in a field-ion specimen.

The evolution of modulated structures may also be studied in the FIM. Examples of

systems which have been studied include Fe-Be, Fe-Cr, Fe-Cr-Co, and a range of Alnico

permanent magnet alloys. In the case of Fe-Be, where the lattice strain between the a and B2

phases is high, triaxially aligned modulations are observed, Fig. 3.27. In the case of Fe-Cr and

related systems, where the atomic sizes are very similar, highly interconnected, isotropic

structures are found, as illustrated in Fig. 3.28.

3.5.4. Interface Segregation Effects.

If a solute images particularly brightly with respect to its surrounding matrix, it is

sometimes possible to obtain good evidence for interface segregation effects from FIM images.

Early work of this kind centered on studies of oxygen in tungsten, where the contrast effects

were somewhat ambiguous. More convincing results have been obtained recently from boron in

Ni3Al (Section 6.1), and palladium and molybdenum in low-alloy ferritic steels. Fig. 3.29, and

from bor.-n and molybdenum in austenitic stainless steels. The FIM observations clearly show

the extent to which the segregation is localized to the interface, and also give valuable

information about spatial distribution within the boundary plane. A rough estimate of the

enrichment may be made from the number of bright spots per unit distance along the boundary.

However, fully quantitative measurement of solute concentration is difficult by this method, and

atom probe analysis is needed to complement the FIM observations.

3.6. IMAGE CONTRAST FROM SEMICONDUCTORS AND OTHER MATERIALS

Semiconducting materials such as silicon, GaAs and InAs invariably give much less regular

FIM images than metallic elements, with only major low-index poles being resolved in detail.

Examples of field-ion images of silicon and InAs are shown in Fig. 3.30. The reasons for the

lack of regularity have not been fully clarified, but it would seem that the hard-sphere models

used to simulate FIM images of metals are inappropriate to semiconductors, both because of

their lower coordination numbers, and the more covalent nature of their bonding. When an

atom is removed from the surface of a semiconductor by field evaporation, it is likely that

immediate local reconstruction takes place, so to minimize the number of dangling bonds on

the surface. Slightly higher degrees of regularity are obtained when some hydrogen is present

in the image gas, and this may be due to chemisorption of hydrogen atoms at the sites of

dangling bonds, which would inhibit the surface reconstruction process.

Amorphous metallic glasses have also been studied in the FIM, and, as might be expected,

give very irregular images. Attempts have been made to obtain information about the atomic

arrangement in glasses from measurements of the positions of individual spots in FIM images,

but these have not been successful. Most work was carried out on Fe-Ni-B and Fe-Si-B
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Fig. 3.27. (a) neon field-ion micrograph and (b) corresponding transmission electron micrograph
of the same FIM specimen of a triaxially aligned modulated microstructure formed in
Fe-25 at.% Be alloy aged 15 h at 375°C. ((b) courtesy M.G. Burke)
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Fig. 3.28. Neon field-ion micrograph of an isotropic two phase microstructure in a spinodalh
decomposed in Fe-45% Cr alloy aged 485 h at 5255°C. Dark regions are the
chromium-enriched a' phase and the bright regions are the iron-rich a phase.

Fig. 3.29. Example of segregation of a brightly-imaging species to an interface: Pd atoms at a
lath boundary in a palladium-modified 4130 steel.
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Fig. 3.30. Field-ion images of semiconductors, (a) hydrogen image of silicon using a specimen
temperature of 40K. A (111) plane is at the center of the image, (b) Indium
arsenide imaged in neon at 80K. A (111) plane is at the center of the image,
((b) Courtesy A. Cerezo and Appl. Phys. Lett.)
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glasses, and it was eventually demonstrated that the bright image spots were much further

apart than would have been expected if they corresponded to nearest neighbor atoms. Atom

probe analysis then showed that the bright spots were associated with boron atoms (or boron

atom clusters), and not with the metal atoms in the structure.

Very recently, high temperature superconducting oxides have been imaged in the FIM. A

typical micrograph is shown in Fig. 3.31, and shows planar defects in the superconducting

phase.

3.7. SURFACE PHENOMENA

3.7.1. Surface reconstruction

Field evaporated surfaces are produced under conditions which are far removed from

equilibrium. Consequently, thermal annealing of specimens might be expected to lead to the

formation of more stable surface configurations. Two main types of studies of this kind have

been carried out. Heating to very high temperatures produces gross thermal facetting and

rearrangement ?f the tip structure. This permits measurements of surface energy anisotropy to

be carried out on clean and adsorbate-covered surfaces. More gentle heating may lead to the

reconstruction of the surface geometry of individual atomic planes, and studies of W, Rh, Pt

and Ir have shown correspondence between the superstructures observed by FIM and those

reported on the basis of low energy electron diffraction and scanning tunnelling microscopy.

Recently, surface reconstruction has also been reported for annealed silicon specimens.

3.7.2. Adsorption studies

Both metallic and non-metallic adsorbates have been studied in the FIM. Metallic

adsorbates have proved the more tractable, because of the similarity between their overall

properties and imaging characteristics and those of the substrates on which they are adsorbed.

Extensive studies have been carried out on the surface diffusion of single metallic adatoms, and

of the clustering and aggregation processes leading to film formation. Studies of non-metallic

adsorbates have proved more difficult to carry out, because the adsorbates are often relatively

labile, and may react chemically with the substrate. Stable images have been obtained from

adsorbed iodine on tungsten, silicon on tungsten, and sulphur on nickel. Adsorbed oxygen

molecules seem not to be visible on tungsten, and tungsten-oxygen complexes are found to field

desorbed well below the normal tungsten field evaporation voltage, leaving an irregular surface

structure. There remains controversy as to whether or not adsorbed nitrogen or carbon

monoxide molecules are visible. Each of these gases gives rise to plentiful bright spots when

adsorbed on tungsten, but work function measurements indicate that the majority of the gas

molecules are field desorbed below imaging voltages, so the predominant imaging species are

probably metal atoms displaced from their normal surface sites as a result of chemical reaction

with the adsorbates. These reactions appear to be greatly enhanced at low temperatures in the

presence of the electric field (Section 3.8).
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Fig. 3.31. Hydrogen fie!d-ion image of a high-temperature YBa2Cu307 superconductor taken at
30K. and 5 kV showing planar defects (arrowed).

Fig. 3.32. Field-ion microscope image of a silicon specimen which had been thermally oxidized
for lh at 800°C, and then partially field evaporated. A sharp interface is evident
between the brightly imaging SiO2 phase (at the edges of the image) and the silicon
substrate (in vhe center). (Courtesy A. Cerezo and Inst. of Physics, London).
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3.7.3. Thin films

A large number of studies of thin films have been carried out, involving epitaxial growth

in ultra high vacuum, chemical vapor deposition, and electrodeposition. Also, chemical reactions

leading to the production of oxides on W, Ir, Rh, Fe and Si, carbides on W and Fe, and

silicides on Ni, Ir and W have been examined. As an example, Fig. 3.32 shows a thermally

oxidized silicon specimen, which has been partially field evaporated to show the silicon-silicon

dioxide interface. Contrast effects which have been observed in thin films include most of

those outlined in the preceding sections of this chapter. Point, line and planar defects have

been examined, and in some cases it has been possible to study the nature of the film-substrate

interface in atomic detail.

3.7.4. Biological molecules

A great deal of effort has been put into attempts to image organic and biological

molecules in the FIM, without much success. Simple organic molecules such as phthalocyanines

are desorbed at field strengths of 10 to 18 Vnm"1, which is too low for conventional

imaging'95'. Similar desorption results were obtained for transfer-RNA, and light

meromyosin'96'. It seems probable that the strong electric field in the microscope will distort

the configurations of many of the more deiicate organic molecules, even below their desorption

fields, and so attempts to obtain direct images are unlikely to be worthwhile. Efforts have

been made to produce replica images by first depositing biological molecules such as DNA onto

prepared FIM specimens, and then evaporating metallic layers over them. This procedure did

not give reproducible results, although one or two convincing images of dark thread-like

features were reported. A somewhat more promising approach has been adopted by Panitz, who

used a variant of the imaging atom probe technique to obtain gated images of protein

molecules, using desorbed benzene molecules as the imaging species. This work is described

further in Chapter 4.

3.8. ARTIFACTS

It is important to be aware of some artifacts of the FIM technique which can lead to

erroneous interpretation of results. These artifacts fall into two main groups: those caused by

irregular specimen surface topography, and those due to improper imaging conditions.

3.8.1. Pseudospirals

The assumption that the FIM image of a single crystal consists purely of sets of

intersecting rings is correct only if the end-form is properly field evaporated, and smoothly

curving. If the surface is irregular fcr any reason, for example after electropolishing, or

following corrosion or a "flash" in the microscope, then spiral-like configurations may be seen

as the specimen is field evaporated. These may be distinguished from lattice dislocations by

the fact that their persistence is very limited, and that they are removed as a smoothly-

curved end-form is developed by further evaporation.
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3.8.2. Streaks

Specimens with grossly irregular end-forms, which contain grooves or serrations in the

imaging region, give rise to a contrast effect known as streaking. A streak consists of a

continuous brightly-imaging band lying across the image, and is caused by ion optical

aberrations associated with the surface corrugations. The most common cause of streaking is

poor specimen preparation, which may lead to highly elliptical, serrated end forms, or to

preferential etching at a microstructural feature such as a grain boundary. Another cause is a

"flash", or fracture of a specimen inside the microscope under the influence of the applied field

stress, which often leads to the production of an irregular end-form. A third possible cause is

extreme field corrosion (see below), which may lead to the etching of grooves in the specimen

surface along certain preferred crystallographic zones.

3.8.3. Field corrosion

As discussed in Section 2.4.8, reaction between adsorbed gases and surface atoms can lead

to the desorption of complex molecular ions at fields much lower than would normally be

expected for the evaporation of the substrate alone. Gases which can cause field corrosion

include hydrogen, oxygen, carbon monoxide, nitrogen and (especially) water vapor. In the case

of hydrogen, the main effect observable is that field evaporation appears to extend over a

much wider range of voltages than normal, and atoms are removed from the surface in a

slightly less regular manner than usual. In the case of the other gases, more complex effects

arise, including the development of bright spots, artifact vacancies, and more widespread atomic

disorder on the specimen surface. Macroscopic grooves can develop in certain crystallographic

regions, as illustrated in Fig. 3.33. As would be expected, corrosion effects are enhanced under

poor vacuum conditions, but they are also found to be accentuated at higher specimen

temperatures and lower standing voltages. The reasons for the latter effects are that many

contaminants reach the imaging region of the tip by a process of surface diffusion along the

specimen shank, and this becomes easier when the specimen is warmer. Also, at lower fields,

there is more chance of gas species of low ionization potential reaching the imaging region

before becoming field-ionized.

The electric field increases sharply at the edge of the imaging region, and this is often

where field corrosion effects are localized. Indications that such a process is occurring are (i)

an apparent progressive decrease in best image voltage with time, and (ii) a shrinking field of

view in the image. This indicates that material is being etched away preferentially from the

shoulder region, between the shank and the apex of the tip.

3.8.4. Field induced migration

The use of the FIM to study surface diffusion processes has already been referred to in

Section 3.7.2. Normally, such experiments would be carried out by heating the specimen with

the field off, and then re-cooling and re-imaged to determine the extent of atomic movement

on the tip surface. If the field is kept on, diffusion rates are accelerated, and directional

movement of adatoms is observed towards the edges of low index planes. The driving force for
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a

Fig. 3.33. Field-ion images of a Fe-Cu model pressure vessel steel (a) before and (b) after
field corrosion. Dark zones are formed near the (111) pole by field-etching of
material from thu region.

FIM of Iron Computer Simulated
Image

Fig. 3.34. (a) neon field-ion image of pure iron, and (b) thin shell field-ion image computer
simulation of using same orientation, lattice parameter, specimen radius, 3nd crystal
structure as (a).
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these movements is the increase in polarization stabilization energy at the plane edges, where

the electric field is highest. Another effect which can occur is that a strongly retained solute

atom may follow a receding step edge during the field evaporation process. The driving force

for migration in this case is the increase in binding energy at the step edge site compared to

an open terrace site. The effect may be very pronounced, for example in the cases of silicon

on iron, and sulphur on nickel, and can lead to serious anomalies in atom probe work if

attempts are made to obtain analyses from the central regions of low-index poles. The effects

are minimized if the specimen temperature is kept low, preferably below 50 K.

3.9. COMPUTER SIMULATION OF FIM IMAGES

Most aspects of FIM image contrast can be understood at least semi-quantitatively on the

basis of the relatively simple geometrical considerations outlined in the earlier sections of this

chapter. However, there are many circumstances in which more quantitative comparisons

between experimental results and theoretical models are desirable, and then computer simulation

of FIM images becomes an indispensable tool for the research worker. Simulations may be used

to visualize images from perfect crystals, crystals containing defects, disordered solid solutions,

and partially or fully ordered alloys and complex two-phase materials with various morphologies.

The usual method of producing the simulations is to use the "shell model", in which it is

assumed that the atoms which give rise to bright image spots are located within an outer thin

shell on the specimen surface, typically 0.05 - 0.1 lattice parameter in thickness. The overall

shape of the surface is assumed to be spherical, and the nature of the image projection is

generally taken to be stereographic. A comparison of a simulation and a field-ion micrograph

of iron illustrating the good matching is shown in Fig. 3.34. Different types of atoms may be

represented by different symbols, or by different intensities or colors in the simulated images.

An alternative simulation model, known as the "bond model", assumes that bright image spots

are generated by atoms in particularly low coordination sites. This model is less easy to use

than the shell model, and is more difficult to apply in the region of crystal defects, and so is

consequently less widely used, although in some cases it gives slightly more realistic image

contrast.

3.9.1. Crystal structure identification

Computer simulations of perfect crystals have been used to identify the crystal structure

by comparing the field-ion micrograph with a variety of simulations of different model

structures. The effectiveness of this approach is limited and this identification can usually be

performed more quicl:'y and reliably using other techniques.

3.9.2. Crystal defects

Extensive work has been carried out on the simulation of crystal defects, notably

interstitials, dislocations, dislocation loops and stacking faults, and low-angle and high-angle

grain boundaries. In general, the results have provided only limited new information, mainly
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because of the difficulty of incorporating surface relaxation effects, and relaxations at the

cores of the defects, into the simulations.

3.9.3. Ordered alloys

ID addition to providing a visualization of the field-ion image of an ordered structure, the

simulations provide a quick method for identifying the planes in which the composition changes

from one atomic layer to the next and their stacking sequence. This information may be used

select a plane on which to determine the degree of order or the site preference of a

substitutional element as described in Chapter 9.

3.9.4. Modulated microstructures

The measurement of the characteristic dimensions of a modulated microstructure is

complicated by the interplay between the orientation of the intersections of the composition

modulations with the specimen surface and the projection of these microstructures from the

curved specimen surface on to the imaging screen. Therefore, to measure the true wavelength

of the modulations it is necessary to determine the mean intercept of the composition maxima

in the characteristic direction of the modulations, for example, [001] for a triaxially aligned

microstructure. It is therefore incorrect to arbitrarily measure the spacing from the field-ion

micrograph as both the projection and the orientation will affect the meaning of the

measurement. The following procedure using computer simulated images allows these factors to

be taken into account'97'. The first step in the procedure is to determine the orientation of

the specimen as describe in Section 3.1. Once the orientation is determined, each of the three

sets of modulations are identified and isolated. The isolation of the sets of modulations

eliminates the possibility of calculating too fine an average wavelength by including

measurements from two different sets of modulations. The next step is to measure the

perpendicular distance, dm, between two adjacent modulations in the same set from the

micrograph. This measurement is best made close to the center of the micrograph to minimize

the effects of local magnification changes as a function of radial position in the micrograph.

This measurement is correlated with a measurement, diim, taken at the same position in a

simulated field-ion micrograph of the same orientation. The parameters of the simulation such

as the orientation, the radius of the specimen and the spacing of the modulations should be

chosen to match the micrograph to minimize errors. The value of the spacing of the

modulations in the characteristic direction in the micrograph, Am, may be calculated from

\n I \ t a - dm / diim (3.9)

where Aajm is the spacing of the modulations used in the simulation. This operation

simultaneously corrects for both orientation and projection. These measurements should be

repeated on the same and other micrographs until a statistically significant number of points is

obtained. Finally to obtain a true estimate of the spacing, Xm must be scaled by the

magnification of the field-ion image. Estimates using this procedure have given good agreement
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with measurements derived from the spacing of sidebands in electron diffraction patterns in an

Fe-Be allo>, Fig. 3.35.

3.10. CONTRAST EFFECTS IN FIELD DESORPTION MICROSCOPY

Some additional contrast effects have been observed in field desorption microscopy which

would not be predicted from the above discussion of FIM image contrast. These effects are of

some considerable importance in the context of atom probe analysis, since they arise from

subtle differences in ion trajectories between field-ionized image gas species and ions field

evaporated from the surface of the specimen. The contrast effects fall into three main groups:

1) those associated with crystallographic zone lines, 2) those associated with the positions and

intensities of individual image rings, and 3) those associated with the presence of lattice

defects or second phases. We shall briefly discuss each in turn.

3.10.1. Zone line effects

Field desorption images of pure metals commonly show intricate patterns of fine lines

which lie along rational crystallographic zones. An example of this type of contrast is shown

in Fig. 3.36. There may be either a narrow dark line along the zone axis itself, with a

brighter line to either side of it, or a bright line with narrow dark bands on either side. This

effect is apparently due to an unexpected complexity in the process of field evaporation, in

which atoms at terrace edges may roll up slightly onto the terrace, or in some cases roll out

slightly from the edge, prior to desorption. Computer simulation studies of this contrast have

been carried out by Moore'98'. Materials having the same crystal structure often show

significant differences in their field desorption patterns. For example, in the b.c.c. metals, W,

Ta, Mo and Fe all show different patterns, and while the f.c.c. metals Ir, Au, Rh and Pd all

show rather similar patterns of bright and dark lines, Al is anomalous in producing only dark

line contrast. What is needed in order to understand these images is a full calculation of the

three-dimensional reaction coordinate for the desorption of ions from different crystallographic

sites in the presence of the electric field. At the time of writing, no calculations of this kind

have been done for metals, although a cluster calculation has been used to model the field

desorption of nitrogen molecules from iron, as described in Section 2.5.

A possible use of the zone line effects observed in field desorption images would be for

the accurate determination of crystallographic parameters, e.g. the misorientation across a grain

boundary. The lines are usually very fine, and therefore could permit crystallographic poles to

be located with greater precision than is generally possible from the corresponding FIM images.

There are obvious analogies with the use of Kikuchi lines in transmission electron microscopy,

and channelling patterns in scanning electron microscopy.

It should be noted that most alloy specimens do not exhibit these zone decoration effects,

presumably because the structure of the field evaporated surface is less regular in such cases,

and consequently other factors contribute to producing less regular trajectory aberration

effects.
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Fig. 3.35. (a) Computer simulation of the field-ion image of a triaxially aligned modulated
microstructure. (b) Corresponding neon field-ion image of spinodally decomposed
Fe-25 at.% Be alloy aged 20 min at 400°C.
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Fig. 3.36. Field desorption microscope image of pure platinum showing prominent dark zone
lines. Specimen temperature 2IK. (Courtesy J.A. Panitz).

a

Fig. 3.37. Direct comparison between (a) the field-ion microscope image of tungsten and (b)
the field desorption image of the same surface produced by removal of a fraction of
a monolayer of material. The locus of the topmost ring in the field desorption
image lies inside that of the field-ion image, indicating a small difference in
trajectories between the image gas ions and the field desorbed metal ions.
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3.10.2. Contrast from individual image rings

If a field desorption image of a low-index region is recorded by evaporating only a small

fraction of an atomic layer, and the resulting desorption image is compared with the

corresponding F1M image, it is found that the rings in the desorption image lie inside the

corresponding rings in the FIM image, Fig. 3.37. This may indicate that the locations of the

highest-field sites for gas ionization lie a little outside the locus of the plane edge.

Alternatively (or additionally) it may be the result of surface atoms rolling up slightly onto the

terrace ledges prior to desorption, as discussed above.

Additional effects which is observed in multi-layer field desorption images are that the

central regions of low index poles are almost invariably dark, and that periodic ring-like

structures persist, even when many hundreds of layers of atoms have been field evaporated,

Fig. 3.38. The origin of these effects is not clear, but it seems likely that additional local

magnification effects arising over small clusters of atoms lead to divergences of ion trajectories

in the final stages of evaporation of each atomic terrace from a low index pole, and hence

produce a lower density of ions in the corresponding regions of the desorption micrographs.

The implication of the persistence of periodic ring structures seems to be that the trajectories

of ions from any one atomic terrace are affected, at least slightly, by the location of adjacent

terrace edges on the specimen surface. The removal of the last few atoms from the topmost

atomic terrace thus influences the trajectories of the ions from the next terrace down.

3.10.3. Contrast from lattice defects and two-phase materials

The main features which have been studied are grain boundaries and small precipitate

particles. Along the line of grain boundaries, both bright and dark imaging band have been

seen, Fig. 3.39, which have been attributed to field focussing effects caused by relatively

abrupt changes in local curvature. Since, as explained in Section 3.2 2., curvature is inversely

dependent on local work function, abrupt changes may be expected to occur when regions of

different crystallographic orientation (and hence work function) are juxtaposed. The main

contrast effect observed from two-phase materials is a difference in overall image intensity

between phases, which may be interpreted in terms of the difference in their evaporation

fields, and consequently in local magnification. The contrast changes are in the opposite sense

to those found in the corresponding field-ion micrographs, since protruding regions (which are

bright in the gas ion images) have lower atom densities per unit area of the micrograph than

flatter regions (which give the higher intensities in the desorption images) An example of this

effect is shown in Fig. 3.40 for the Fe-Cr isotropic spinodal system, and illustrates clearly that

in atom probe analysis the number of ions collected per atom plane evaporated may vary

substantially from one phase to another.
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Fig. 3.38. Multilayer field desorption micrograph of tungsten showing persistent ring contrast
from low-index poles. (Courtesy J.A. Panitz).
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Fig. 3.39. Field desorption and field-ion micrographs of a Ni3AI specimen containing a grain
boundary (arrowed). The bright line in the desorption image indicates a field-
focussing effect in the region of the boundary.
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Fig. 3.40. Field desorption micrograph of spinodally decomposed Fe-45% Cr alloy aged 485 h at
525°C, showing differences in brightness between phases. The contrast differences
are in the opposite sense to those observed in the FIM images, (Fig. 3.28), and
demonstrate the effects of local magnification on the number of ions collected per
atom layer field evaporated.
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CHAPTER FOUR

TYPES OF ATOM PROBES

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The basic concept of the atom probe, introduced by Mueller snd Panitz in 1967,

is the coupling of a mass spectrometer to a field-ion microscope.I1' This

combination permits the elemental identification of individual atoms in the field-ion

image. In principle any type of mass spectrometer may be used, although in

practice, either a time-of-flight or a magnetic sector version is chosen. Since the

introduction of the atom probe, several variants have been developed. The design

and principle of these variants, their advantages and disadvantages, and their

applications are described in the following sections.

4.2 TIME-OF-FLIGHT ATOM PROBE

The simplest form of atom probe is the time-of-flight atom probe (TOFAP)

often referred to as the conventional or straight atom probe. In this version the

elemental identity of an atom is determined from its flight time from the specimen

to a single particle detector. The original version of Mueller, Panitz and McLane'2'

is shown in Fig. 4.1. While this version had a vertical orientation, most subsequent

designs are horizontal. The mass spectrometer consists of a linear field-free drift

tube at the end of which is a detector that has single atom sensitivity.

A selected region of the specimen is analyzed by orienting the field-ion image

of that region over a small aperture in the channel plate and phosphor screen

assembly which serves as the entrance aperture to the mass spectrometer. Surface

atoms are then removed by pulsed field evaporation. Whereas ionized atoms are

removed from the entire specimen surface, only those whose trajectories pass through

the aperture are analyzed in the mass spectrometer. This entrance aperture is

generally referred to as the probe aperture since it defines the area of analysis on

the specimen surface. While this aperture is generally between 1 and 6 mm in

diameter, the area defined on the specimen is reduced by the magnification and is

typically 1 to 6 nm in diameter. The beam divergence, given by the ratio of the

diameter of the probe aperture to the distance of the specimen to the channel plate

and screen assembly, is typically 40 to 100 mrad. Most atom probes have facilities

to alter the channel plate to specimen distance so that the effective area of analysis

may be adjusted to suit the type of analysis being performed. The line connecting
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Fig. 4.1. Schematic diagram of a time-of-flight atom probe.'1!
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the specimen, the probe aperture, and the detector defines the optic axis of the

instrument. The field-ion image is viewed through a front-silvered 45° mirror

equipped with a hole so as not to interfere with the operation of the mass

spectrometer. In instruments with flight distances greater than a meter, an

electrostatic einsel lens is often placed after the mirror to focus the divergent ion

beam onto the detector.

The applied voltage at which an atom will field evaporate is determined by the

end radius of the specimen and is typically in the 3 to 30 kV range for metallurgical

investigations. In theory, the flight distance should be as large as possible to

achieve the maximum mass resolution, however, in practice other factors limit the

resolution, as discussed below. Also difficulties in aligning the mass spectrometer

limits this value to a few meters. A selection of typical flight times using a flight

path distance of 2260 mm and standard experimental conditions is listed in Table 4.1.

It is therefore evident that to be able to analyze all elements, the timing system

must be able to accurately measure flight times of up to approximately 40 us for

this flight distance. Accurate measurement of the flight time also requires that the

ions are removed from the surface at a precisely defined time. This is achieved in

practice by the superposition of a short high voltage pulse of amplitude Vpuige onto

the standing voltage, Vdc, already on the specimen. The mass-to charge ratio

described in equation 1.3 is then given by

m/n = 0.1929706 (Vdc + aVpul ie) t2 / d2 (4.1)

where d is the distance the atom travels from the specimen to the single atom

detector, t is the flight time of the atom over that distance. Tim voltages are

measured in kilovolts, t in nanoseconds, and d in millimeters. The quantity a is a

correction term that reflects the amount of the applied pulse voltage transmitted to

the specimen and the incompleteness of acceleration of the desorbed ion during the

high voltage pulse. A typical value for a is approximately 1.0. The subnanosecond

rise-time high voltage pulse is typically between 5 and 20 ns in duration and is

generally produced by discharging a capacitor or charging line through a mercury-

wetted reed as described in section S.S.I.

Unfortunately, the mass cannot be independently separated from the charge

state. However, the amount of complex (e.g. CO+) or molecular ion (e.g. C$+)

formation is small and assigning the peaks in the spectrum is normally not difficult.

A list of commonly occurring charge states for the elements may be found in

Appendix H.

In the original atom probe, each flight time was measured from the trace on a

storage oscilloscope. In modern atom probes, the oscilloscope has been superceded

by a high speed computer-controlled digital timing system. The timing is started by

a pickoff from the high voltage field evaporation pulse and stopped by the signal



produced by the ion striking the single atom detector.

Table 4.1 Selected examples of flight times at different applied voltages.
(Flight path = 2260 mm, a = 1.0.)

Element isotope charge m/n Flight time at applied voltage (ns)
state AMU 5kV lOkV 20k V 30k V

4-4

Hydrogen
Carbon
Manganese
Iron
Molybdenum
Molybdenum
Copper
Uranium

1
12
55
56
95
96
63
238

1
1
2
2
3
3
1
1

1
12
27.5
28
31.66
32
63
238

2300
7970
12065
12174
12947
13015
18261
35494

1627
5635
8531
8608
9155
9203
12913
25098

1150
3985
6032
6087
6473
6507
9130
17747

939
3253
4925
4970
5285
5313
7455
14490

The timing system must have good resolution to resolve adjacent isotopes so

that elemental analysis may be performed reliably. For example, the time separation

of the 95Mo and ^Mo triply charged ions is only 28ns at 30kV. This resolution is

easily achieved with modern high speed electronics.

The primary weakness of the straight time-of-flight atom probe is that its mass

resolution is limited by energy deficits, up to -2.5% of the total ion energy,

experienced by the ions due to being field-evaporated after the peak pulse voltage

and thereby accelerated by a decreasing field.'3' An example of a mass spectrum

taker, in a straight time-of-flight atom probe from the Y phase in a commercial

IN939 nickel-based superalloy specimen is shown in Fig. 4.2. In this representation,

the accumulated number of atoms is plotted at each mass-to-charge ratio. More

details of this and other types of data representation are presented in Chapter 6. In

this spectrum the peaks corresponding to aluminum, titanium, and chromium isotopes

are well distinguished but the peaks associated with nickel and cobalt isotopes merge

together. Techniques for assigning the peaks in the spectrum and determining the

composition are described in Chapters 6 and 7. This example also clearly

demonstrates the low background noise level typical of atom probe spectra.

4.3 ENERGY-COMPENSATED ATOM PROBE

The addition of an energy-compensating lens to the straight time-of-flight atom

probe was first described by Mueller and Krishnaswamy in 1974.'31 A schematic

diagram of this instrument is shown in Fig. 4.3. This energy compensated atom

probe (ECAP) has two major advantages over the conventional straight atom probe.

Firstly, this design has higher mass resolution since compensation is made for the

energy deficits. Secondly, it is possible to perform accurate elemental analysis while

viewing the field-ion image without increasing the Sow background noise level. The

random noise from the image gas forming the field-ion image and projected from the

specimen is filtered out because it has only the standing component of the voltage.
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Fig. 4.3. Schematic diagram of the energy-compensated atom probe described by Mueller and
KrishnaswamyJ3'
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Therefore, these ions are not transmitted through the lens to the detector since the

lens is set to only transmit ions with the energy of the standing plus pulse voltage.

Field adsorbed image gas atoms on the surface can be desorbed with this total

energy and will produce an additional set of peaks in the spectrum at the mass-to-

charge ratios characteristic of the image gas rather than a random background noise.

These peaks should be ignored in compositional determinations. The background

image gas atoms in the vacuum system do not have sufficient energy to produce a

signal at the detector.

The electrostatic energy-compensating lens is based on a design by

PoschenriederJ4'6' In addition to compensating for energy deficits, this lens must

take into account the divergence of the ion beam. Two geometrical configurations

have been used with either a 163° or a 90° sector electrostatic lens. However, the

90° configuration was found to have poor transmission characteristics and has no

been adopted in subsequent designs. Some of the other possible geometrical

configurations proposed by Poschenreider are not practical since the specimen and

detector must be physically separate. The electrostatic lens is essentially a section

of a toroidal deflector as shown in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5. The physical parameters of the

lens have to be carefully chosen to achieve simultaneous time and directional ;

focusing. The parameters of the 163° configuration of this type of lens, first

presented by Poschenrieder'4'8', were recalculated by Sakai and SakuraiJ6' The

revised parameters are presented in equations 4.2 to 4.4.

d, •= dd - 2 . 3 3 a e (4.2)

ae / Re = 0.249 (4.3)

<f>e = 163.1° (4.4)

where d, and dd are the linear drift distances of the source (i.e specimen) and

detector from the entrance and exit of the lens, ae is the radial radius, Rc is the

axial radius of the equipotential surface, and 4>t is the deflection angle of the lens.

The ions are deflected through the lens by placing a positive voltage on the outer

electrode and a negative voltage on the inner electrode. The voltages applied to

these electrodes are proportional to the total voltage on the specimen and primarily

depend on the separation of the electrodes, as discussed in Chapter 5.7.2. Divergent

ions with the correct energy for these applied voltages will cross halfway through

the lens and be isochronally focused on the detector. If an ion has an energy

deficit, the trajectory of the central beam will be closer to the inner negative

electrode and the ion will still be isochronally focused on the detector because of

the additional acceleration acquired in the lens and the slightly shorter flight path.

The mass-to-charge ratio is still calculated using equation 4.1 with d being the

distance of the central trajectory from the specimen to the detector through the

energy-compensating lens.
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The linear drift distances ds

The
Fig. 4.4. Schematic diagram of the energy-compensating lens.

and dd from the specimen and single atom detector, respectively are shown,
deflection angle of the lens, ^e, is usually 163.1°. Divergent ions with the correct
energy will cross halfway through the lens.

Fig. 4.5. The energy compensating lens is a section of a toroid with a radial radius, Re, and
axial radius, ae. The ratio of ae to Re is 0.249.
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An example of a mass spectrum taken in an energy-compensating type of atom

probe from another commercial Udimet-720 nickel-based superalloy is shown in

Fig. 4.6. The superior mass resolution over the straight atom probe, Fig. 4.2, is

clearly evident in the improved separation of the adjacent peaks, such as nickel and

cobalt, in the spectrum.

The energy-compensating atom probe has an additional feature not normally

available on the linear instrument. By slightly adjusting the voltages on the lens,

the probe aperture rather than the specimen may be focused on the detector thereby

allowing a direct field-ion image of the atoms within the area of the probe aperture.

This feature is very useful for single atom identification experiments.

4.4 MAGNETIC SECTOR ATOM PROBE

In this version of atom probe a magnetic sector type of mass spectrometer is

used instead of the normal time-of-flight configuration. A precursor to the first

magnetic sector instrument was developed by Barofsky and Mueller in 1968 and

featured a second-order focusing 60° magnetic sector spectrometer.f7' A more

advanced magnetic sector atom probe (MSAP) was subsequently developed by Mueller

and Sakurai.'8' A schematic diagram of this type of atom probe is shown in

Fig. 4.7. Ions that pass through the probe aperture in the field-ion microscope

section of the instrument are deflected and focused in the 60° magnetic sector to

display their momentum spectrum on the second channel plate and phosphor screen

detector. The radius of the central trajectory through the magnetic sector in the

instrument of Mueller and Sakurai was 80 mm and the magnetic field required to

span the mass range 0.3 to 200 amu was between 500 and 12000 Gauss.'^ The

abundance of a given element is determined by visually counting the number of spots

that contributed to a single spectral line on the detector, Fig. 4.8. Despite its

relatively good mass resolution (Am/m = 1/2000 amu), this type of atom probe is not

common since only a small portion of the mass range may be selected in a given

experiment and the data obtained is difficult to quantify. The magnetic sector atom

probe has been used to study field-ion energy distributions and field ionization

within the forbidden zone.'9'

4.5 IMAGING ATOM PROBE

A slightly different variant of atom probe which was developed by Panitz'10' in

1973 permits elemental maps of the entire specimen surface to be obtained, Fig. 4.9.

While this version of the atom probe has had several different names including the

"10 cm atom probe" and the "field desorption probe", the instrument is now generally

referred to as the imaging atom probe (IAP). The IAP design combines the single

atom detector and the field-ion microscope channel plate and phosphor screen into a

single device positioned relatively close to the specimen. This detector has two

spherically curved channel plates in series to provide sufficient gain to image a
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Fig. 4.6. Mass spectrum of the 7' phase in a Udimet 720 nickel based superalloy taken in an
energy-compensated atom probe.
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Fig. 4.8. Energy spectrum of a field evaporated palladium specimen taken in a magnetic
sector atom probe in the presence of hydrogen, neon, and xenon.
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Fig. 4.9. Schematic diagram of an imaging atom probe. (Courtesy J.A. Panitz)
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single ion. The effective probe aperture is then defined by the active area of the

detector. Since this active area is considerably larger than that defined by the

probe aperture in the standard atom probe, this variant is more efficient in the use

of material field-evaporated from the specimen. The number of atoms evaporated as

a function of specimen radius for a one lattice parameter thickness shell in a typical

imaging atom probe is of the order of 106 as shown in Fig. 4.10. Less than

approximately C.1% of this number would be collected in a conventional atom probe

under similar conditions. This high efficiency in principle allows relatively small

amounts of solute to be detected with the minimum of field evaporation. For

example, the number of atoms removed in a one lattice parameter thickness shell for

different solute contents is shown in Fig. 4.11. Solutes present at the 0.001% level

may be detected in higher voltage specimens.

The distance of the single atom detector from the specimen is a compromise

between maintaining a relatively large field of view and preserving good mass

resolution.'10' The field of view may also be improved by using larger diameter

detectors than those used in the conventional atom probe. Detectors are now

commercially available in diameters up to 150 mm. The geometric angular field of

view for some common detector diameters is given in Table 4.3. It should be noted

that the actual field of view at these distances will be slightly larger than the

values indicated in this table due to image compression, as discussed in Chapter 2.

Also included for comparison in this table is a value for a typical probe aperture,

2 mm, in a standard atom probe. The 118 and 146 mm specimen to detector

distances are the value of the original and widely adopted design of Panitz and the

standard values used in the commercial Vacuum Generators FIM-100 design,

respectively.

Table 4.3 Angular field of view in the imaging atom probe (degrees).

Detector
diameter

(mm)

2
50
75

125
150

Specimen to

50

2.3
53.1
73.7

102.7
112.6

100

1.1
28.1
41.1
64.0
73.7

detector distance

118

1.0
23.9
35.3
55.8
64.9

146

0.8
19.4
28.8
46.3
54.4

(mm)

200

0.6
14.3
21.2
34.7
41.1

A selection of the flight times for a IAP typical configuration is given in

Table 4.4. The considerably shorter flight path compared to the standard atom probe

dictates that the flight times are compressed into a smaller time frame and the

separation of adjacent isotopes is much more difficult to achieve. For example, the

separation of 95Mo and MMo triply charged ions is only 2 ns at 30 kV compared to

28 ns in the conventional instrument under the same conditions.
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Fig. 4.10. Number of atoms evaporated from a shell one lattice parameter thick as a function
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Fig. 4.11. Number of atoms evaporated from a shell one lattice parameter thick for various
solute contents as a function of specimen radius in an imaging atom probe.
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Table 4.4 Selected examples of flight times at different applied voltages.

(Flight path = 146 mm, a = 1.0).

Element

Hydrogen
Carbon
Manganese
Iron
Molybdenum
Molybdenum
Copper
Uranium

isotope

1
12
55
56

i 95
t 96

63
238

charge
state

1
1
2
2
3
3
1
1

m/n
AMU

1
12
27.5
28
31.66
32
63

238

Flight
5kV

148
514
779
786
836
840

1179
2293

time at
lOkV

105
364
551
556
591
594
834

1621

applied v
20kV

74
257
389
393
418
420
589

1146

oltage
30k1

60
210
318
321
341
343
481
936

Another consideration that has to be taken into account when larger diameter

detectors and short flight paths are used is that the flight distance to the edge of

the detector will be significantly longer than an axial flight distance'10', as shown

schematically in Fig. 4.12. This extra distance will degrade the mass resolution. In

a standard 75 mm diameter detector, the additional distance that an ion has to travel

at the edge of the image compared to the axial trajectory is 4.7 and 5.8 mm for 146

and 118 mm specimen to detector distances, respectively. This problem may be

eliminated by using spherically curved double channel plates with the phosphor screen

coated directly on a fiber optics window.'10! Such spherically curved detectors are

commercially available from Galileo Electro-Optics Corporation. The fiber optics

assembly is used to act as a viewport and to convert the curved image plane to a

flat surface so that the image may be recorded by a standard camera with a limited

depth of field.

The IAP may be operated in several different modes by altering the gain on the

detector. The state of the channel plate and phosphor screen detector for earn of

these modes is summarized in Table 4.5. Examples of the type of output from some

of these modes in shown in Fig. 4.13.

Table 4.5. Imaging atom probe modes of operation

Mode Image Gas CEMA Gain

FIM
Spectrum
Ungated
Time-gated
Ramped

yes
no
no
no
no

low
high
high

low and pulsed high
high

4.5.1 Field-ion Mode

In this mode the instrument is operated as a normal field-ion microscope so

that a feature in the microstructure may be selected for analysis using the other

modes of operation. In order that the detector is not damaged from the high ion

current in a field-ion image, its gain must be reduced from single atom sensitivity
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SPECIMEN

DETECTOR

Fig. 4.12. Comparison of flight distances for a flat and spherically curved IAP detector. For
a flat detector, the ions striking the edge of the detector have to travel an
additional distance, x, compared to the central ions, degrading mass resolution. For
a spherically curved detector, all the ions travel the same distance, R.

Fig. 4.13. Example of a field-ion micrograph, a spectrum, and a series of gated elemental maps
taken in an IAP from a Nimonic 90 nickel based superalloy. (Courtesy K.M. Delargy).
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(107 gain) to that characteristic of a single channel plate (10s gain). This reduction

in gain is performed by simply reducing the voltages applied to the pair of channel

plates. The presence of the second channel plate does not significantly degrade the

quality of the field-ion image if the assembly is properly constructed. This is the

only mode of operation where image gas is allowed to be present. In the other

modes, where the detector is run at single atom sensitivity, image gas atoms striking

the detector will also produce an image and cause a distracting background noise

signal.

4.5.2 Spectrum Mode

This mode is used to obtain a mass spectrum from the entire specimen, surface

although at lower mass resolution than the normal atom probe. Two methods of

obtaining the mass spectrum have been devised. These two methods differ in the

manner in which the electrical signal from the detector is used.

The instrument may be used as though it were a normal time-of-flight atom

probe where the discriminated electrical signal irom each ion striking the detector

would be used tc stop the timing system. Since the detector offers a large field of

view, the evaporation rate of ions removed from the specimen must be extremely

slow to prevent swamping the detector. This method is time consuming and the

lateral spatial resolution is poor since the signal arises from the entire field of view.

An iris may be incorporated into the design between the specimen and (he detector

to restrict the field-of-view so that a fei> jre of interest may be selected and

improve the lateral spatial resolution.

An alternative method is to integrate the entire electrical signal from the

detector at normal pulsed field evaporation rates. This alternative has the advantage

that a semi-quantitative mass spectrum may be obtained while removing the minimum

amount of material from the spec^nen. The amplitude of the electrical signal is

monitc -ed as a function of time on a fast storage oscilloscope or transient recorder,

as sho m in Fig. 4.13. A common unit used for this application is a Tektronix

7912AJ waveform digitizer since it permits the data to be sent to a computer for

deconvoiution and interpretation. The amplitude of the signal is related to the

amount of each element removed from the specimen. However, the relationship

between the amplitude and the number of atoms detected is complicated by several

factors. There is a significant variation in the number of electrons produced in the

electron multiplication process in the channel plate and this is manifested in a

distribution of amplitude in the electrical signal measured on the phosphor screen.

The amplitude measured is then a convolution of the distributions of signal for each

isotope and charge state. In addition, the time constants of the preamplifier and the

other electronics components will have an influence on the form of the signal.

These factors mean that compositions determined from these mass spectrum are onJy

semiquantitative. The mass spectrum may be obtained for each field-evaporation
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integrated over a number of field evaporation pulses to improve the

statistics.

pulse or integrated over a number of field evaporation pulses to improve the

4.5.3 Ungated or Desorption Mode

The ungated mode of operation is primarily used in the investigation of

trajectories of ions leaving the specimen. In this mode, the visual signal from the

detector is recorded. The gain of the detector is set at a high level so that each

ion striking the detector will produce a spot of light. The position of the spot on

the image is related to the position on the specimen due to the radial projection in

a similar manner as the field-ion image. The elemental identity of each atom is not

determined since the signal is integrated over time. These images may be recorded

during either pulsed or continuous field evaporation. This ungated mode may be used

at the same time as the spectrum mode.

4.5.4 Time-Gated Mode

This unique mode allows elemental maps of the specimen surface to be obtained.

This type of information is valuable in determining solute distributions as a function

of microstructure, for example, along and as a function of distance from in interface

or boundary. The information contained in ihese elemental maps is very similar to

that obtained from the microprobe except that their spatial resolution is considerably

higher.

A schematic diagram of the principle used to obtain these elemental maps is

shown in Fig. 4.14. In this mode, the gain of the detector is only switched on

during the arrival time cf the ions of a selected species and is set to a low level so

that no or a very weak visuaj signal is produced for all the remaining time.I10' This

procedure is known as time-gating the detector. The visual signal is recorded on a

standard 35 mm or video camera throughout the entire time period. The gate pulse

is therefore acting as an jltra high speed shutter to record only those atoms that

strike the detector during the time of interest.

The spectrum mode may be used prior to time-gating the detector to set or

finely tune the position of the gate pulse. This is performed by using the Z-

modulation intensity control on the oscilloscope to highlight the time at which the

gate pulse will occur superimposed on the mass spectrum trace. Unfortunately, the

mass spectrum c^not be obtained concurrently with an elemental map because the

abrupt change in voltage on the detector, when the gain is momentarily increased,

generates a noise burst in the preamplifier.

The local composition of the selected element is then determined from the

number of spots (i.e atoms) per unit area in the image. The distribution of different

elements or species may be obtained in succession. A series of elemental maps taken

from a nickel-based superalloy specimen is shown in Fig. 4.13. Each image is formed

by the removal of a thin shell of atoms. Therefore, the images are not from
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Fig. 4.14. Schematic diagram of time gating in an imaging atom probe. The detector is

momentarily pulsed to a high gain during the arrival time at the detector of a
selected species, B.
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precisely the same volume of material. This serial sectioning effect may be observed

in Fig. 4.14 by the change in size of the Y region from one image to another. It is

therefore necessary to make a compromise between the amount of material removed

to form each image and the scale of the microstructure under investigation, see

Chapter 8.

4.5.5 Ramped Mode

The ramped mode of operation permits adsorbed gases and weakly bonded

species on the specimen surface to be detected and measured. In this mode, the

standing voltage on the specimen is increased in small steps or continuously from

zero voltage and the mass spectrum recorded after each step in the same manner as

the spectrum mode.

4.5.6 Field Ion Tomography

This special mode of operation was developed by Panitz to perform the three

dimensional reconstruction of the shape of biological molecules.'11' In Field Ion

Tomography (FIT), the biological species of interest is carefully deposited onto a

metallic field emitter surface from aqueous solution. This layer is then encased in

an immobile layer of amorphous benzene ice by first cooling the specimen to 20K and

then condensing benzene vapor onto the specimen surface in the vacuum system.

The benzene ice layer is then field desorbed and the image of the field desorbed

species is recorded. When the biological molecules are exposed there will be a dark

region in the desorption image. The shape of the biological molecule is then

reconstructed by combining the series of these images, each of which may be

regarded as a contour, as shown in Fig. 4.15. Digital processing algorithms may be

used to enhance the information. The technique has the advantages that the

biological molecule does not need to be stained and the technique is non-destructive.

4.6 PULSED LASER ATOM PROBE

The pulsed laser atom probe (PLAP) was introduced by Kellogg and Tsongt12) in

1980. While the first instrument to employ a pulsed laser had an imaging atom probe

configuration, as shown in Fig. 4.16, the concept has subsequently been applied to

most types of atom probes described in the proceeding sections. The use of a short

duration laser pulse has several advantages over the normal high voltage pulse used

to field evaporate atoms from the specimen. The most common application of the

PLAP is for the examination of semiconducting or insulating materials in which the

resistivity of the material is too high to allow the high voltage pulse to be

effectively transmitted to the apex region of the specimen. An example of a. mass

spectrum from a GaAlAs specimen is shown in Fig. 4.17. The PLAP also may be used

to advantage for the examination of brittle materials (since the applied field and

therefore the stress is lower) and in surface diffusion studies.
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Fig. 4.15. Image of isolated, unstained ferritin molecules using the technique of Field-Ion
Tomography. Ferritin is a nearly spherical protein molecule approximately 11 nm in
diameter. (Courtesy J.A. Panitz).
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Fig. 4.16. Schematic diagram of a pulsed laser atom probe with an IAP configuration.
(Courtesy G.L. Kellogg and T.T. Tsong).
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Fig. 4.17. Example of a mass spectrum of GaAlAs semiconductor taken in a pulsed laser atom
probe. Note the presence of molecular ions, As2 and As3 in the spectrum. These
molecular ions arise because of the lower evaporation field and higher temperature.
(Courtesy A. Cerezo).
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A comparison of high voltage pulsed field evaporation and laser assisted field

evaporation is shown in Fig. 4.18. In the high voltage pulse case, the field on the

specimen is increased momentarily by the pulse and if it is sufficiently high surface

atoms can field evaporate as described in Chapter 1. In the laser pulse case, the

field on the specimen is held constant and the temperature of the cryogenically

cooled specimen is increased momentarily by the energy pulse from the laser. Since

field-evaporation is strongly temperature dependant, the standing field on the

specimen become: sufficient to field evaporate the surface atoms. A momentary

temperature rise of approximately 200K is generally adequate to achieve evaporation.

In the PLAP, the duration of the laser pulse is typically between 100 ps and

10 ns, and may be produced from a nitrogen laser or from a solid state NdYAG laser.

The laser pulse is directed onto the field-ion specimen by a lens that is mounted on

a triaxial x-y-z manipulator that is external to the vacuum system. Two of the

orthogonal translates are used to adjust the position of the laser pulse on the apex

of the field-ion specimen. The third translate which is perpendicular to the

specimen is used to focus the beam and thereby provide an additional mechanism to

control the power of the beam at the specimen and therefore adjust the magnitude

of the temperature increase and therefore the field evaporation rate. The peak

power of the laser beam is typically in the range 1 to 5 mJ per pulse. A photodiode

pickoff is used to trigger the timing system to start the experimental cycle. It

should be noted that the viewports and lens through which the laser beam passes are

generally made of sapphire or other suitable material to minimize the attenuation of

the intensity of the beam at short wavelengths.

The selection of the wavelength of the laser beam is governed by 1) the

availability of a laser with suitable characteristics of pulse duration, pulse power,

uniformity of beam, minimum of amplitude jitter, and pulse repetition rate, 2) the

absorption of the laser power by the specimen, and 3) ease of alignment of the laser

beam on the specimen. Two types of lasers are commonly used in this application.

The nitrogen laser produces a beam in the ultra violet (UV) wavelength, typically

-337 nm. However, the invisibility of the UV beam makes alignment difficult. Dye

lasers may be used with nitrogen UV lasers to extend the range of wavelengths into

the visible region at the expense of pulse power. The other type is the solid state

YAG laser. Typical wavelengths with the fundamental, doubled, and tripled

frequencies are 1064, 532, and 3SS nm. While the YAG laser is physically larger and

more expensive than the nitrogen laser, the amplitude jitter is usually better. The

YAG laser is easier to align since a continuous visible light beam can be produced

with the Q-switch off.

4.7 COMBINED INSTRUMENTS

Whereas each type of atom probe described above can be constructed as a
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separate instrument, there has been a growing trend in recent years to combine

several variants into a single vacuum system. A modern atom probe system for

metallurgical or materials science applications would typically contain an energy-

compensated atom probe, an imaging atom probe, and a pulsed laser atom probe.

This arrangement has the advantage that several different types of analyses may be

performed on a wide variety of materials without the problems of transferring

relatively delicate specimens from one system to another. It also allows switching

quickly from one analysis method to another as applications demand. In addition,

since only one vacuum system is required the cost of a combined system is less than

individual instruments.
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CHAPTER FIVE

INSTRUMENTATION

5.1. INTRODUCTION

The main components of an atom probe are described in this chapter. Some of the

practical considerations relating to the design and operation of the instrument are also

discussed. It should be noted that until recently atom probes were not available commercially.

This resulted in a wide variety of designs. However, there is some convergence in the design

of newer instruments. Many systems have been described in detail in the literature.I1"16' A

schematic diagram illustrating the main components of a modern atom probe is shown in

Fig. 5.1. A photograph of the commercial FIM-100 atom probe manufactured by Vacuum

Generators is shown in Fig. 5.2. The components of this instrument are labeled as follows, A)

fast entry airlock at rear of instrument, B) preparation chamber with specimen storage

carousel, C) closed-cycle cryogenerator, D) single atom detector, E) energy compensating lens,

F) field-ion image viewport, G) image gas handling system, H) high voltage feedthrough for Vdc

standing voltage, I) imaging atom probe detector, J) sublimation pump, K) specimen transfer

system, L) VpuUe voltage feedthrough, M) specimen manipulator, and O) liquid nitrogen trapped

oil diffusion pumps.

5.2. VACUUM SYSTEM

5.2.1 Vacuum and pumping systems

The instrument requires a standard stainless steel ultrahigh vacuum vessel that is capable

of a background pressure in the 10'9 Pa range. The vacuum is maintained at this low level by

combinations of diffusion pumps, ion pumps, titanium sublimation pumps and turbomolecular

pumps. The pumping system must be able to maintain an extremely low partial pressure of

hydrogen and also be able to remove the image gas efficiently from the chamber. In order to

achieve this low background pressure, the entire vacuum system including all internal

components has to be bakeable to a temperature of at least 200°C. MicroChannel plates are

usually the limiting component in the system that restrict the maximum bakeout temperature

since they suffer an irreversible gain loss if subjected to higher temperatures.

5.2.2. Specimen transfer systems

The vacuum system should allow for rapid exchange of specimens using a fast entry

airlock. Transfer systems that are compatible with ultrahigh vacuum are used to move

specimens from one chamber to another. Specimens can normally be examined approximately 20
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Fig. 5.1. Schematic diagram of a modern instrument equipped with an energy-compensated
atom probe, an imaging atom probe, and a pulsed laser atom probe.
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Fig. 5.2. A commercial atom probe. The components are labeled as follows, A) fast entry
airlock at rear of instrument, B) preparation chamber with specimen storage
carousel, C) closed-cycle cryogenerator, D) single atom detector, E) energy
compensating lens, F) field-ion image viewport, G) image gas handling system, H)
high voltage feedthrough for Vdc standing voltage, I) imaging atom probe detector,
J) sublimation pump, K) specimen transfer system, L) Vpulge voltage feedthrough, M)
specimen manipulator, and O) liquid nitrogen trapped oil diffusion pumps.
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to 30 minutes after insertion into the vacuum system. Newer atom probes have a specimen

storage carousel in a preparation chamber to hold several specimens in the system at one time

thus reducing specimen turn around time. Many different arrangements and geometries have

been used for the replaceable specimen stub including bayonet, spring-loaded and screw-in

types. Other features that may be found in the specimen preparation chamber include ion guns

to clean the specimen, evaporators to coat the specimen with thin films, environmental cells

and heating stages to perform in-situ studies such as oxidation, and residual gas analyzers.

5.2.3. Image Gas

Most atom probes have facilities for using a selection of different high purity image gases

to image the specimen. The main requirements for the image gas are that the specimen should

not evaporate at the imaging field, the image gas should not condense under the operating

conditions, and it should not chemically react with the specimen. However, these requirements

may not always be satisfied for all specimen materials. A typical selection of image gases

would include neon, helium, argon and hydrogen. The image fields and the boiling points (at

atmospheric pressure) of these image gases are given in Table 5.1. The temperature at which

the image gas will be adsorbed or condensed on the cryostat will be slightly lower than these

temperatures. Mixtures of image gases are also used occasionally. The image gas is admitted

to the analysis chamber in carefully controlled amounts by a leak valve. A pumping system

that permits refreshing the supply of image gas and maintaining high purity is shown in

Fig. 5.3. Typical image gas pressures would be between 1 x 10'4 and 5 x 10"s Pa. If the

background pressure and the outgassing rate of the chamber are sufficiently low, the image gas

may be admitted to a static vacuum (i.e. one that is not continuously pumped), otherwise a

dynamic pumping arrangement must be used. The image gas is normally removed by a diffusion

pump since it has good pumping characteristics for the inert or low atomic number gases.

Table 5 1 Image field and boiling point of some common image gases.

Image Gas

Helium
Neon
Argon
Hydrogen

Image Field
(V/nm)

45.0
37.0
23.0
22.8

Boiling Point
(K)

4.2
27.1
87.4
20.3

5.3. SPECIMEN MANIPULATOR

The field-ion specimen is mounted in the main analysis chamber on a goniometer stage.

This goniometer permits the specimen to be rotated by approximately ±60° about two orthogonal

axes, with the apex of the needle at the center of rotation, as shown in Fig. 5.4. These

movements permit any area in the apex region of the specimen surface to be selected for

analysis. The stage must be able to be translated linearly along the two mutual orthogonal

axes so that the ion-optical axis of the instrument may be aligned. In multiple variant

instruments, the manipulator is also used to point the specimen at the different subsystems and
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Fig. 5.3. The image gas system with high purity neon, helium, argon and hydrogen gases. An
individual or mixtures of image gases are admitted to the analysis chamber using a
leak valve. The pumping lines to the rotary and diffusion pumps permit changing
image gases and replacement of the gas bottles.
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Fig. 5.4. The goniometer stage allows the specimen to be rotated by approximately ±60° about
two orthogonal axes, with the apex of the needle at the center of rotation to
permit any area in the apex region of the specimen surface to be selected for
analysis. The stage must be able to be translated linearly along the two mutual
orthogonal axes so that the ion-optical axis of the instrument may be aligned.
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a third orthogonal movement may be required. It should be noted that the design constraints

on the specimen manipulator are not as severe as the stages used in transmission electron

microscopes, scanning tunneling microscopes, or other high magnification instruments since any

stage drift or vibrations are not magnified by the optics of the system. The specimen stage

has to be capable of being cooled to cryogenic temperatures and electrically isolated from the

rest of the system.

5.4. SPECIMEN COOLING SYSTEM

A fixed or variable temperature cryostat or a closed cycle helium gas cryogenerator

maintains the specimen at a temperature between 20 and 100 K. While this cryogenic range is

the standard operating condition for most materials, some applications require temperatures up

to room temperature. Specimen temperature is one of the variables that must be adjusted to

ensure correct conditions for field evaporation.

The simplest form of specimen cooling is a static reservoir of cryogenic liquid connected

to the specimen with flexible copper braids. This arrangement is usually limited to a minimum

temperature of 77K with liquid nitrogen, thus restricting the materials that may be accurately

analyzed Other cryogenic liquids have only rarely been used in static reservoirs.

The specimen may be cooled using a cold helium gas transfer system. In this

arrangement, cold helium gas is transferred from a liquid helium dewar to a cold block in the

vacuum system. Helium is boiled off from the liquid using a small heating element in the liquid

and then passed though the liquid before transferred to the specimen. The helium should be in

gas form for the transfer to prevent unstable temperature oscillations. Special evacuated

cryogenic transfer pipes are required to prevent the cold helium gas warming up during the

transfer. The specimen temperature may be controlled down to a few degrees Kelvin by

adjusting the flow rate of the helium gas. However, temperature control at the high

temperature end of the range is more difficult since the flow rates are very low. The main

disadvantages with this type of system are that the system is awkward to use on a routine

basis, the exhaust helium gas has to be collected and recycled, the temperature is difficult to

control accurately, and the operating expense is high.

The closed cycle helium refrigerators are based on a gas expansion cycle. The principle

of this process is shown in Fig. 5.5. When the piston is at the bottom of its stroke,

compressed helium gas at room temperature enters through valve A. Valve B is closed. The

piston then rises and the gas passes through the heat exchanger to the bottom of the piston.

At the top of the stroke valve A is closed and exhaust valve B is opened. This allows the

compressed helium gas to expand and cool the assembly. The first stage operates at

approximately 77K while the second stage operates with a base temperature of approximately

15K. The first stage is generally used to cool a radiation shield surrounding the specimen

assembly. The colder second stage is used to cool the specimen by means of flexible copper

braids. A resistive heating element and temperature sensor are attached to the bottom of the

second stage so that the specimen temperature may be maintained at the desired temperature

by adjusting the current in the heating element. The response time to change to a new
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Fig. 5.5. Principle of the closed cycle helium gas cryogenerator. The process is based on the
gas expansion cycle. See text for details.
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temperature depends on the capacity of the closed cycle system, radiation losses, and the mass

suspended from the cold head. The end of the cold head, where the temperature sensor is

usually positioned, will always be a few degrees colder than the specimen. Care should be

exercised at the lower range of temperature since it is possible to condense out the image gas

on the cold head. It should be noted that the internal piston assembly and motor assembly

have to be removed from the system for bakeout.

5.5. HIGH VOLTAGE AND HIGH VOLTAGE PULSE GENERATOR

The electrical connections to the specimen are one of the most important factors for

achieving high mass resolution and the elimination of artifacts. The electrical connections must

also be compatible with the full range of travel of the specimen and the cryostat connections.

The electrical feedthroughs and internal standoffs should be capable of withstanding voltages of

at least 30 kV without breakdown. Care should be taken in the design and assembly of the

internal components since any small protuberance will be a potential source of field ionization

or field emission and will have a deleterious effect on performance. Facilities to reverse the

polarity of the specimen will enable field emission microscopy to be performed in the same

instrument. The power supplies used for the standing and pulse voltages must have good

regulation and low ripple (typically <10mV is normal for these types of supply) since any

variation in these units will affect the mass resolution. The values of the standing voltage and

the pulse voltage are monitored by the control computer with a pair of analog-to-digital

converters (ADC). The voltage output for the supplies may also be set from the control

computer with digital-to-analog converters (DAC). The resolution of the ADCs and DACs

should be a minimum of 12 bits although 16 bits is preferable.

The superimposition of the high voltage pulse onto the standing voltage is accomplished by

capacitor coupling of the two voltages, as shown in Fig. 5.6. The capacitor, C, will permit the

transmission of the pulse but will not allow the standing voltage to pass to the pulse line in

normal operation. The value of this capacitor should be larger than the capacitance of the

internal components; a typical value would be approximately 50 pF. It should be noted that the

voltage rating of this capacitor should be sufficient to take the total of the pulse plus the

standing voltages since if there is a voltage discharge or breakdown in the system the standing

voltage will travel in the reverse direction through the capacitor. One type of UHV compatible

capacitor used is a ceramic tube that has both the internal and external surfaces coated with a

conducting metallic film but electrically isolated from each other. A blocking resistor, R, is

placed in the line to the standing voltage power supply to prevent damage from the pulse

voltage. An hermetically-sealed glass-encapsulated resistor is used for this application. The

value of this resistor is not critical and can be between 5 kfi and 20 Mfl. This resistor will

also momentarily limit the current if there is a short circuit of the specimen to ground.

However, this resistor should not be the only resistance in the circuit since the voltage and

power rating of such glass-encapsulated resistors will not support the current for any

significant period of time. The junction of the capacitor and the resistor should be as close as

possible to the specimen to minimize reflections of the pulse. In addition, the impedance of
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Fig. 5.6. High voltage electrical connections to the specimen.
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Fig. 5.7. High voltage mercury-wetted reed pulser. The applied high voltage, Vin, charges
the capacitor, C, through a resistor, R. When the reed is closed by energizing its
surrounding coil, the capacitor is discharged into the 50 ft load producing a pulse of
amplitude, Vout. C may be a capacitor or a charging line.
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the lines should be matched to the pulse line to minimize attenuation of the high voltage pulse.

There should also be a circular ground plane in close proximity to the specimen to define the

field gradients correctly.

5.5.1. High voltage puiser

The duration of the high voitage pulses used to field evaporate atoms from the specimen

is typically between 5 and 20 ns. (Shorter duration laser pulses are often used in the PLAP).

Longer pulses, in the millisecond range, are an alternative means of field evaporating

semiconducting materials. The amplitude of these high voltage pulses must be sufficient to

raise the voltage on the specimen from the point where no surface atoms field evaporate under

the standing voltage to the point where ail surface atoms have an equal probability of field

evaporating during the pulse (i.e. there is no preferential evaporation or retention). The pulse

fraction, defined as Vpu | i t/(Vpul ie+Vdc), that is required to satisfy this condition is typically

10 to 25%. Therefore, the amplitude of the pu!se voltage required is in the low kilovolt range.

The amplitude jitter in these pulses must be kept as low as possible since any deviations will

degrade mass resolution. This requirement eliminates spark gaps *s a possible means of

producing these pulses. The rise time of the pulse should be Joss than a nanosecond in order

to take full advantage of the time resolution of the timing system and to ensure that the ions

evaporate at a well defined instant in time.

The most common method of producing these short-duration fast rise-time high voltage

pulses is by the use of a mercury-wetted reed to discharge a capacitor into a load. Other

methods based on cascading avalanche transistor stages and circuits based on krytron tubes

have also been used, although their output voltages are limited and the rise times are not as

fast. Some alternative arrangements have been attempted to increase the amplitude of the

output pulse including stacking mercury reeds.

A schematic diagram of a high voltage mercury-wetted reed puiser is shown in Fig. 5.7.

The applied high voltage, Vjn, charges the capacitor, C, through a resistor, R When the reed

is closed by energizing its surrounding coil, the capacitor is discharged into the 50 ft load

producing a pulse of amplitude, Vout. Since the mercury-wetted reed is filled with hydrogen,

an arc is struck before the contacts physically touch. The mercury debounces the switch and

helps prevent deterioration of the contact points. The 50 ft load is positioned as close as

possible to the vacuum system and specimen to prevent reflections. The rate at which these

pulses may be produced, defined by the mechanical properties of the mercury-wetted reed, is

one of the factors that control the experimental cycle rate. Typical pulse rates are 50 to

250 Hz. The time constant of the RC network should be short enough to fully charge the

capacitor during this interval. However, if the time constant is too short, it becomes possible

to have a second smaller but significant discharge. The second pulse is produced when the

contacts of the reed physically touch since the capacitor will have partially recharged following

the initial arc. In higher pulse rate circuits, where the time constant is smaller, it is desirable

to include a secondary pulse suppression circuit placed across the capacitor, as described by

Godfrey et al., to prevent this occurring.!17! This suppression circuit shorts the capacitor
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after the arc has been produced preventing recharging until the reed contacts are physically

made. The amplitude and shape of the output pulse depends on the type of capacitor that is

used. Three possible arrangements are shown in Fig. 5.8. If a standard high voltage capacitor

is used for C, Fig. 5.8(a), the output voltage will be the same as the applied input voltage and

the pulse will be in the form of a sharp spike. If a coaxial charging line or cable is used in

place of the capacitor, a square pulse is produced. The coaxial charging line circuits shown in

Figs. 5.8(b) and 5.8(c) are equivalent although the "in-line" configuration, Fig. 5.8(c), eliminates

the problem of terminating the charging line correctly. The duration of the square pulse is a

function of the length of the charging line. When the reed is closed, the charging line is

directly connected to the 50 ft load. The resulting positive voltage step propagates toward the

50 n load while a similar negative step travels towards the charging resistor along the charging

cable. When this negative step reaches the charging resistor, it is reflected back in phase to

the load (since the impedances of the charging line and the charging resistance are orders of

magnitudes different) and terminates the arc as it passes through the reed. The pulse width is

therefore the difference in the arrival times of the positive and negative steps at the 50 n load

which is simply twice the propagation time along the charging cable. The output voltage of a

properly matched system is half the applied voltage in the case of the coaxial charging

capacitor since the 50 ft load resistance, RL = Zo, and the charging line impedance, Zo, act as

a voltage divider with a total impedance of 2Z0.

5.5.2. 50 ohm load and pickoff

The primary function of the 50 ft load is to properly terminate the high voltage pulse to

prevent reflections. In addition to this function, a fraction of the pulse may be taken to act

as a start signal to the timing system. It is important that the impedance of both the

terminator and the pickoff signal be correctly matched. One arrangement is shown in Fig. 5.9.

An alternative type of pickoff is incorporated into the mercury-wetted reed assembly by

positioning a small ferrite transformer near the reed. The primary of the transformer is the

high voltage line and constitutes only half a turn. A few turns of wire are required for the

secondary. The transformer does not have to be efficient since only a small fiducial signal is

required. The signal acquired in this manner is virtually coincident with the production of the

high voltage pulse. In contrast, the high voltage pulse has to spend time travelling down a

connecting cable before reaching the 50 ft load and then the specimen. The time between these

two events is constant for a given configuration and primarily depends on the length of the

connecting cable. Therefore, the time difference may be adjusted. For most applications this

cable should be as short as possible to minimize attenuation of the high voltage pulse.

However, for time gating in the imaging atom probe it is possible to use an -100 ns delay cable

in this line to negate the inherent switching delay in producing the gate pulse.

5.6. FIELD-ION IMAGING SYSTEM

In the early field-ion microscopes, the field-ion image was formed directly on the glass

envelope of the vacuum system that was coated with a phosphor. However, the light output
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Fig. 5.9. Schematic diagram of a 50 fi load.
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from the phosphor was low and difficult to record. For example, the phosphor efficiency for

helium ions is approximately 1% and for neon ions only 0.1%. In additions neon image gas ions

will degrade a phosphor screen within a matter of hours due to radiation damage effects.

Therefore, internal and external image intensification systems were devised. Although an

electromagnetic focusing system has been used, all modern atom probes now use a proximity

focused microchannel plate and phosphor screen assembly. The function of the microchannel

plate is twofold. Firstly, it produces secondary electrons from the primary incident ion, and

secondly, it multiplies these electrons to produce a gain of approximately 103. These electrons

are then accelerated towards a phosphor screen where they produce visible spots. The

phosphor efficiency for electrons is approximately 50% and is thus much higher than for ions

and the total gain in image intensity is approximately 50,000 times.

5.6.1. The microchannel plate and phosphor screen assembly

The field-ion image is formed on a microchannel plate (MCP) and phosphor screen

assembly positioned a few centimeters in front of the specimen, as shown in Fig. 5.10.

MicroChannel plates are arrays of small diameter channels fused together to form a thin disk

where each channel is an electron multiplier. The channels are fabricated out of a heavily

lead-doped glass that exhibits good secondary electron emission properties. Both faces of the

channel plates are coated with a metallic conducting coating, usually chromium or gold, to

ensure good electrical contact to the ends of every channel. The channels are usually inclined

by 8° from the plate normal so that the region of lower gain, where ions approximately parallel

to the channel axis travel down the channel before striking the wall, is not adjacent to the

central probe aperture. Large area circular channel plates with diameters up to 150 mm have

been fabricated.

When a potential is applied to the ends of the channel a uniform axial electrostatic field

is generated. Secondary electrons are generated in the channel when an energetic particle (i.e.

an ion) strikes the wall, Fig. 5.11. These electrons are then accelerated along the channel

because of the applied potential and strike the wall again further down the channel generating

more secondary electrons. This avalanching process continues along the length of each channel

producing a large number of electrons for each input ion. The gain of a channel plate is a

function of the length-to-diameter ratio of the channel. This length-to-diameter ratio is

normally chosen by the manufacturer to be 40 for imaging applications. The channel diameter

and the channel-to-channel spacing range from 8 and 10 to 25 and 32/jm, respectively. This

gives an open area of typically 50 to 55% and plate thicknesses of 0.3 to 1 mm.

A phosphor screen is placed in close proximity behind the microchannel plate so that the

output electrons are accelerated by a positive potential onto the screen to produce a visible

image. Standard phosphors include PI 1, P20 and P47. The choice of phosphor is largely a

matter of taste. However, black and white panchromatic films are slightly more sensitive to

blue, whereas there is evidence that the human eye is more comfortable with green or amber.

The phosphor is normaMy deposited on a conducting tin oxide film to prevent local charging.

The field-ion image is usually observed through a side port via a front silvered 45°
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Fig. 5.10. MicroChannel plate and phosphor screen assembly. The field-ion image is observed
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Fig 5.11. Schematic diagram of a channel in a microchannel plate. Secondary electrons are
produced by the impact of an energetic particle on the wall of the channel. These
electrons are accelerated down the channel by the applied potential and generate
more electrons when they strike the wall further down the channel. Gains of 103

are typical for this multiplication process.
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mirror, as shown in Fig. 5.10. This mirror is normally fabricated with an inclined hole to allow

the ion beam to pass through without interfering with the mass spectrometer. The hole in the

mirror should not affect recording the field-ion image if the size is kept to the minimum

consistent with not obstructing the ion beam. If the mirror does not have this hole, it has to

be moved out of the way during analysis.

5.6.2. Probe aperture

A central circular aperture, generally chosen to be between 1 and 6 mm in diameter, in

the FIM channel plate and phosphor screen assembly defines the entrance aperture to the

time-of-flight mass spectrometer. This aperture should be at ground potential so that the

channel plate and screen can be operated during analysis without deflecting the ions that pass

through. If the aperture is not grounded, the channel plate and phosphor screen assembly

should be turned off during elemental analysis, but this prevents observation of the field-ion

image.

The distance from the specimen to the channel plate assembly may be externally adjusted

to provide a means of changing the magnification of the image and also to control the

effective area of analysis. A typical range of distances is from 40 to 150 mm from the

specimen. In some types of analysis, the effective size of the probe aperture has to be kept

constant during the experiment to simplify subsequent statistical analysis of the data, see

Chapter 8. Therefore, the position of the channel plate and phosphor screen assembly has to

be adjusted to compensate for the blunting of the specimen.

5.6.3. Image recording and processing

The brightness level of the image from the channel plate and phosphor screen assembly is

sufficient to allow standard photographic techniques such as 35 mm cameras or low light video

cameras to be used to record the image. The field-ion image is usually recorded with an

external camera and lens. Contact exposures may be obtained from some imaging atom probe

detectors, since the fiber optics brings the image to the external surface of the vacuum system,

but this setup is not practical for recording the regular field-ion image in an atom probe.

Film speeds of 100 to 400 E.I./ISO are usually sufficient to record the field-ion image.

Higher film speeds may be required to photograph unstable field-ion images, such as are

common when hydrogen is used as the image gas, or images where the features of interest are

moving. These higher film speeds may be achieved with regular films by increasing the

development times. For example, increasing Kodax T-MAX 400 E.I./ISO film to 3200 E.I./ISO

would require increasing the development time at 24°C from 6 mins to 9.5 mins using T-MAX

developer.

Video recording the field-ion image is an effective technique to use in determining the

size and number density of features in the microstructure such as small precipitates. Image

processing has only been used sparingly in field-ion microscopy.'18^
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5.7. ELECTROSTATIC LENSES

5.7.1 Einzel lens

An Einzel lens, placed after the FIM channel plate, is often used in straight TOFAPs to

focus the divergent ion beam onto the detector. This lens is made up of a series of three

circular annulae. The outer two electrodes are maintained at ground potential and the inner

electrode is raised to a proportion of the total applied voltage on the specimen.

5.7.2. Energy compensating or Poschenreider lens

In the case of energy compensated atom probes, a toroidal sector electrostatic lens is

positioned in the drift tube. This electrostatic lens improves the mass resolution of the

instrument from approximately Am/m = 250 to Am/m > 2000 and also permits chemical analyses

to be obtained while observing the field-ion image. In straight TOFAPs, the image gas is

normally removed during chemical analysis to reduce the high background noise from the

randomly ionized gas ions striking the detector, whereas in the energy compensated atom

probes, these image gas atoms are filtered out by the systems optics.

The electrostatic lens used to correct for the small energy deficits of some ions is

depicted in Fig. 5.12. The geometrical considerations of this lens were presented in the

previous chapter. The potentials that are applied to the electrodes may be determined by

considering the motion of charged particles between the electrodes of a toroidal prism.I19' In

the lens, the centrifugal force on the ion of mass, m, is balanced by the electrostatic force.

Therefore, for an ion of energy, Uo, and velocity, v0, moving along the circular main path with

radius re0

2 Uo / re0 = m u§ / re0 - - ne Eo (5.1)

where Eo is the electrostatic field strength on the middle equipotential surface.

The radial coordinate, u, and the axial coordinate, v, depicted in Fig. 5.13 and expressed in

cylindrical coordinates are given by

u = ( re " >"eo ) / *"eo (5-2)

and v - ze / re0 (5.3)

% - r.o < 1 + u ) (5.4)

and R« - R r t ( re - r,o ) (5.5)

defining c - r ^ / R ^ (5.6)

R, - R,o ( 1 + cu ) (5.7)

An areal element, dfj, of the middle equipotential surface of a toroidal condenser that has

a curvature of r r t in the radial and R ^ in the axial directions and a second areal element,

df2, on another equipotential surface with corresponding radii, re and R^ are defined as

dfj = AW . A~C (5.8)

df2 = DG . D F (5.9)

If the field strengths of these two equipotential surfaces are Eo and E

Eo . ( AB" . AC" ) = E . ( D t J . D F ) (5.10)

since SB" / DG =•• re0 / re (5.11)

and AT / 15F« Re0 / Re (5.12)
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Fig. 5.13. Cylindrical coordinate system for the radial and axial coordinates.
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E = E o ( r e O / r e ) ( R e O / R e ) (5.13)

Using equations 5.4 and 5.7

E = Eo ( 1 / ( 1 + u )) ( 1 / ( 1 + cu ) (5.14)

and expanding

E - E 0 ( l - u ( l + c ) + ) (5.15)

Since E is the total field strength in the second equipotential surface, the components Eu and

Ev parallel to the coordinate axes at the point F are

Eu = E cos(0) = Eo ( 1 - u ( 1 + c ) + ) (5.16)

Ev - E sin(tf) = Eo ( vc + ) (5.17)

Since E = - grad <p (5.18)

the electrostatic potential

<p( u,v ) = tpQ + Eo r^ [ -u + u2 ( 1 + c ) / 2 - v2 c / 2 + ] (5.19)

therefore

<p{ u,v ) = 2 Uo [ u - u2 ( 1 + c ) / 2 + v2 c / 2 ] (5.20)

The potentials on the two electrodes in terms of Uo may be estimated from equation 5.20.

Since the second axial radius is large and therefore difficult to fabricate accurately, the

lens is sometimes approximated by a pair of curved flat plates.

Therefore, Re0 = oo (5.21)

and c = 0

giving

<p( u ) = [ -u + u2/2 + ] (5.22)

In addition to the two main toroidal electrodes, the termination of the other four surfaces

must be considered. Unfortunately, the lens cannot be taken in isolation from the rest of the

system. The affects of the vacuum system, which is maintained at ground potential, must be

considered. The proximity of this ground surface in the direction of the rotation axis of the

lens effects the field distribution in the lens as shown by Andren.'20' One solution to this

problem is to use fringe field electrodes, as shown in Fig. 5.14. These fringe electrodes are a

set of six or seven fine wires suspended in the gap between the toroidal electrodes and have a

proportion of the electrode potential applied to them. The entrance and exit should be

terminated into ground planes using Herzog electrodes. These electrodes ensure that the drift

sections are field free. Properly designed Herzog electrodes are slightly wedge shaped to give

the correct field gradients for the assymetrical potentials on the toroid electrodes. The front

surface of the single atom detector has to be at ground potential to exclude any additional

acceleration or retardation of the ion beam.

It should be noted that it is often desirable in a properly setup instrument to slightly

defocus the ion beam to reduce the possibility of ion pile-up on the detector (see Chapter 7).

5.8. SINGLE ATOM DETECTOR

A detector with single atom sensitivity is positioned at the end of a field-free drift tube.

The requirements for the single atom detector are high gain, high detection efficiency for
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COMPENSATING WIRES
Fig. 5.14. Fringe field electrodes are mounted in the gap between the toroidal electrodes to

maintain the correct field distribution in the lens.

CHANNEL
PLATES

PHOSPHOR
SCREEN

PREAMPLIFIER

Fig. 5.15. The microchannel plate detector consists of two microchannel plates and a phosphor
screen. Typical values of the voltages applied to the assembly are V2 = ground,
V2 = 1 kV, V2 = 2 kV, V, = 3 to 5 kV. The electrical output signal from the
phosphor screen is capacitively coupled to a preamplifier that is mounted close as
possible to the vacuum system.
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positive ions, narrow pulse height distribution, fast rise time, and low background noise. Three

types of detectors have been used: a double microchannel plate and phosphor screen assembly,

the most common type; a copper-beryllium dynode mesh array; and a channeltron. Neither the

channeltron nor the copper-beryllium mesh detectors preserve the positional information of

where the ions strike the detector. This positional information is helpful during the optical

alignment of the mass spectrometer. However, the channeltron and the copper-beryllium mesh

detectors have higher detection efficiencies, >90%, compared to -65% for a microchannel plate

detector. A recent atom probe designed by Sakurai et al. combines a standard double channel

plate detector with a channeltron detector in an attempt to combine the high detection

efficiency with ease of alignment.'21]

5.8.1. MicroChannel plate detector

The microchannel plate detector consists of two channel plates and a phosphor screen

assembly, arranged as indicated in Fig. 5.15. The detection efficiency of microchannel plates is

similar for all masses with energies above approximately 2 keV. Since this energy threshold is

lower than normal operating conditions in the atom probe, the double microchannel plate is

very suitable for use as a single atom detector.

Since the ion beam is brought to a focus or near focus condition at the detector (except

in an IAP), plates of only 25 mm in diameter may be used. Even though the beam size is a

few millimeters, the extra area is useful during alignment of the mass spectrometer since the

direction and type of distortion provides an indication of the cause of the misalignment. The

bias angle of the channels is typically +8° and -8° from the normal. This configuration is

known as a chevron CEMA. The microchannel plate is sensitive to electrons, ultraviolet

radiation, and soft X-rays in addition to positively charged ions. Therefore, the internal

components of the atom probe should be designed to eliminate contributions from any source

generating these types of radiation. For example, the laser beam in a PLAP should have a

beam stop after the specimen so as to prevent any reflections from the walls of the chamber

or other internal components. Ion gauge filaments should not be in a line of sight with the

detectors.

The rise time of the output pulse from a microchannel plate is less than 1 ns. The dark

current (or the number of spurious signals generated in the device) is typically less than 1

count per second. The transit time of the electrons through the double microchannel plate is

approximately 0.5 ns. The pulse height distribution may be improved by using double thickness

microchannel plates.

The maximum gain that can be produced in a single straight microchannel plate is limited

to less than 104. The primary reason for instability at high gains is a phenomenon known as

ion feedback. When there is a high density of electrons in the channel there is a high

probability that some of the residual gas molecules will be ionized. These positive ions are

then accelerated back down the channel towards the less positive or input end of the channel.

These ions will strike the wall of the channel and emit electrons which will be multiplied in

the normal fashion. This second burst of electrons will produce a spurious pulse 25 to 50 ns
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after the genuine pulse. Ion feedback is therefore a function both of the voltage applied to

the ends of the channel and of the residual gas pressure, as shown in Fig. 5.16. Curved-

channel microchannel plates are claimed to offer a solution to ion feedback since the curved

channels inhibit acceleration of the positive ion towards the input face of the device. Gas

pressures greater than 10"2 Pa should not be used since there is a high probability that arcing

will occur and destroy the device. It should be noted that the channel where the electron

multiplication process occurred has a dead time of a few milliseconds before it is active again.

5.8.2. Channeltron detector

The channeltron detector is a single channel electron multiplier which operates in a

fashion very similar to a channel in the microchannel plate. The input geometry is a conical

funnel with an entrance diameter of a few millimeters. This funnel is connected to a curved

or spiral tube where the electron multiplication process is achieved. Both the funnel and the

tube are fabricated out of glass with good secondary electron emitting properties. Gains of 108

are easily achieved by these devices with a dark noise of approximately 0.5 counts per second.

The exact impact point on the curved funnel gives some uncertainty, -lmm, as to the precise

flight distance for each atom and will therefore degrade the mass resolution slightly. This type

of detector is more susceptible to the production of afterpulses from ion feedback (see Section

5.8.1) which occur 100 to 200 ns after the genuine ions.

5.8.3 Copper-beryllium mesh detector

The copper-beryllium mesh detector is comprised of a series of copper-beryllium dynodes

and guard plate stages similar to a photomultiplier tube. When the primary ion strikes the

first copper-beryilium dynode it produces electrons. These electrons are then multiplied in the

subsequent stages. A slightly larger positive potential is applied to each stage to attract the

electrons produced in the previous stage. The gain produced is a function of the number of

these stages. Typically 20 stages are used. Since the electrons produced at each stage fan

out, the positional information of the original impact of the primary ion is lost on the output

signal. Optical alignment of the mass spectrometer is accomplished by maximizing the count

rate on the detector without regard to where the ions strike the detector.

The -3ns rise time of the output signal produced is slightly slower than that of the

double channel plate detector. However, the noise level is typically better at 1 count per

minute. Copper-beryllium mesh detectors may be baked to higher temperatures than

microchannel plates (i.e. approximately 350°C compared to 200°C).

5.9. IMAGING ATOM PROBE DETECTOR

The imaging atom probe detector is almost identical to the channel plate detector used in

the regular atom probe. The gate pulse is capacitively coupled to the rear of the second plate.

The entrance and exit surfaces of the channel plates are often gold plated to improve the

transmission of the high voltage gate pulse.
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5.10. PREAMPLIFIER-DISCRIMINATOR

Since the signal produced from the single atom detector is in the millivolt range, it must

be amplified before being transmitted to the timing system. A gain of 10 to 20 times in the

preamplifier is usually sufficient for this purpose. In addition to amplifying the signal the

preamplifier usually performs two other functions. Firstly, it filters the genuine signal from

the low frequency ripple on the detector from the power supply and, secondly, it matches the

impedance for proper transmission to the remote timing system. The preamplifier is positioned

as close as possible to the detector to minimize interference or pickup of spurious signals,

Fig. 5.15. Some preamplifiers incorporate facilities to veto the output from the device to

exclude noise during periods when no genuine signal is possible.

The preamplifier for the imaging atom probe detector and the single atom detector at the

end of the time-of-flight mass spectrometer have slightly different functions. In the imaging

atom probe case, the amplitude of the signal is important since it is a measure of the number

of ions striking the detector at that time, whereas in the single atom detector case, the

amplitude is ignored since the output pulse will only be used to stop the timing system.

It should be noted that the preamplifier is capacitively connected to the screen of the

detector which is operated at high voltage. Therefore, the preamplifier has to be protected

from high voltage surges when the detector is switched on.

5.11. HIGH SPEED DIGITAL TIMING SYSTEM

The flight times of the ions in the mass spectrometer, which are in the microsecond

range, are accurately measured using a high-speed digital timing system. The time resolution

of these systems has continually improved over the years and is now typically between 1 and

10 ns with some special systems in the picosecond range. In older systems, the time between

the application of the high voltage pulse and the arrival of an ion at the detector was

measured by counting the number of oscillations of a high frequency clock during that period.

While these scalar counting systems were a substantial improvement over the original

measurements from oscilloscope traces, the majority of the newer timing systems are now based

on commercial high speed time-to-digital convenors (TDC). Although the maximum field

evaporation rate is normally maintained below 1 ion per pulse and no ions are collected on the

majority of pulses, the TDC must be able to measure the flight times of multiple ions per pulse

because field evaporation takes place in a somewhat irregular manner. A multi-hit facility with

g timing channels is usually sufficient for this purpose. The LeCroy 4208 TDC CAMAC module

has been widely adopted for this purpose. Since the timing period is less than 100 (is and the

time between high voltage field evaporation pulses is 4 to 20 ms, the TDC may be read and

reset by the control computer and still leave sufficient time to process the data without

slowing down the experimental cycle.

It should be noted that the time measured in the time-to-digital converter is not

necessarily the total flight time since the propagation times in the connecting cables and other

components have to be added to or subtracted from the apparent time. These other factors are

constant for a given configuration and may be determined using a high speed oscilloscope. It
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is essential that all interconnecting cables and other components be precisely matched to

maintain the correct impedance throughout the electronics to prevent reflections and signal

degradation. The high frequencies at which the timing system operates impose severe demands

on impedance matching.

5.12. MICROCOMPUTER CONTROLLED TIMING SYSTEM

The timing system is usually interfaced to a microcomputer or minicomputer that is used

to control the experimental cycle and to record and process the data. A complete electronic

system that is controlled by the microcomputer'1^ is shown in Fig. 5.17. A maximum data

collection rate of 20,000 to 100,000 ions per hour can be achieved with modern atom probes.

This is a remarkable improvement over the first generation of atom probes where each flight

time was measured manually from an oscilloscope trace.

The computer has several functions in controlling and monitoring both the atom probe and

the experimental conditions. The main functions are to monitor and adjust the specimen DC

voltage, pulse voltage, Poschenreider or einzel lens voltages, read the flight times from the

timing system, reset the system for the next pulse, calculate the mass-to-charge ratio,

accumulate the data in a variety of forms, and store the data for subsequent reanalysis. The

computer may also be used to monitor the specimen temperature, the pressure in the vacuum

system and the status of other system parameters. In addition to these functions, the

microcomputer has been used to digitize, store, and perform image processing on field-ion

images'18' and imaging atom probe elemental maps.

The ion-by-ion data may be analyzed in a variety of ways depending on the information

required. The presentation of raw and processed data is discussed in Chapter 6. A summary of

the standard operating conditions is given in Table 5.2.

TABLE 5.2. Typical Operating Conditions of the Atom Probe.

Range Typical
Specimen temperature 20 - 100 K 75 K
Pulse ratio: V / V . 10 - 35 % 15 - 20 %
System base pressure 10'7 - <10'9 Pa as low as possible
FIM image gas pressure 10"2 - 10"* Pa 2 x 10"s Pa
Pressure during analysis

Straight AP 10'4 - <10"° Pa 10"5 or lO'0 Pa#
Energy-Compensated AP 10"3 - <10"8 Pa 10"4 - <10"c Pa

Pulse repetition rate 0 - 250 Hz 50 Hz
Ion collection rate 0.2 - 0.0001 ions/pulse 0.2 - 0.01 ions/pulse
Effective probe aperture 0.2 - 5 nm diameter 2 nm

*depth monitored composition profile versus low background in mass spectrum

5.13. IMAGING ATOM PROBE TIME GATING SYSTEM

Elemental maps of a particular species in the imaging atom probe are produced by

increasing the gain on the detector during the appropriate arrival period of these ions. Since

the flight times of the ions are very short, as indicated in Table 4.4, the gain increase must be
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accomplished reliably and reproducibly with the minimum of delay and without any electronic

jitter. This is accomplished by changing the gain on the second channel plate by increasing

the voltage from a low level, -200 V, to a high level, -1.1 kV. The exact voltages required

depend on the electrical characteristics oi individual microchannel plates. The length of time

that the channel plate is held at the high level depends on the time range or mass range that

the element or set of elements span. In order to be as flexible as possible this time window-

should be adjustable between -5 ns and 100 ns.

The mercury-wetted reed high voltage pulser is not suitable for the gate pulse application

because the precise time at which the plasma discharges cannot be not predicted accurately.

The usual method for producing this high voltage pulse is to use a krytron tube. These high

voltage, gas-filled cold-cathode triode devices have low jitter, -2 ns, and can be made to

conduct with reproducible delay times from the input signal as short as 150 ns. A schematic

diagram of the krytron gate pulse generator devised by Panitz'22! is shown in Fig. 5.18. The

krytron tube is made to conduct by applying a high voltage pulse to the grid. This high

voltage pulse is derived from the input signal using an avalanche transistor and amplified by a

high frequency step-up transformer. The value of the resistor, RB, is adjusted to maintain a

"keep alive" current of 50 to 100 fiA to ensure reliable switching in the krytron.

Kellogg has recently described a method where time gating can be performed externally to

the vacuum system.'23'
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CHAPTER SIX

METHODS OF ATOM PROBE ANALYSIS AND DATA REPRESENTATION

6.1. INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, the methods of atom probe analyses are outlined together with the

various types of data representation. The power of modern on-line computer control systems

makes it possible to perform many complex manipulations on the raw data in real time during

the experiment. The data may therefore be examined using a variety of techniques to extract

the maximum information and if necessary the experimental conditions can be adjusted to

ensure reliable results.

6.2. METHODS OF ATOM PROBE ANALYSES

6.2.1. Single atom identification

The uniqueness of the atom probe is evident from its capability to chemically identify a

single atom. This type of analysis may be used to identify a segregant at a boundary as shown

in Fig. 6.1. In this micrograph, a grain boundary in a boron-doped nickel aluminide specimen is

decorated with bright spots. The bright spots are identified as individual boron atoms by

correlating an atom that produces a bright spot in the field-ion image with the atom that is

collected in the mass spectrometer when it is field evaporated. This correlation is performed

by first aligning the mass spectrometer and positioning the image of the atom in the center of

the probe aperture. The average ion current of the image gas is measured by counting the

number of pulses from the detector in a given time using a pulse counting sealer. During this

phase, the electrostatic lens in an energy compensating atom probe is set to collect image gas

ions with energy associated with the standing voltage. The gas ion current is a function of

the local brightness of the field-ion image and will remain high for as long as the atom

producing the bright spot remains on the specimen. The energy compensating lens is then set

to collect ions with the energy associated with the standing plus pulse voltage. The specimen

is then pulse field evaporated as in a normal atom probe analysis and the flight time of each

ion striking the detector is determined. After a few field evaporation pulses or immediately

after an ior is collected in the mass spectrometer, the gas ion current is checked. This cycle
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Fig. 6.1. Field-ion micrograph of a decorated grain boundary in a boron-doped nickel
aluminide specimen. The bright spots are identified as individual boron atoms by
correlating an atom that produces a bright spot in the field-ion image with the
atom that is collected in the mass spectrometer when it is field evaporated.
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is repeated until the ion current suddenly drops to a low value indicating that the atom causing

the bright spot has field evaporated. The last atom collected in the mass spectrometer is

therefore the atom of interest. It should be pointed out that since the detection efficiency of

the single atom deteclor is less than 100%, there will be some cases where the atom producing

the bright spot is either incorrectly identified or not collect3d in the mass spectrometer. This

procedure should therefore be repeated on a number of different bright spots to ensure correct

identification.

In a straight atom probe or a PLAP, the ion current can be measured in the time period

between the field evaporation pulses. However, the random background noise in the timing

period will be high since there will be an appreciable gas ion current reaching the detector.

In the energy-compensated atom probe, the entire experimental cycle may be performed

under computer control. An additional cross correlation is available in the energy compensated

atom probe since the field-ion image of the area covered by the probe aperture may be viewed

on the detector by adjusting the conditions on the electrostatic lens as described in

Section 4.3. This facility allows a direct correlation of the atom that was evaporated from the

specimen with the ion collected in the mass spectrometer.

Unfortunately, this type of analysis is restricted to elements that image brightly in the

field-ion microscope and is therefore not universally applicable. In addition to identifying

bright spots this technique may be used to identify adatoms in surface diffusion studies.

6.2.2. Selected area analysis

Single atom identification described above is a specific example of selected area analysis.

In this mode, a particular feature that is observed in the field-ion image is analyzed. This

approach is shown schematically in Fig. 6.2. The selection is achieved by orienting the

specimen with the goniometer stage so that the image of the feature of interest falls over the

entrance aperture to the mass spectrometer. The specimen is then field evaporated and the

composition of the region is determined from the atoms that are collected. Selected area

analysis is mainly used to analyze precipitates or other features where the composition is

assumed to be uniform over the extent of that feature. It should be noted that the number of

atoms that are available for analysis in precipitates smaller than 1 to 2 nm in diameter is

limited and will control how representative or statistically significant the analysis is. In

addition, small trajectory aberrations and local magnification differences will affect the

accuracy of analysis of these small precipitates.

This selected area analysis method can also be used to determine compositional variations

as a function of distance from features such as precipitates or boundaries. The depth scale

may be determined from the average number of atoms collected per plane evaporated.
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Fig. 6.2. Schematic diagram of selected area analysis. In this type of analysis the
specimen is moved until the image of the feature of interest falls over the
entrance aperture to the mass spectrometer. The specimen is then field
evaporated and the atoms that originate from the feature are collected in the
mass spectrometer (shaded portion).
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Alternatively, the distance scale is determined by monitoring the collapse of the rings (i.e.

atomic layers) of an adjacent reference pole in the field-ion image. The ion-by-ion data file

must be marked during the experiment to include this extra information. Data obtained using

this method is usually referred to as a distance-monitored analysis. The distance between each

data block is then determined from the interplanar spacing of the pole that was used to mark

the profile with corrections for the difference in the positions of the pole in the field-ion

image and the probe aperture, as discussed in Chapter 3. This procedure minimizes errors that

arise from local magnification differences between phases since each block of atoms corresponds

to a known thickness of evaporated material, but has the disadvantage that continuous

observation is required.

6.2.3. Random area analysis

An alternative procedure for examining a specimen is to use random area analysis. This

approach is used to analyze specimens where selected area a 'ysis is not possible or where

other information is desired. Situations where this method wouid be applied include clustering

and cosegregation studies, microstructures with a high volume fraction of second phase such as

found in systems that undergo spinodal decomposition, or systems where there is little or no

FIM image contrast between the phases. In this method, a cylinder of atoms is collected from

the specimen without regard to any feature in the image, as shown schematically in Fig. 6.3.

In this way, the composition variations as a function of distance are measured. As material is

removed, precipitates or clusters present in the specimen will eventually intersect the surface

of the specimen and those that emerge in the sampling volume will be analyzed. The distance

scale is determined in the same manner as for selected area analysis. The cylinder of material

is then examined to reveal either local or distance dependent variations in composition. This

cylinder bears a close resemblance to a geological core sample. However, if the particles are

smaller than the effective area defined by the probe aperture or if a particle is only partially

cut by the cylinder of analysis, then the true composition will not be measured because of the

contribution from the surrounding matrix.

6.3. SPATIAL CONSIDERATIONS

6.3.1. Geometrical considerations

Whereas the procedures of selected and random area analysis appear to be uncomplicated,

care has to be taken to account for the change in the position of the probe aperture with

respect to a feature during the experiment. A common misconception is that the cylinder of

analysis is always perpendicular to the specimen surface. This is true only when the cylinder

of analysis is taken precisely down the axis of the specimen. The general case is shown
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Fig. 6.3. Schematic diagrams of random area analysis. In this approach a cylinder of
material is collected without specially positioning the probe aperture. The
composition profile is analyzed to detect clusters, composition variations, small
precipitates, or cosegregation.
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schematically in Fig. 6.4. If an arbitrary position on the specimen surface is chosen at the

center of the initial area defined by the probe aperture, the normal to this will intersect the

specimen axis at point O1 at an angle 6. For illustration purposes, let this initial area defined

by the probe aperture be the pole at the center of a major set of atomic planes. The

specimen is now field evaporated and n planes are removed. The position of the chosen pole

does not move significantly in the image, as demonstrated in Fig. 6.5. The normal to this

chosen position will therefore still make an angie of 9 with the specimen axis and will

intersect at the point O3. The cylinder of analysis must lie along the dashed line defined by

these two end positions and is represented by the shaded region in Fig. 6.4. Therefore, for all

off-axis poles, each successive plane of atoms collected is moved laterally by a small amount

with respect to the previous plane. The angle the cylinder makes with the specimen axis, <f>, is

a function of the taper angle of the shank of the needle, a/2, and the radial position of the

cylinder of analysis with respect to the needle axis.

The consequences of the change in the position of the cylinder of analysis with respect to

a given feature may be illustrated by considering the analysis of an interface, Fig. 6.6. When

the interface is nearly parallel to the specimen axis, a series of analyses may be made at

varying distances from the boundary by repeatedly repositioning the probe aperture. In the

general case where the interface is inclined to the specimen axis or where the interface is

perpendicular to the specimen axis, a continuous cylinder of material is collected starting on

one side of the interface and ending on the other. This latter type of analysis would be

repeated a number of times to improve the counting statistics.

6.3.2. Lateral resolution

The spatial resolution of an analysis must be considered in terms of both lateral and

depth components.

The lateral sampling size is defined by the effective size of the probe aperture. This size

is generally chosen to be between 1 and 6 nm in diameter depending on the scale of the

microstructure. The area of analysis can be made as small as one atom diameter by adjusting

the effective size of the probe aperture. However, this ultimate in probe size is not very

useful in practice due to statistical limitations introduced by the small sample size. There are

two exceptions to this generalization, 1) for single atom identification, and 2) for special

statistical analyses where it is appropriate to have a single column of atoms.

In addition to the statistical limitations, small aberrations arise in the trajectories of ions

when evaporation occurs from step edges and some crystallographic features. These effects

degrade the inherent lateral resolution of the analysis to approximately 1 nm. In multi-phase

microstructures, the effective size of the projected aperture is not constant due to differences
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nd,hkl

Fig. 6.4. Schematic diagram of the position of the cylinder of analysis during analysis.

a

Fig. 6.5. Pair of field-ion micrographs of a Ni3Al specimen taken after extensive field
evaporation without moving the specimen, (a) 5kV, (b) JOkV. Note that the
positions of the poles do not change significantly.
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Fig. 6.6. Schematic diagram of the analysis of interfaces.
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in local magnification of the phases. This can lead to errors in the depth scale if not taken

into account. One method to accurately determine the depth of material removed is to monitor

the collapse of the rings in the field-ion image in the same manner as that used in the

persistence size measurement of precipitate size.

6.3.3, Depth resolution

The atomic precision of chemical analysis in tbe atom probe can be demonstrated in a

composition profile taken perpendicular to the (001) planes of an Ll2 ordered nickel aluminide

alloy in which the planes alternate in composition between pure nickel and mixed nickel plus

aluminum, Fig. 6.7. The separation of the alternating composition planes is clearly resolved.

The differences between the actual measurements and the ideal composition is due to statistical

fluctuations due to the relatively small number of atoms collected per layer.

The rate of field evaporation can be precisely controlled so that only a few atoms or many

layers are removed from 'he entire specimen surface with each field evaporation pulse. An

example of the fine control that is possible is shown in Fig. 6.8. In this field-ion sequence,

the last 9 atoms were carefully evaporated one at a time from the topmost plane in a nickel

zirconium intermetallic material. The amount of material removed can be precisely determined

by counting the number of atomic layers that disappear at a known crystallographic pole. The

uncertainty of this persistence size procedure is approximately equal to the interatomic spacing

of the chosen plane (i.e., -0.2 nm) and can be maintained over many thousands of planes.

6.4. DATA REPRESENTATION

6.4.1. Ion-by-ion display of mass-to-charge ratio

In this method, the mass-to-charge ratio is displayed ic the order of ion collection. The

number of field evaporation pulses required to remove that each ion is generally tabulated with

its mass-to-charge ratio. The main use of this method is during single atom identification

experiments where there is a minimum of data. Before the widespread introduction of

computer-controlled timing systems, use of this simple form of output was dictated by the

limited amount of processing that could be performed during the experiment. For most other

applications, this form of data representation has been almost completely superceded by the

other techniques described below.

6.4.2. Mass spectrum

The most common representation of the raw data during an experiment is the mass

spectrum. In this form, the ion-by-ion data is accumulated and is plotted as the number of

atoms at each mass-to-charge ratio. An example of a mass spectrum from a nickel-based
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Fig. 6.7. Composition profile taken perpendicular to the (00 ) planes of an L I , e dered
nickel aluminide alloy in which the planes alternate in composition between pure
nickel and mixed nickel-plus-aluminum. The separation of the alternating
composition planes is clearly resolved.
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Fig. 6.8. Field evaporation sequence of the last 9 atoms removed one at a time from the
topmost plane in a nickel-zirconium intermetallic material.
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superalloy is shown in Fig. 6.9. The selection of the bin size of the mass channel is dependent

on the resolution of the timing system and is typically 0.1 atomic mass units. The vertical axis

may be plotted linearly or logarithmically. A logarithmic scale has the benefit of emphasizing

minor solute peaks which are often the species of interest (e.g. the boron and carbon in

Fig. 6.9). In addition, in the straight time-of-flight atom probe the use of a logarithmic axis is

helpful in deconvoluting overlapping peaks of .adjacent isotopes since the high mass tail of the

peak in this instrument varies linearly when plotted logarithmically, see section 7.8.

The mass spectrum is usually only an intermediate form of data processing. The primary

use of the mass spectrum is to assign ranges of mass-to-charge ratios to a specific element and

therefore assist in the determination of the local composition.

The first step in determining the overall composition is the identification of all the peaks

in the mass spectrum. Most of the peaks can be identified by consulting tables of natural

abundances of the isotopes of the elements, Appendix P. In addition to the isotopic

abundances, it is helpful to know the charge states that are most likely to occur for each

element under the experimental conditions used to collect the spectrum. A list of commonly

occurring charge states is presented in Appendix H. Once all the peaks have been assigned to

the correct elements, the composition is determined by counting the number of ions in each

peak and assigning them to the appropriate element. If N atoms are included in the mass

spectrum, n of them are identified as A atoms, and the sample is drawn from a population with

an assumed binomial distribution, the unbiased estimator of the mean concentration, C, for that

element is

C - n/N (6.1)

The concentration of each element present is evaluated in the same manner. It should be

noted that no prior knowledge of the chemistry is required to determine composition. No

calibrations or conversions are required, although some care has to be taken in selecting

appropriate experimental conditions so that no preferential evaporation or retention occurs, see

Section 7.1. The estimate of the standard error of this estimate of the mean concentration is

standard error - V C ( 1-C ) / N. (6.2)

If the number of ions, N, in the sample is large and the solute concentration is small, the

estimate of the standard error may be determined from

standard error = y/n"/ N (6.3)
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NuMber of Ions MASS S P E C T R U M

10000 GAMA in UDIMET 728
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Fig. 6.9. Mass spectrum from the 7-phase in a nickel-based Udimet 720 alloy. Note use of
logarithmic scale to emphasis the minor peaks such as boron and carbon.
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It should be pointed out that the atom probe may be used as a simple and quick method to

determine accurately the isotopes and measure their abundances. For example, an analysis of a

pure copper specimen revealed four peaks at mass-to-charge ratios of 31.5, 32.5, 63 and 65 amu.

Since 31.5 and 32.5 are exactly half of 63 and 65 it can be inferred that copper has 2 isotopes

at 63 and 65 amu and that copper field evaporated as doubly and singly charged ions under the

experimental conditions used. These four peaks contained 913, 434, 2665 and 1166 ions

respectively. Therefore, 3578 and 1600 ions were collected from the 63 and 65 isotopes,

respectively. These data yield abundances of 69.1% ± 0.64% and 30.9% ± 0.64%, respectively

which are precisely the values found in standard tables of isotopic abundances, as indicated in

Appendix P. The atom probe therefore is useful in the quantification of the abundances of

isotopes in an isotopically-tailored material or in other materials where the standard tables do

not apply.

In cases where elements share a common isobar, e.g. MFe and 64Cr, or where there is an

overlap because of different charge states, e.g. 14N+ and 28Si2+ at a mass-to-charge ratio of

14, the amount of each component can usually be determined from the amount and natural

abundances of the other isotopes of the elements in question. The number of cases where this

conflict occurs is small and does not impose any significant restriction on the use of the atom

probe.

The procedure used to deal with overlaps is best illustrated by example. A section of a

time spectrum of a nickel-zirconium intermetallic alloy spanning the mass range from

approximately 28 to 33 amu is shown in Fig. 6.10. In this example, a linear vertical axis was

used. This region of the spectrum contains the doubly charged nickel peaks and the triply

charged zirconium peaks. Using the tables of natural abundances of the isotopes of these two

elements, presented in Table 6.1, the peaks at mass-to-charge ratios of 29, 30.5, and 31 amu

are assigned to nickel and those at 30.33, 30.66 and 31.33 amu are exclusively zirconium.

However, the peaks at mass-to-charge ratios 30 and 32 amu are made up of components of
60Ni2+/90Zrs+ and MNi2+/B6Zrs+, respectively. The number of ions measured in each peak is

summarized in Table 6.2. The tables of natural abundances indicate that 73.00% of the nickel

should be contained in the peaks 29, 30.5 and 31 amu and 45.74% of the zirconium in the peaks

at 30.33, 30.66 and 31.33 amu. If 1719 nickel atoms correspond to 73.00%, then the total nickel

is 2354 atoms. Similarly, if 487 zirconium atoms correspond to 45.74%, then the total zirconium

is 1064 atoms. According to this calculation, the total number of atoms in this portion of the

spectrum should be 3418. This figure is within the statistical scatter of the actual total of

3405 atoms. To continue this procedure, 614 atoms of the peak at 30 amu should be assigned

to nickel and 547 to zirconium and similarly 21 atoms in the peak at 32 amu should be assigned
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Fig. 6.10. Section of a time spectrum from a nickel-zirconium intermetallic specimen showing
the doubly ionized nickel peaks and the triply ionized zirconium peaks.
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Fig. 6.11. Character plots of boron clusters in a stoichiometric and superstoichiometric
(26% Al) NisAl specimens. Each symbol represents a single atom. Sequence
progresses from top left to bottom right in order along the rows.
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to nickel and 29 to zirconium. It should be noticed that the actual numbers of ions in the 30

and 32 amu peaks are not identical to the calculated values but are within the expected

statistical scatter.

Table 6.1. Isotopic abundances of nickel and zirconium

Nickel
isotope

58
60
61
62
64

abundance

68.27
26.09

1.13
3.59
0.90

Zirconium
isotope abundance

90
91
92
94
96

51.46
11.23
17.11
17.40
2.80

Table 6.2. Number of ions in Nickel-Zirconium spectrum

Mass-to-charge ratio
29
30
30.33
30.5
30.66
31
31.33
32

Number of ions
1590
1148
109
32

199
97

179
51

Assignment
5 8 N i 2 +

6 0 N i 2 + / 9 0 Z r 3 +

«Zr s +

6 1 N i 2 +

9 2 Z r 3 +

»4Z r3,

Total 3405

6.4.3. Time spectrum

The time spectrum is similar to the mass spectrum except that the accumulated number of

ions at each flight time rather than the mass-to-charge ratio are plotted, as previously shown

in Fig. 6.10. The ion by ion data must be acquired under constant voltage conditions since un

ion of a given element will have a different flight time if the voltage is changed. Since no

histogram-to-histogram conversions are performed on the data, this representation has the

highest available "mass" resolution. This form of presentation may therefore be used when the

elements fall very close together in the mass spectrum.

6.4.4. Character plots

The simplest way to examine the raw data is to list the atoms in the order in which they

are detected. The normal method used is to output the data in a form where each element is

assigned a unique symbol or character. This representation is known as a character plot. An

example is shown in Fig. 6.11. Usually, the number of characters plotted in a row is chosen to

be approximately equal to the number of ions detected per atomic plane, so that the number of
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rows gives an approximate depth scale. If a distance-monitored analysis is performed, the

number of lines can reflect an absolute distance scale, (see Section 6.4.5).

The character plot is generally used to detect clustering or to examine particles and

interfaces. However, this visual aid should be treated with care since the human eye is very

good at recognizing apparent clusters or particles when none is present. Further analysis is

prudent in this case. If we are looking for an element B with volume fraction p distributed

randomly in a solution of A, then the most likely separation of two sequential B atoms is zero.

The mean separation is (l-p)/p with a standard deviation of (l-p)/>/p" (i-e- larger than the

mean).

In all single atom identifications, including the character plot, the common isobar or the

overlap of isotopes of different elements at the same mass-to-charge ratio poses a minor

problem since the apportionment scheme outlined in 6.4.2 cannot be used. One method of

dealing with the situation is to separate the overlapping mass-to-charge ratio range from either

element and process it independently according to local context.

6.4.5. Composition profiles

In many investigations, the variation of composition with respect to microstructural

features such as interfaces or precipitates is of primary interest. Therefore, instead of

examining the cumulative total output from the specimen it is more sensible to divide the data

into smaller blocks and analyze the compositions of these blocks. As with the character plots,

each ion must be assigned to a range in order to determine the composition. Variations of the

composition may be obvious from direct examination of these profiles. The composition profile

is one form of input to the statistical analysis procedures described in Chapter 8.

The block size may be chosen to be any fixed number of atoms from one upwards.

However, this procedure leads to biased sampling in alloys where these is a distinct image

contrast between phases in a two phase material. The biasing arises since more atoms are

collected in the cylinder of material from the darkly imaging regions than from the brightly

imaging regions due to local magnification differences, see Chapter 3. This effect will result in

an overestimate of the size of the less magnified regions. Alternatively, distance-monitored

composition profiles may be obtained where the block size is variable and corresponds to the

number of atoms collected during the removal of a known thickness of material.

One consideration in selecting the block size is the possible introduction of artifacts. If

the block size is too large then not only will the amplitude of a composition fluctuation be

attenuated but also spurious periodicities may be introduced. This phenomenon is known as

aliasing. The critical frequency at which this phenomenon occurs, the Nyquist frequency, is

equal to half the sampling rate. Therefore, the block size should be selected to have a
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minimum of two samples from the smallest feature of interest. It is usually advisable to run

the data through a series of different block sizes to ensure the validity of the information.

The optimum block size for displaying composition profiles is usually in the range from 50 to

200 atoms although smaller number of atoms may be more suitable for subsequent statistical

analyses.

In alloy systems where the scale of a second phase or cluster is of the same order of

magnitude as the area of analysis, the composition that is measured may not be representative

of the true composition, due to simultaneous sampling of the particle and the surrounding

matrix. It should be noted that the true composition of a precipitate cannot be measured if

the diameter of the area of analysis is equal to or greater than the particle size. This

limitation does not prevent the detection of features down to the atomic level, although care

has to be exercised to ensure that the information extracted is statistically significant. The

effective size of the probe aperture should be adjusted to suit individual situations.

Composition fluctuations arising from the relatively small number of atoms in an individual

block may be reduced by smoothing the composition profile. Standard smoothing techniques

that are generally suitable for this purpose involve derivatives of moving averages. These

techniques smooth the amplitude fluctuations without seriously degrading the spatial

information. For example, in a simple 3 point moving average, the new value of the second

data point is an average of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd data points, the third value is an average of

the 2nd, 3rd and 4th data points, and so on. Moving averages that use a cubic or quintic

polynomial filter are an alternative to using equal weighting factors. The standard factors for

quadratic/cubic and quart! :/quintic smoothing are listed in Appendix L. It is normal practice

to use an odd number of coefficients so that the middle point of the range corresponds to an

experimental data point; otherwise, if an even number of points are used, the middle point falls

half way between the experimental data values.

A series of composition profiles in an iron-chromium-cobalt alloy that had undergone

phase separation within a low temperature miscibility gap is shown in Fig. 6.12. Analysis of

these composition profiles reveals information on the composition and the thickness of the two

phases, the average periodicity or wavelength of the composition modulations, and the sharpness

of the interface between the phases. These parameters can be monitored as a function of

aging time and temperature, as indicated by their respective increases in Fig. 6.12, to evaluate

the time exponent of the coarsening of the microstructure.

6.4.6. Ladder diagrams

The ladder diagram is another useful visual aid for the examination of raw data. In this

representation the arrival at the detector of each atom of a specific element or group of
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%Cr

80 nm

Fig. 6.12. Composition profiles in a Fe-28.6% Cr-10.6% Co alloy aged for times up to 100 h
at 560°C. Each data point is the composition from a volume of material 0.4 nm
thick and approximately 2 nm in diameter. Note the increase in the composition,
thickness, and periodicity of the chromium-enriched a' phase with aging time.
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Fig. 6.13. Ladder diagram taken along the (001) plane from an Ll2-ordered nickel aluminide
specimen containing 1% hafnium. Each nickel atom is plotted as a horizontal step
and each aluminum atoms as a vertical step. The pure nickel planes are the
horizontal section and the mixed nickel-plus-aluminum planes are the sections
with a 45° slope. The hafnium atoms are superimposed on the plot and are
located preferentially on the mixed plane.
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elements is plotted as one step along the horizontal axis and the arrival of each atom of a

second element or group of elements as one step along the vertical axis. The slope of this

diagram then gives the ratio of the two sets of elements. Additional elements can he

superimposed on the plot if desired. An example of this form of data representation for an

ordered nickel aluminide specimen is shown in Fig. 6.13. In this example, nickel atoms are

plotted as horizontal steps and aluminum atoms as vertical steps.

This display mode is particularly suitable for examining ordered alloys where the degree of

ordering and the site preference of additional elements may be determined. An additional

parameter that is very helpful in these applications is the number of pulses required to remove

each atom since this figure may be used to determine the exact position of the end of plane.

The composition of each atomic plane may thus be determined. Another application is the

examination of the distribution of solute atoms in the vicinity of an interface.

An estimate of the error on a composition obtained from the slope can he made in the

same way as for a block of atoms, except that it must be remembered that the block ma\ not

have been chosen at random and the null hypothesis should allow for this selection.

6.4.7. Cumulative profiles

A cumulative profile is a similar form of data representation to the ladder diagram. In

this representation, one element is plotted as a step on the vertical axis and all atoms as

steps on the horizontal axis, as shown in Fig. 6.14. A series of such diagrams are therefore

necessary to completely describe all the elements present. The slope of each graph is a

measure of the local concentration of the particular element. This representation gives

cumulative solute data and should not be confused with a normal composition profile. A

common use for this type of diagram is the examination of the local composition at interfaces

or surfaces where the chemistry changes abruptly over short distances. Care should be taken

in not inferring too much from small local fluctuations in the slope since these will be present

even in a random solid solution.

As with all the forms of data representation described in this chapter, statistical analysis

or simulation of the data should be performed to ensure the interpretation of the data is valid.

These topics are discussed further in Chapter 8.
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Fig. 6.14. Cumulative profile of a small copper precipitate in an iron-copper alloy. The
copper precipitates contains approximately 40 copper atoms.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

FACTORS AFFECTING PERFORMANCE

7. INTRODUCTION

Several experimental considerations must be observed if the data obtained during an atom

probe experiment are to be reliable. These considerations are described in the following

sections.

7.1. Voltage and temperature settings: Preferential evaporation and retention of atoms

In all atom probe experiments it is assumed that there is an equal probability of collecting

ions of all the elements present. The elemental sensitivity of the atom probe is the same for

all elements. However, the field evaporation behavior for each element depends on the field

and temperature. It is therefore possible to preferentially retain or evaporate the various

elements present in an alloy. Several forms of observations have produced evidence for

retention and evaporation.

Preferential retention can be observed in field-ion images when one of the elements

images brightly as is the case in the iron-gold system. For example, if a field-ion micrograph

is taken after DC evaporation (the gold atoms being more resistant to field evaporation and are

not evaporated), then the number of bright spots (gold atoms) observed in the image is much

higher than if the specimen is evaporated under correct pulse condition, as shown in Figs. 7.1

and 3.15, respectively. Preferential retention can be also detected by observing single atoms

remaining on the top plane in the field-ion image, as shown in Fig. 7.2. These retained atoms

can be characterized by single atom identification in the atom probe, as described in Chapter 6.

Retention can also be detected as a non-uniform distribution of one element in each layer

during plane by plane analysis. A ladder diagram is a useful tool to detect this especially in

ordered alloys. The atoms that are more resistant to evaporation will remain until the last

atoms of that layer are evaporated. Severe retention may also produce local pinning of the

plane during evaporation.

The four possible cases for field evaporation of an AB binary alloy are shown in Fig. 7.3.

Under correct experimental conditions the alloy is stable and does not evaporate except when a

pulse is applied, Fig. 7.3(a). The pulse can be either a high voltage or a laser pulse. In the

high voltage pulse case, the field is increased, while in the case of the laser pulse, the

temperature is increased. The amplitude of these respective increases must be sufficient to

evaporate both elements A and B. If the amplitude is only sufficient to evaporate one element,

e.g. A, then there will be preferential retention of the other element, B, as shown in
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Fig. 7.1. Neon field ion micrograph of an Fe- 1 at.% Au alloy showing preferential
retention of brightly-imaging gold atoms. Specimen was DC field evaporated at
80K.

Fig. 7.2. Field-ion micrograph of a Ni3Al specimen showing preferential retention of atoms
on the topmost plane when incorrect field evaporation conditions are used. (10%
pulse fraction, a specimen temperature of 60K in the presence of 5 x 10"s Pa of
neon).
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Fig. 7.3(b). Conversely, if the specimen is not completely stable under the standing conditions,

the less stable element, A, will field evaporate continuously and since there is no time

correlation with the evaporation pulse, will either go undetected in the mass spectrometer or

produce a noise signal, Fig. 7.3(c). It should be noted that the time between the evaporation

pu' ŝ is approximately 6 orders of magnitude longer than the duration of the evaporation pulse

so that the standing conditions should ensure virtually no DC evaporation. The final extreme

case is shown in Fig. 7.3(d) where neither element is stable and should of course be avoided

completely.

As pointed out in Section 2.4.1 the change from stable to field evaporating conditions is

not a step function but a continuous variation. Therefore, the lines in Fig. 7.3 should be

replaced by the appropriate distributions. If the information is replotted as field evaporation

rate against temperature, as shown in Fig. 7.4, the experimental conditions for ensuring correct

analysis can be estimated. The value of Vdc indicated at the temperature T1 is suitable

whereas the value at T2 will case preferential evaporation of A. The pulse voltage, Vp, is then

selected to ensure the evaporation of all species with equal probabilities. Jn most cases, high

pulse fractions and low specimen temperatures are desirable.

Unfortunately, data on field evaporation rates as a function of temperature are almost non

existent in practice. Therefore, suitable conditions should be determined from calibration

experiments using random solid solutions of the alloys of interest. The experimental variables

that are normally controlled to ensure correct analysis are the standing voltage, pulse fraction,

and specimen temperature. The apparent solute concentration is determined as a function of

pulse fraction and specimen temperature. An example of such a calibration experiment in an

iron-silicon alloy'1' is shown in Fig. 7.5. At low pulse fractions, the apparent silicon content

is higher than the alloy composition due to preferential DC evaporation of iron. The loss of

iron was also indicated from analyses performed with the probe aperture positioned on a pole.

A smaller number of atoms were collected per layer with lower pulse fractions compared to

high pulse fractions. Some crystallographic dependence is also observed as indicated by the

slight differences between the data from analyses obtained near the (110) and (111) planes.

This data indicates that a minimum pulse fraction of 20% should be used with specimen

temperatures of 80K while a minimum of 15% should be used with analyses at 20K.

An estimate of the required pulse fraction may also be made by considering the

differences in evaporation rate during the pulse and undea the standing conditions. If 1) a

10 ns pulse is used, 2) the time between pulses is 20 ms, and 3) it is desired than at least

99.9% of all ions are evaporated by the pulse, then the difference in evaporation rate between

the pulse and standing conditions is greater than 2 x 109. By extrapolating log K/Ko to this

value in Fig. 2.5, a pulse fraction of approximately 20% should be sufficient for evaporating

most species at 7SK. This value is similar to the experimental observations.

Similar considerations apply to pulsed laser atom probe analyses. For the thermally

activated process, the evaporation rate is controlled by escape over a barrier. For a constant

temperature increase during the laser pulse, the ratio of evaporation rates decrease as base

temperature increases. Therefore, the lowest possible base temperature is preferred. This
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argument does not apply to escape by tunnelling for which the rate is essentially temperature

independent, see Section 2.4.

7.2. Ion pile-up

Ion pile-up is particularly serious in the energy compensated atom probe since the flight

times of a particular mass-to-charge ratio are brought to an isochronal focus condition at the

detector. This effect is more prevalent the fewer isotopes and charge states that are

characteristic for an element.

There are several possible ways to counteract this problem. The evaporation rate can be

maintained at a level where the probability of two ions entering the mass spectrometer is small.

It should be remembered that there are significant instantaneous variations in evaporation rate

even if the overall rate is low. An alternative method is to statistically correct the mass

spectrum. Procedures for this correction have been presented by Tsong et alJ2' and Cerezo et

al.'3l A third alternative is to design the single atom detector system to resolve n.ultiple

instantaneous ions. Possible new arrangements are 1) segmenting the detector and using a

defocused ion beam, or 2) using the detector output pulse height information to determine the

number of ions striking the detector. A fourth method, applicable in the energy-compensated

atom probe, is to slightly the detune the electrostatic lens to spread out the arrival times of

the ions on the single atom detector.

7.3. Evaporation rate

The evaporation rate of ions from the specimen is usually carefully controlled. If the

electric field on the specimen is increased not only does the evaporation rate increases but the

probability of rupturing the specimen also increases. The average evaporation rate is usually

maintained at or below approximately one ion per ten field evaporation pulses. If faster rates

are used, the possibilities of ion pile-up at the detector and, in extreme case, exceeding the

number of available timing channels will be realized and produce erroneous data. In some

materials (such as carbon) or situations, it is difficult to maintain the instantaneous field

evaporation rate at a low value. One situation where this effect is significant is when the

probe aperture is deliberately positioned over the center of a pole. In this location, the

instantaneous collection rate of atoms at the detector can fluctuate by several orders of

magnitude. The evaporation rate should therefore be decreased from the normal rate so that

no atoms are lost during the fastest evaporation periods.

It is also possible to get aliasing of the data if too fast an evaporation rate is used, due to

the failure to detect every atom at the detector.

7.4. Pulse repetition rate

The effects of changing the rate at which field evaporation pulses are applied to the

specimen has not been extensively studied. In an imaging atom probe study of an iron-silicon

alloy under constant experimental conditions, it has been shown that as the time between field

evaporation pulses, in the range 1 to 40 s, increased the amount of iron, silicon and hydrogen
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detected per pulse increased and the ratio of silicon to iron observed was not constant.'1' At

frequencies greater than 1 Hz the amount of silicon and iron remained constant.

7.5. Hydride, complex and molecular ion formation

Another factor affecting mass identification is the formation of hydride and other complex

ion species. The sources of hydrogen are from electropolishing, from the small partial pressure

of hydrogen in the vacuum system, or from the use of hydrogen as the image gas. For

example, in analyses of oxides with hydrogen as the image gas, the oxygen may acquire one or

more hydrogen atoms producing O, OH, OH2 and OHS complex species. Hydride formation is

significant only when the elements concerned have neighboring isotopes that interfere with

peak identification. This effect can be minimized by using a good vacuum and perhaps lower

specimen temperatures. Helide complex species have been observed with a number of refractory

metals; tantalum helide being one example. Neide complex species have only been reported in

rare cases.

The formation of some other complex species such as oxide, carbide, and nitride complex

ions with metal atoms is more frequent although still less common than most other types of

mass spectrometers. The formation of these complex ions is strongly dependent on the local

chemistry and the field evaporation conditions. A few examples are presented in Appendix I.

A few elements also form molecular ions in voltage pulsed atom probes. However,

molecular ions are more common in the PLAP. It is important to be aware of these

possibilities since erroneous identification of a few ions will have a several fold error in the

determination of the composition. Common examples of molecular ions are C2, Cs< O2, and N2,

also see Appendix H. It should also be noted that this will present another overlap problem

since doubly ionized dimers will have the same mass-to-charge ratio as the singly ionized

monomers. This overlap '/ill have only a minor significance since doubly ionized dimers are

generally unstable and tend to separate into two singly charged monomers. Their presence can

be detected from differences in the distribution of peaks in the mass spectrum due to

combinations of the various isotopes. Two examples, where small traces of doubly ionized

dimers have been experimentally confirmed, are CJ+ in a variety of steels and MoJ* in pure

molybdenum.

The formation of these complex and molecular ions can be minimized by maintaining the

specimen at relatively high fields. Low fields are also not desirable because of field corrosion.

7.6. Image gas effects

The possibility of an evaporated ion being deflected or influenced by the random gas in

the vacuum system increases with background gas pressure. At the normal image gas pressure

the mean free path of a gas atom is approximately 50m, as shown in Fig. 7.6. Therefore, the

result of this is to increase the noise slightly particularly in the vicinity of peaks in the

spectrum due to the loss (or gain) of a small amount of energy. This effect is mass dependent.

There is also some preliminary evidence that artifacts are introduced when atom probe

analyses are performed at image gas pressures typical for imaging the specimen. For example,
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Fig. 7.6. Mean free path of a random gas atom as a function of pressure.
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the carbon content of carbides measured with image gas present is lower than that when

analyzed under UHV conditions.'4' It should be noted that depth-monitored analyses are

typically performed with image gas pressure a factor of 100 times lower than that used for

normal imaging.

7.7. Alignment of the mass spectrometer

The alignment of the mass spectrometer is one of the most important aspects in setting

up an atom probe. If the alignment is not correct, the transmission efficiency in the mass

spectrometer will be degraded and artifacts may be introduced. If the specimen is not

correctly positioned on the ion-optic axis, then the mass spectrometer has to be realigned

every time a new region on the specimen surface is selected for analysis or when the effective

size of the probe aperture is changed by adjusting the FIM microchannel plate and screen

assembly.

In linear time-of-flight instruments, it is common to include a short flexible bellows

section at the beginning of the drift tube to the mass spectrometer to allow the ion-optic axis

to be precisely found by moving the drift tube and observing the ion current signal on the

single atom detector. In an energy-compensating atom probe this arrangement is not

practicable. Therefore the alignment is carefully performed during installation with the

assistance of a lower power helium/neon laser to ensure that the specimen, the probe aperture

in the imaging microchannel plate and screen assembly, the electrostatic lens, and the detector

are on the correct ion-optic axis.

7.8. Peak deconvolution. procedures in a linear TOFAP

The peak shape of a single isotope, obtained in a straight time-of-flight atom probe, can

be observed to consist of a sharp leading edge with a more gradual tail. The tail arises from

the energy deficits associated with the high voltage pulse. There has been some work that

suggests that the tail of this peak may follow an exponential function.'5] This is borne out

when the spectra are plotted logarithmically, since a linear trailing edge is found. This can be

used to deconvolute adjacent isotope peaks. If a straight line is fitted to the last peak in a

serier of overlapping isotopes, when plotted logarithmically, and a series of lines parallel to

this first line is constructed for the preceding peaks.'6' A relatively large number of ions in

the peak are required (>2000) for this procedure to be effective. The area between these lines

provide an empirical measure of the number of ions in each peak. An example of the results

of this procedure for the nickel spectrum shown in Fig. 7.7 is given in Table 7.1. The

agreement between the deconvolution procedure and the tables of natural abundance is good.

7.9. Minimum detection limits

The minimum detection limit is determined primarily by the number of ions detected and

the background noise level. Noise originates from the dark current in the detector, electronic

noise generated or picked up in the timing system, and random atoms striking the detector.

This latter component mainly arises from image gas atoms being ionized in the vicinity of the
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too

Fig. 7.7. Nickel time spectrum showing traces used to deconvolute adjacent peaks in data
obtained using a linear time-of-flight atom probe.
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specimen and detected in the spectrometer. The energy-compensated type of atom probe has

the benefit that these random ions do not have the correct energy, since the majority have

only the standing component of the voltage (Vdc), and are, therefore, filtered out in the

energy compensating lens. The minimum detection level is generally limited to approximately

10 appm because of the length of time required to collect sufficient ions.

Table 7.1. Comparison of the natural and measured abundances for the nickel isotopes using
a deconvolution procedure.

Isotope

58
60
61
62
64

m/n
amu

29
30
30.5
31
32

Natural
abundance

68.3
26.1
1.13
3.59
0.91

Measured
abundance

65.2 ± 2.0
27.7 ± 1.9
1.9 ± 0.6
4.6 ± 0.9
0.6 ± 0.3
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CHAPTER EIGHT

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF ATOM PROBE DATA

8.1 INTRODUCTION

All experimental data collected from the atom probe should be statistically analyzed. The

purpose of statistical analysis is first to detect and determine the limits of confidence on the

estimate of a deviation and second to characterize the deviation. It should be noted that

apparently sophisticated techniques can sometimes obscure rather than expose more information

and the usefulness of the simple techniques should not be underestimated. It is usually easy to

detect a non-random behavior in the material, but it is far more difficult to deconvolute the

actual distribution of the atoms. It should be noted that it is essential to have some

understanding of the physical process in advance and helpful to have an estimate of the scale

of the features being analyzed.

This chapter examines the statistical techniques for analyzing atom probe data and

compares the suitability of individual techniques for specific applications. The diversity of the

types of analysis that may be performed with the atom probe dictate that a range of statistical

techniques are required. In one case, a statistically significant set of data may require only a

handful of atoms, whereas in another application, several million atoms may not be sufficient.

A summary of some effects which have been studied using an atom probe indicating the

relevant statistical methods is given in Table 8.1. Due to the destructive nature of atom probe

analysis, these statistical methods should be available for the user during the experiment to

assure the validity of the data.

The ion-by-ion data taken in an atom probe experiment may be regarded as a set of

observations that is moving through a three dimensional space or "time". This set of

observations is generally referred to as a time-series.'1' The standard statistical tools for

analysing these time series therefore form the basis of the techniques used in atom probe

statistical analysis.

Throughout this chapter, it is assumed that possible systematic errors have been minimized

by using appropriate experimental conditions such as standing voltage and pulse fraction,

specimen temperature, evaporation rate, and vacuum conditions as discussed in previous
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chapters. These conditions should ensure there is a) no preferential evaporation or retention

of any element, b) no pile-up of ions at the detector, and, c) no ambiguity caused by hydride,

complex or molecular ion formation. It is also assumed that the effective size of the probe

aperture is adjusted during the experiment to ensure a constant area of analysis. Many of the

techniques discussed below will be violated if the lateral position of the probe aperture is

changed during the experiment (except in the special case where a deliberate and systematic

change in position). The effects of local magnification on the variation in the effective size of

the cylinder of analysis is discussed in Chapter 7.

It should also be cautioned that 1) successive atoms detected in an atom probe experiment

were not necessarily neighbors in the specimen, 2) the detection efficiency of atoms on the

single atom detector in the mass spectrometer is always less than 100%, and 3) the time series

may not be stationary, especially in materials where there are marked inhomogeneities in

composition from one region to another.

Table 8.1. Summary of statistical techniques and their applications in atom probe analyses.

( x = suitable, ? = questionable )

clustering
Raw Data Analysis

Character Plots

Ladder Diagram

Filtering

Contingency Tables

Cross Correlations

Markov Chains

X

X

7

X

Frequency Distributions x

Power Spectrum

Autocorrelations X

cosegregation
X

X

X

X

X

X

interfaces
X

X

X

X

particle size
X

X

X

7

?

X

modulations
X

X

X

X

X

X

8.2 RAW DATA TECHNIQUES

The data representations of character plots, ladder diagrams, and composition profiles are

simple techniques and convenient ways of presenting data obtained from an atom probe

experiment. These representations were outlined in Chapter 6. The technique which is most

appropriate is determined by the magnitude and scale over which the fluctuations are expected
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to occur. For example, in dilute solutions, a local enhancement or clustering of one element

should be easily resolved in a character plot since the probability of like nearest neighbor

atoms occuring in the data chain is small. In many cases, deviations from a random

distribution can be clearly revealed by these simple methods.

8.3 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS

The frequency distribution is obtained by plotting the total number of composition blocks

with a given number of atoms of an element, B, against that number of atoms. Each . "m in a

block is assumed to be drawn from a population such that it has a probability p of being a B

atom. This probability can be estimated from the total data obtained in the experiment or

from analysis using another technique. The former method being prefered. A set of examples

taken from the same raw data as used to plot the composition profiles in Fig. 6.12 is shown in

Fig. 8.1. Also included are the frequency distributions for a random solid solution is an as

quenched alloy and the predicted binomial distribution for the same conditions. All the aged

materials show from the broadening of the distribution that phase separation has occured.'2

The frequency distribution of block sizes is expected to have a binomial distribution and the

distribution £(Oj-ej)2/ej (where Oj is the observed frequency of blocks of a given B content and

e; is the expected number) is expected to follow that of the chi-squared variable. It is simple

therefore to test this null hypothesis. As might be expected, combining the data into blocks

destroys some information and the levels of significance of the deviation are therefore lower

than other techniques. Frequency distributions should reveal deviations from a random

distribution if solute, such as clustering or phase separation, but does not provide direct

information about the scale over which this occurs.

8.4 MARKOV CHAIN

A number of authors have discussed treating the sequence of data as a Markov chain. A

series of events may be considered as a Markov chain if the outcome of each event is

dependent only on the previous event. The earliest and most scholarly treatment of the

application of Markov chains theory to measure clustering parameters from the data obtained

from atom probe data is that of Johnson and KlotzJ3'

The maximum likelihood function for a short range ordering parameter 6, where 0p is the

probability of a B atom being detected if the previous atom in the chain is a B atom and p is

the atomic fraction of the element B. For a large sample 6 is estimated by

- 2p + *p2) = 0
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where n ^ + rigg + nAB » n - 1, and

nAB

and Xj is 0 or J as the atom is type A or B.

The variance of this parameter is

r2 «= $ (1 - 6p) (1 - 2p + 6p2)/ p2 (1 - 2p + 6p)

It has subsequently been pointed out that the sequence of the detected ions is not usually

direc'ly related to their spatial location since the analyzed area is usually larger than one atom

in size.'4' Tsong et al also attempted to apply a Markov analysis to atom probe

experiments.'4' An objection to their analysis is that their Markov event is not defined and,

furthermore, it is not even possible to conceive of any event the probability of whose

occurrence is zero if the jtoms are distributed completely randomly as Tsong et al. suggest.

Moreover, their estimate of the error in the parameter which is used to test for clustering is

that it is just a fraction 1/Vn of the observed value. No justification is given for this and it

seems unlikely that a more rigorous analysis would produce such a convenient result. The

value of Tsong et al.'s analysis is therefore limited.

Neither approach therefore provides a feasible method for estimating a cluster parameter.

However, the method of Johnson and Klot; does provide a method for answering the simpler

question of whether or not clustering has occurred, since if the parameter deviates significantly

from random it must be as a consequence of some clustering. The variance of the separation

of adjacent B atoms is a suitable method for testing of clustering, and that computer simulation

may provide a method of deriving an estimate of the clustering from experimental data. The

standard deviation of the separations in a large sample will approximate to

a • q/p with a standard error of (1 + 6q + q2) q / p4

where q - 1 - p

The Markov chain technique is more sensitive to clustering or phase decomposition than

the autocorrelation function (Section 8.8), with of course the disadvantage that no information

about the scale is given. This technique is useful in detecting the early stages of phase
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FREQUENCY (%)

Fig. 8.1.

25 50 75
%Cr

Frequency distributions of the composition of equal sized blocks of atoms of an Fe-
28.6% Cr- 10.6% Co alloy aged at 560°C. The as-quenched condition is similar to
the binomial distribution indicating that the chromium is randomly distributed. As
decomposition proceeds the frequency distribution broadens and eventually becomes
bimodal.

25X
chi-squared- 11.79 (6)
probability <10.0X

b=L
0 Al IONS IN SAMPLE 20

Fig. 8.2. Frequency distribution of a TiAl alloy that exhibits clustering.
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decomposition of an alloy.

Since the frequency distributions and Markov chain analysis provide similar information it

is instructive to compare the two techniques on the same set of experimental data. The

frequency distribution of a TiAl alloy in which clustering of the Al has occurred is shown in

Fig. 8.2. The observed distribution deviates from the expected distribution with a level of

significance of 10%. The value of the parameter 6 which is used by Johnson and Klotz is 12.1

(with an estimated standard error of 0.13), which deviates from the value of 1 expected from a

random distribution and the standard deviation of the separation of neighboring Al atoms is 417

(with a standard error of 4.1) which also deviates with a high level of significance from the

value of 216 expected from a random distribution. The Markov chain analyses are therefore

more sensitive than frequency distributions, although, it may be easier to interpret the latter.

8.5 CONTINGENCY TABLES

In contingency tables the raw data is also divided into composition blocks. The division

of atoms into blocks must be considered with care. If a fixed block size of N atoms is chosen,

then there will still be a correlation between the number of atoms in the rows and columns

(e.g. B and C in a matrix of A) even if the elements are randomly distributed since if there

are n atoms of type B, ihere are only N-n atoms left which could possibly be C atoms. This

drawback does not apply if the block size is chosen to be N atoms of type A and B, and the

number of C atoms within this block is added to this. The total number of atoms in a block is

therefore variable and equal to N plus the number of C atoms. Even if the B and C

compositions are not found to differ significantly from a random distribution using the tests

described above, it is still possible that this test will show cosegregation of B and C.

The rows of the contingency table presented in Table 6.2 represent the number of Cu

atoms and the columns represent the number of Ni atoms in a block where the matrix consists

of Fe atoms.'6' The expected value from a null hypothesis, that there is no correlation, can

be easily calculated from this table and a Chi-squared test may be performed.

Table 6.2. Contingency table for an underaged FeNiCu alloy containing copper clusters.
Frequency of copper and nickel ions in SO ion blocks. Copper and nickel are
cosegreg-.ted (significance level 0.003).

OBSERVED EXPECTED

Cu\Ni 0 1 >=2 Total Cu\Ni 0 1 >=2 Total
0 1101 591 223 1915 0 1082 597 236 1915
1 156 87 35 278 1 157 87 34 278
2 17 19 9 45 2 25 14 5.5 45
>=3 25 20 16 61 >=3 35 19 7.5 61
Total 1299 7]7 283 2299 Total 1299 717 283 2299
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Techniques based on analysis of contingency tables are used for evaluating the co-

segregation of elements.

8.6 CROSS-CORRELATION

Another method for investigation cosegregation of elements is to use cross correlation

The cross-correlation R(k) function for pairs of terms k units apart is given by :

r. -k

R(k) n - V: 1 - 1

I I

Cj_ • - C

- C I z D-- - I)

where C, and Di are the compositions of the ith measurements for the two species, C and D

are the mean of the measurements, and n is the number of measurements.

The interpretation of this function is not simple. The only condition under which the

R(k)'s are independent and normally distributed is if the A and B compositions of each block

are independent and normally distributed In an atom probe experiment the variable block size

as discussed above must be used to ensure this independence. The cross-correlation function

correlates two compositions as they vary with distance through the specimen. A metallurgist is

likely to be most interested in the value of cross-correlation at k*0 since a non-zero value is

indicative of cosegregation.

The contingency table examines the correlation at this point in much greater detail.

In most applications, contingency tables provide a clearer examination of cosegregation.

8.7 POWER SPECTRUM

The power spectrum has been used only sparingly to obtain spatial information about a

phase separation.'6' The power spectra obtained from simulated APFIM experiments of evenly

spaced and randomly spaced identically sized particles are shown in Figs. 8.3(a) and 8.3(b),

respectively. It is fairly easy to interpret the former. However, even for the idealized case of

randomly spaced particles it is not simple to interpret the spectrum. If an alloy which was in

the early stages of a spinodal decomposition were examined, one might expect to see a peak in

the spectrum corresponding to the wavelength of the spinodal.

8.8 AUTOCORRELATION

Mathematically the power spectrum and the autocorrelogram contain equivalent
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Fig. 8.3. Power spectra for a periodic and a landom distribution of square particles.
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information; the autocorrelation function being the Fourier transform of the power spectrum.

The serial correlation or autocorrelation coefficient rk between pairs of terms k units apart is

given'1' by

r k ~

n - k

n - k i

n - k

n-k 1=1
ci+k

n-k~i. Ci+k

n - k

n-k i-

n - k

n - k 1=1

n - k

n - k 1 = 1

n - k

n - k 1 = 1

where Ci , Ci+k are the composition of the ith and i+kth measurements, and n is the number of

measurements. This form of the autocorrelation function is preferred over the generally

applied formula, where Co is the mean composition,

N-k

N k i(c,-coy

for analysis of atom probe composition profiles since it is less sensitive to small sample sizes.

The autocorrelation functions of idealized distributions are shown in Figs. 8.4(a) and

8.4(b). It is often stated that the first minimum, k0, corresponds to the particle size and the

first maximum, kj, to the inter-particle separation. However, there are some caveats to which

attention should be paid. For a dispersion of identical size precipitates, k0 indicates the

particle size. However, if the particles have a range of sizes, k0 is biased and gives a value

larger than the mean particle size. This may be overcome by graphical extrapolation'17),

however, this is an arbitrary procedure that often gives incorrect results. The position of the

first minimum is a function of the mean size of particles AND the spread in particle sizes and

this provides a complication in interpreting this value. The first maximum, kx, is certainly

related to the average spacing although a better estimate in high volume fraction materials is

the difference between the second and first maxima k2-kj. However, the simulations of

Alvensleben et al.'7l (although they do not draw attention to this) show that although it may

be the average spacing between the observed particles, this is not necessarily the average

spacing of the particles in the material and there may be a considerable error in this result.

The orientation of modulations with respect to the cylinder of analysis, particularly in aligned
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Fig. 8.4. Autocorrelations for a periodic and a random distribution of square particles.
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microstructures, has to be accounted for in the accurate determination of the wavelength of

the modulations.

The standard deviation of the autocorrelation coefficient (general formula) for each lag

is l/(n-k)*. Both Hetherington et al.'5' and Alvensleben et alJ7' have drawn attention to the

estimation of the noise in an autocorrelation and that the mean of a set of lags obtained from

random data is a biased estimator of the true mean. It should also be pointed out that, with a

finite data set the cross-correlation between lags is not zero even if there is no correlation in

the data. It is therefore possible that the second peak, k2, is just an artifact caused by the

first peak and does not necessarily indicate a periodicity. This also draws attention to the

care that should be taken in interpreting the data at large lags; it is regarded'15) as good

practice not to extend the autocorrelation beyond k=n/4. In the absence of distance

information, it is good practice to use the smallest possible block size. The block size should

also be chosen to take account of the Nyquist limit to prevent aliasing.

Despite the apparent clarity of the information presented by the autocorrelation

function, the interpretation of the peaks and troughs is not necessarily simple. Dalzell has

taken a deeper approach to the problem.'81 In order to interpret the data obtained from an

alloy which has undergone spinodal decomposition, an analytical expression autocorrelation

function was derived assuming the real compositions are those produced from spinodal

decomposition obeying Cahn's equations. A maximum likelihood method was then used to fit

the data to the analytical equation. This overcomes the problems in interpreting the

autocorrelation mentioned above, but is neither convenient nor can be applied universally.

Although they contain the same information, the autocorrelation seems to provide a

clearer representation of the data than the power spectrum, and is probably one of the most

useful tools for the analysis of atom probe data since it provides spatial information about the

deviations from a random distribution. Computer simulations of atom probe experiments, have

shown that it is relatively sensitive to small amplitude composition fluctuations.
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CHAPTER NINE

CASE STUDIES AND SPECIAL TYPES OF ANALYSES

9.1. DEGREE OF ORDER AND SITE OCCUPATION PROBABILITY

The local degree of order and the site occupation of a substitutional solute are determined

by directly measuring the concentrations of individual atomic planes that have a periodic

sequence of different compositions due to the ordered crystal structure.'1! The local degree of

order can be measured and quantified in alloys over the range from perfectly ordered to

completely disordered conditions. In multiple element alloys the site occupation of all

substitutional solutes present in the alloy are determined simultaneously from a single analysis.

These APFIM measurements can also be performed with respect to position in the

microstructure such as distance from a grain boundary.

In addition to the standard experimental conditions, the plane and the precise position and

extent of the analyzed volume have to be carefully selected. The selection of the pole on

which to perform the analysis is based on two main considerations 1) choosing the plane with

the largest composition difference in successive layers, ideally pure A versus pure B, and 2)

collecting the maximum number of atoms per layer to obtain the optimum statistics. This

second consideration is accomplished by using the plane that has the highest density or packing

of atoms with the largest interplanar spacing that is consistent with the first consideration.

The larger the interplanar spacing of the selected plane the greater the lateral distance

between the rings in the field-ion micrograph and the larger an effective area of analysis that

may be used. For example, this would be the (001) superlattice plane in both the B2 and Ll2

crystal structures. If the optimum ordered plane is not available in the field-of-view, such as

might be the case in a multiphase microstructure, a higher index ordered plane may be used

with a compensating reduction in the effective area of analysis. If the selected pole is not

coincident with the wire axis of the specimen then there will be a small lateral shift in the

area of analysis from one plane to the next when the analysis is performed. This shift will

not affect the results since the planes should have uniform composition throughout the layer if

the probe aperture is sufficiently large.

The position and effective size of the probe aperture must be carefully chosen to prevent

artifacts. The probe aperture can be positioned to collect atoms from three possible locations

with respect to the pole as shown in Fig. 9.1. The position of the probe aperture should be

selected to ensure that all atoms are collected from one plane before atoms are collected from

the next plane. The position X in figure 1 fulfills these requirements. Position Y is not

suitable because two planes will be sampled simultaneously. The exact center of the plane,



position Z, should not be used because of relatively severe trajectory abberations as described

in Chapter 3. In addition when the aperture is not positioned centrally the evaporation of the

last atoms of the plane can be observed visually. If the position is chosen carefully, the point

at which collection of atoms from the next plane occurs can also be detected in the change by

the instantaneous evaporation rate as revealed by the differences in the number of pulses

required to remove each atom from the specimen. This additional indicator of the end of plane

greatly reduces the ambiguities of where to partition the analysis for determining the

composition of each plane especially in disordered materials. The effective size of the probe

aperture should be selected to collect the maximum number of atoms per layer while not

violating the above criteria. However, the size should be slightly smaller than the maximum

geometrical size, as shown in position X, to take account of the small trajectory abberations.

It should be noted that the diameter of the rings in the field-ion micrograph will not

necessarily be spaced solely on geometrical factors, as shown schematically in Fig. 9.1, because

of the differences in evaporation conditions that can arise as a result of the different

chemistry of the ordered planes.

The experimental conditions required for these type of analyses are more stringent than

those normally demanded in conventi nal atom probe analysis. This is demonstrated by the

results of a pair of analyses on the same specimen taken under identical experimental

conditions, Fig. 9.2. One set of data was taken with the probe aperture covering a high index

region of a specimen and the other with the aperture placed over an ordered pole. Preferential

evaporation can be discerned from the incorrect overall composition of the analysis and also

from different number of atoms being collected from planes with different compositions. These

two effects are demonstrated respectively in Fig. 9.2 by the increase in the overall slope of the

analysis taken with the probe aperture positioned on the pole, and the different numbers of

atoms collected for each plane shown in the insert in Fig. 9.2. The number of atoms collected

from the nickel layers in this analysis was approximately half the number that were collected

from the mixed layers indicating that some nickel atoms were not being detected in the mass

spectrometer. Detailed examination of the slope of the mixed nickel-plus-aluminum layers also

revealed that the ratio of aluminum to nickel increased throughout each plane indicative of a

loss of nickel atoms. Differences in local magnification between the layers of different

composition may also affect the number of atoms collected per layer.

This series of control experiments indicated that several criteria need to be satisfied

simultaneously in order to obtain reliable atom probe data when the probe aperture is

positioned on a pole. These criteria can be summarized in the following statements. The

correct composition should be measured for all elements during the analysis and the composition

should be uniform throughout each plane within statistical significance. A similar number of

atoms should be collected during the evaporation of each plane under the identical experimental

conditions. No retained atoms should be observed in the field-ion image, and no pinning of the

plane should be observed during field evaporation. There should also be a clear end of '̂.ane

indication in the evaporation sequence so that the demarcation between the layers is

unambiguous.
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a_iB

Fig. 9.1. Schematic diagram of possible positions for placement of the probe aperture for
collecting atoms during analysis on a pole.
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9.1.1. Determination of the degree of long range order

The definition of the dp^ree of long range order, L, introduced by Bragg and Williams'2',

and modified for nonstoichiometric compositions'3^ is

L = ( r Q - x A ) / ( 1 - m Q ) = ( r ^ - x B ) / ( 1 - m^ ) (9.1)

where xA and xB are the atom fractions of A and B, and r and r. are the fractions of a and

0 sites occupied by the correct atom, and m and m . are the fraction of the a and 0 sites
a p

respectively. Thus in the stoichiometric alloy in the perfectly ordered condition when all the

A atoms are found on the a sites L « 1 and conversely L « 0 in the randomly distributed case.

The fractions of a and 0 sites are determined from the type of ordering, e.g. m = 0.25 in an

Ll2 ordered structure. The probability of finding the correct atom on each type of site is

determined experimentally from the composition of each type of plane in the atom probe

analysis.

In an extended analysis of the specimen shown in Fig. 9.3, 98.5% of the aluminum was

detected on the mixed nickel-plus-aluminum layers and the remainder, 1.5%, on the nickel

layers In the Ll2 ordered structure the nickel layer contains in proportion 2 0 sites and the

mixed layer contains 1 a and 1 0 site. Consequently, assuming that all 0 sites are equivalent,

the b sites on the mixed layer will contain half the aluminum that is measured for the nickel

layers and the remainder of the aluminum on the mixed layer will be on the a sites. The

probability of finding an aluminum atom on an a site, r , is therefore 0.9775. The atom

fraction of A is given by the composition of the alloy, xA « 0.24. (This value ignores the

contribution of the interstitial boron atoms). The local degree of order of this specimen is

determined to be 0.983 by substituting these values into Equation 9.1. The numerical values

quoted in the above example have been given to more significant figures than is statistically

meaningful in order to illustrate the calculation.

9.1.2. Determination of the site occupation probability

The site occupation probability of a substitutional addition is determined from the number

of solute atoms collected on each type of plane in an atom probe analysis along an "ordered"

pole. This figure is then compared to the number of the different types of sites on each layer.

Representative examples of analysis for nickel-based Ll2-ordered ASB alloys containing

0.24% B with either 1% Hf - 22.9% Al, or 6% Co - 23.9% Al, or 6% Fe - 20.9% Al, are shown in

ladder diagrams, Fig. 9.4. The nickel and aluminum levels in these alloys were adjusted

assuming that the substitutional element would prefer a specific site according to the direction

of the solubility lobes in the respective ternary phase diagrams. The boron additions allowed

the otherwise brittle alloys to be fabricated and should not affect the results. The position in

the evaporation sequence of the hafnium, cobalt, and iron solute atoms are indicated in the

ladder diagram by the superposed arrows. In the hafnium case the majority of the solute was

detected on the mixed planes indicating that the hafnium was substituting for the aluminum
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since aluminum is only present on these layers. In the cobalt case almost twice as much solute

was detected on the nickel layers as on the mixed layers, which, when compared to the relative

number of nickel sites in the two types of layers, indicated that cobalt was substituting for the

nickel. The iron was found to be distributed on both types of layers intermediate to the

hafnium and cobalt cases.

Quantification of extended analysis in these three materials, over a statistically significant

number of solute atoms, revealed that 84.4% ± 3.5% of the hafnium, 0.5% ± 0.5% of the cobalt,

and 42.6%± 3.3% of the iron was on the aluminum sites.'4' If the solute were randomly

distributed between the two types of sites in the perfect Ll 2 structure then 25% of the

substitutional element would be observed on the aluminum sites and the remainder on the nickel

sites. These results indicate that hafnium has a strong preference for the aluminum sites,

cobalt has a strong preference for the nickel sites, and iron has a weak preference for the

aluminum sites. These results are in agreement with zone axis electron channeling

microanalysis on the same series of materials'6' and also with the site preference suggested

from direction of the solubility lobes in the respective ternary phase diagrams'6'.
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APPENDIX A

COMMON ACRONYMS

ADC Analog-to-digital converter

AP Atom probe

APFIM Atom probe field-ion microscope

BIV Best image voltage

CAMAC Computer automated measurement and control

CEM Channel electron multiplier

CLMA Channel plate electron multiplier array

DAC Digital-to-analog converter

ECAP Energy-compensating atom probe

FDMS Field desorption mass spectrometry

FEM Field-emission microscope

FEEM Field electron emission microscope

FFT Fasv Fourier Transform

FIM Field-ion microscope

F1MS Field ion mass spectrometry

FIT Field-ion tomography

FWHM Full wid'h half maximum

GPIB General purpose interface bus (IEEE-488)

HV High voltage

IAP Imaging atom probe

IFES International Field Emission Symposium (or Society)

MCP MicroChannel plate

MSAP Magnetic sector atom probe

PLAP Pulsed laser atom probe

PHD Pulse height distribution

TDC Time-to-digital converter

TOFAP Time-of-flight atom probe

TOFMS Time-of-flight mass spectrometer

UHV Ultra high vacuum
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APPENDIX B

USEFUL CONSTANTS AND CONVERSION FACTORS

Quantity

atomic mass unit

Avogadro constant

Boltzmann constant

electron mass

electron volt

elementary charge

molar gas constant

n = 3.1415926

1 mbar = 102 Pa

1 torr = 1.33322 x 102

Symbol

u

NA

k

me

eV

e

R

Pa

Value

1.6605402

6.0221367

1.380658

9.1093897

1.60217733

1.60217733

8.314510

Units

10-27 kg

1023 mol"1

10-2S J K l

1O-S1 kg

10"19 J

io-19 c

Jmol -^" 1
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APPENDIX C

STEREOGRAPHIC PROJECTIONS AND FIM SIMULATIONS
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Fig. C.I. Stereographic projection of the cubic lattice on the (001) plane.
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Fig. C.2. Simulated field-ion micrograph of the simple cubic lattice; (001) orientation.
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Fig. C.3. Stereographic projection of the cubic lattice on the (Oil) plane indexed for atom
planes in the body centered cubic lattice.
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Fig. C.4. Simulated field-ion micrograph of the body centered cubic lattice; (Oil) orientation.
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Fig. C.5. Stereographic projection of the cubic lattice on the (111) plane indexed for atom
planes in the face centered cubic lattice.
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Fig. C.6. Simulated field-ion microgi ̂ ph of the face centered cubic lattice; (111) orientation.
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Fig. C.8. Simulated field-ion micrograph of the hexagonal lattice; (c/a
orientation.

1.633) (0001)
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Fig. C.9. Stereographic projection of the hexagonal lattice on the (llFO) plane indexed for the
hexagonal close packed lattice (c/a = 1.633).
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Fig. CIO. Simulated field-ion micrograph of the hexagonal lattice (c/a = 1.633); (113*0)
orientation.
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APPENDIX D

INTERPLANAR SPACING AND RELATIVE PROMINENCE OF PLANES

The interplanar spacing, d, of the (hkl) plane for a crystal is given by : -

cubic 1 / d2 = ( h2 + k2 + I2 ) / a2

tetragonal 1 / d2 = ( h2 + k2 ) / a2 + I2 / c2

hexagonal 1 / d2 = 4/3 ( h2 + hk + k2 ) / a2 + I2 / c2

orthorhombic 1 / d2 = h2 / a2 + k2 / b2 + I2 / c2

rhombohedral 1 / d2 = (h2 + k2 + I2) sin2a + 2(hk + kl + hi) (cos2a - cosa)

a2 ( 1 - 3 cos2a + 2 cossa )

Simple Cubic Body Centered Cubic Face Centered Cubic
plane prominence plane prominence plane prominence

100
110
111
120
112
122
130
113
123

1.0
0.71
0.58
0.45
0.41
0.33
0.32
0.30
0.27

110
200
112
130
222
231
240
244
226

1.0
0.71
0.58
0.45
0.41
0.38
0.32
0.24
0.21

111
200
220
113
240
224
244
260
460

1.0
0.87
0.61
0.52
0.39
0.35
0.29
0.27
0.24
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APPENDIX E

ANGLES BETWEEN PLANES IN CUBIC CRYSTALS

The angle, a. between hjlcjlj and h2k2l2 planes in a cubic crystal is given by

a = cos-^hjhj + kjk2 + l1l2}/((hf + kf + lf)

100 110 111 210 211 221 310

100

110

111

21C

211

221

310

311

0
90

45
90

54.7

26.6
63.4
90

35.3
65.9

48.2
70.5

18.4
71.6
90

25.2
72.5

0
60
90

35.3
90

18.4
50.8
71.6

30
54.7
73.2
90

19.5
45
76.4
90

26.6
47.9
63.4
77.1

31.5
64.8
90

0
70.5

39.2
75.0

19.5
61.9
90

15.8
54.7
78.9

43.1
68.6

29.5
58.5
80.0

0
36.9
53.1
66.4
7b.5
90

24.1
43.1
56.8
79.5
90

26.6
41.8
53.4
63.4
72.7
90

8.1
32.0
45
64.9
73.6
81.9

19.3
47.6
66.1
82.3

0
33.6
48.2
60
70.5
80.4

17.7
35.3
47.1
65.9
74.2
82.2

25.4
49.8
58.9
75
82.6

10.0
42.4
60.5
75.8
90

0
27.3
38.9
63.6
83.6
90

32.5
42.5
58.2
65.1
84.0

25.2
45.3
59.8
72.5
84.2

0
25.8
36.9
53.1
72.5
84.3

17.6
40.3
55.1
67.6
79.0
90
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Angles between hjkjlj and h2k2l2 planes in cubic crystals continued

320

h 2k 2l 2

100 110 111 210 211 221 310

321

331

33.7
56.3
90

36.7
57.7
74.5

46.5
76.7

11.3
54.0
66.9
78.7

19.1
40.9
55.5
67.8
79.1

13.3
49.5
71.1
90

36.8
80.8

22.2
51.9
72.0
90

22.0
48.5
82.4

7.1
29.7
41.9
60.3
68.2
75.6
82.9

17.0
33.2
53.3
61.4
69.0
83.1
90

22.6
44.1
59.1
72.1
84.1

25.1
37.6
55.5
63.1
83.5

10.9
29.2
40.2
49.1
56.9
70.9
77.4
83.7
90

20.5
41.5
68.0
79.2

22.4
42.3
49.7
68.3
79.3
84.7

11.5
27.0
36.7
57.7
63.6
74.5
70.7
84.9

6.2
32.7
57.6
67.5
85.6

15.3
37.9
52.1
58.3
74.7
79.9

21.6
32.3
40.5
47.5
53.7
59.5
65.0
75.3
85.2
90

29.5
43.5
54.5
64.2
90
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APPENDIX F1

GENERAL FORM OF THE 24 ANGLE-AXIS PAIRS FOR EACH CUBIC COINCIDENT SITE
LATTICE ORIENTATION RELATIONSHIPS

£5

Ell

E13a

E13b

£15

E17a

0° on any axis

2 of 60° on same
180° <111>

J 5 . 9 ° on
53.1° same
126.9° <100>
143.1°

38.2° on
81.8° same
158.2° <111>

38.9° on same
J41.J° <U0>

6 of 90° on <100>
8 of 120° on <111>

3 of 70.53° on same
3 of 107.5° <110>

4 of 95.7° on <311>
4 of 101.5° on <211>
4 of 143.1° on <221>

3 of 73.4° on <210>
3 of 110.9° on <331>
3 of 115.4° on <310>

2 of 67.1° on <311>
2 of 90° on <221>
2 of 96.4° on <210>
2 of 120° on <511>
4 of 123.8° on <321>

50.5°
129.5°

22.6°
67.4°
112.6°
157.4°

27.8°
92.2°
147.8°

on same
<110>

on
same
<100>

on
same
<111>

2
2
2
4
2

4
4
4

3
3
3

of
of
of
of
of

of
of
of

of
of
of

63.0°
82.2°
100.5'
126.2'

on < / l l >
on <331>

a on <320>
0 on <531>

129.5° on <4I1>

92.2°
107.9'
133.8'

76.7°
107.9c

112.6C

on <511>
5 on <322>
3 on <332>

on <310>
' on <410>
> on <221>

48.2° on <210>
50.7° on <311>
78.5° on <211>
2 of 86.1° on <321>
2 of 99.6° on <531>
2 of 113.6° on <421>

28.1° on
61.9° same
118.1° <100>
151.9°

117.8° on <311>
134.4° on <551>
134.4° on <711>
2 of 137.2° on <43I>
137.2° on <510>
2 of 150.1° on <321>

4 of 93.4° on <411>
4 of 105.3° on <533>
4 of 137.3° on <553>

3 of 180° on <100>
6 of 180° on <110>

6 of 131.8° on <210>
6 of 146.4° on <311>
3 of 180° on <211>

4 of 154.2 on <331>
2 of 180° on <210>
2 of 180° on <310>

3 of 135.6° on <211>
3 of 149.0° on <320>
3 of 158.2° on <511>
3 of 180° on <321>

2 of 152.7° on <410>
2 of 152.7° on <322>
4 of 160.8° on <531>
180° on <221>
180° on <411>

2 of 144.9° on <31C>
4 of 155.4° on <421>
2 of 162.7° on <533>
180° on <311>
180° on <332>

4 of 164.1° on <551>
2 of 180° on <320>
2 of 180° on <510>

3 of 130.8° on <533>
3 of 157.4° on <430>
3 of 164.1° on <711>
3 of 180° on <431>

2 of 159.0° on <432>
159.0° on <520>
165.2° on <553>
2 of 165.2° on <731>
180° on <52i>

4 of 160.2° on <441>
2 of 180° on <410>
2 of 180° on <530>

Reproduced from H. Mykura, in Proceedings of "Grain-Boundary Structure and Kinetics"
American Society of Metals, Milwaukee, 1979, published American Society of Metals, Ohio, 1980.
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E17b 2 of 61.9° on <221>
2 of 63.8° on <331>
86.6° on same
93.4° <110>

2 of 118.1° on <430>
2 of 122.0° on <320>
4 of 137.3° on <731>
4 of 139.9° on <521>

£19a

E19b

£21a

£21b

£23

E25a

E25b

26.5°
153.5°

46.8°
73.2°
166.8°

21.8°
98.2°
141.8°

on same
<110>

on
same
<111>

on
same
<111>

2
2
2
2
4

3
3
3

3
3
3

of
of
of
of
of

of
of
of

of
of
of

73.2°
93.0°
99.1°
110.0'
121.8'

71.6°
110.0'
121.8'

79.0°
103.8'
113.9'

on <511>
on <310>
on <332>

D on <711>
3 on <432>

on <320>
0 on <551>
0 on <520>

on <410>
0 on <510>
0 on <553>

44.4° on <211>
58.4° on <210>
79.0° on <322>
2 of 80.4° on <531>
2 of 103.8° on <431>
2 of 113.9° on <731>

40.4°on<311>
55.6° on <310>
2 of 85.0° on <421>
86.2° on <533>
2 of 102.6° on <321>
2 of 107.7° on <521>

16.2° on
73.5° same
106.2° <100>
163.7°

51.7°on<331>
2 of 63.9° on <321>
73.7° on <221>
90° on <430>
91.1° on <551>
111.1° on <530>

£2 7 a 31.6° on same
148.4° <110>

£27b 35.4° on <210>
60° on <511>
79.3° on <311>
2 of 94.2° on <432>
2 of 95.3° on <73J>
109.5° on <411>

124.8° on <441>
124.8° on <522>
128.2° on <410>
2 of 141.8° on <751>
2 of 144.0° on <532>
144.0° on <611>

117.2° on <733>
127.5° on <610>
130.7° on <331>
143.6° on <911>
2 of 143.6° on <753>
2 of 145.7° on <541>

4 of 91.1° on <711>
4 of 111.1° on <433>
4 of 129.8° on <443>

2 of 120° on <751>
129.8° on <540>
2 of 129.8° on <621>
2 of 132.9° on <421>
2 of 145.1° on <931>
2 of 147.1° on <631>

2 of 70.5° on <411>
2 of 94.2° on <520>
2 of 95.3° on <553>
2 of 114.0° on <611>
4 of 122.5° on <753>

2 of 114.0° on <532>
122.5° on <911>
2 of 131.8° on <542>
146.4° on <771>
148.4° on <710>
2 of 148.4° on <543>

2 of 160.2° on <522>
2 of 166.1° on <733>
180° on <322>
180° on <433>

2 of 142.1° on <433>
2 of 161.3° on <610>
4 of 166.8° on <751>
180° on <331>
180° on <611>

3 of 139.7° on <733>
3 of 142.1° on <530>
3 of 153.5° on <411>
3 of 180° on <532>

3 of 128.2° on <322>
3 of 162.2° on <540>
3 of 167.5° on <911>
3 of 180° on <541>

154.8° on <210>
162.2° on <443>
2 of 162.2° on <621>
2 of 167.5° on <753>
180° on <421>

155.9° on <332>
163.0° on <210>
2 of 163.0° on <542>
2 of 168.0° on <931>
180° on <631>

4 of 168.5° on <771>
2 of 180° on <430>
2 of 180° on <710>

156.9° on <211>
2 of 163.7° on <632>
168.5° on <311>
168.5° on <755>
180° on <543>

2 of 146.4° on <755>
2 of 157.8° on <510>
4 of 164.4° on <641>
180° on <511>
180° on <552>

2 of 157.8° on <431>
164.4° on <720>
2 of 169.0° on <951>
169.0° on <773>
180° on <721>
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E29a 43.6° on
46.4° same
133.6° <100>
136.4°

E29b 46.4°on<221>
2 of 66.6° on <531>
76.0° on <332>
84.1° on <320>
97.9° on <441>
112.3° on <210>

E31a 17.9° on
102.1° same
137.9° <111>

E31b 52.2°on<211>
54.5° on <320>
72.1° on <533>
2 of 80.7° on <431>
2 of 102.1° on <751>
2 of 118.9° on <631>

E33a 20.0° on same
160.0° <110>

E33b

E33c

E35a

E35b

33.5° on <311>
61.0° on <410>
2 of 84.8° on <521>
91.7° on <322>
2 of 104.0° on <621>
2 of 104.9° on <753>

59.0° on same
121.0° <110>

34.0° on <211>
64.6° on <310>
2 of 80.9° on <731>
88.4° on <433>
2 of 106.6° on <542>
2 of 107.5° on <931>

43.2° on <331>
2 of 66.4° on <421>
80.9° on <553>
88.4° on <530>
94.9° on <331>
106.6° on <210>

4 of 97.9° on <522>
4 of 98.9° on <733>
4 of 147.6° on <773>

2 of 116.6° on <541>
2 of 124.7° on <931>
2 of 133.6° on <632>
136.4° on <430>
2 of 147.6° on <951>
149.5° on <211>

3 of 80.7° on <510>
3 of 101.2° on <610>
3 of 114.8° on <332>

126.6° on <311>
126.6° on <771>
135.2° on <720>
2 of 135.2° on <641>
137.9° on <511>
2 of 148.7° on <953>

2 of 76.9° on <711>
2 of 91.7° on <410>
2 of 104.0° on <443>
2 of 104.9° on <911>
4 of 121.0° on <543>

117.0° on <211>
121.1° on <710>
128.4° on <773>
2 of 139.2° on <432>
149.7° on <775>
149.7° on <(11)11>

2 of 61.0° on <322>
2 of 76.9° on <551>
2 of 104.0° on <540>
4 of 128.4° on <951>
2 of 136.7° on <722>

119.0° on <510>
122.9° on <211>
122.9° on <552>
2 of 138.0° on <643>
2 of 150.6° on <971>
152.3° on <544>

2 of 119.0° on <431>
2 of 122.9° on <721>
2 of 130.0° on <953>
138.0° on <650>
150.6° on <955>
2 of 150.6° on <(11)31>

4 of 149.5° on <552>
2 of 180° on <520>
2 of 180° on <730>

2 of 149.5° on <721>
164.9° on <722>
164.9° on <544
2 of 169.4° on <953>
180° on <432>

3 of 126.6° on <755>
3 of 165.4° on <650>
3 of 169.7° on <(ll)ll>
3 of 180° on <651>

150.6° on <730>
2 of 159.3° on <521>
2 of 165.4° on <643>
169.7° on <775>
180° on <732>

2 of 136.7° on <544>
2 of 165.9° on <810>
4 of 170.0° on <971>
180° on <441>
180° on <811>

2 of 151.5° on <651>
2 of 165.9° on <652>
165.9° on <740>
2 of 170.0° on <(11)31>
180° on <741>

2 of 139.2° on <520>
4 of 151.5° on <732>
2 of 170.0° on <955>
180° on <522>
180° on <554>

152.3° on <811>
160.5° on <530>
2 of 166.3° on <821>
2 of 170.3° on <973>
180° on <531>

2 of 152.3° on <741>
160.5° on <433>
2 of 166.3° on <742>
170.3° on <(11)33>
180° on <653>
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£37a

E37b

E37c

E39a

E39b

L41a

18.9° on
71.1° same
108.9° <100>
161.1°

43.1° on <310>
50.6° on <511>
84.6° on <733>
2 of 91.5° on <532>
2 of 97,7° on <421>
2 of 108.9° on <632>

50.6°
69.4°
170.6

32.2°
87.8°

on
same

°<111>

on
same

152.2° <111>

50.1°
56.5°
73.6°
75.1°
87.8°
94.4°
111.0'
111.8'

12.7°
77.3°
102.7'
167.3'

on <321>
on <531>
on <321>
on <432>
on <751>
on <541>

3 on <641>
3 on <951>

on
same

3 <100>
D

4 of 91.5° on <611>
4 of 109.8° on <755>
4 of 131.5° on <775>

109.7° on <311>
131.5° on <(11)11>
2 of 139.2° on <652>
139.2° on <810>
141.6° on <441>
2 of 151.4° on <973>

3 of 71.1° on <430>
3 of 109.7° on <771>
3 of 124.6° on <730

3 of 75.1° on <520>
3 of 111.0° on <720>
3 of 111.8° on <773>

122.6° on
126.1° on
126.1° on
132.8° on
132.8° on
140.3° on
140.3° on
142.6° on

<521>
<651
<732>
<971>

<742>
<821>
<531>

4 of 90.7° on <911>
4 of 112.9° on <544>
4 of 127.5° on <554>

4 of 166.7° on <66l>
2 of 180° on <610>
2 of 180° on <750>

2 of 153.1° on <653>
161.1° on <221>
166.7° on <830>
2 of 170.6° on <(1151>
180° on <831>

3 of 139.2° on <740>
3 of 141.6° on <522>
3 of 151.4° on <(11)33>
3 of 180° on <743>

3 of
3 of
3 of
3 of

152.2
153.8
153.8

132.8
153.8
161.6
180°

° on
° on
°on

161.6° on
167.0
167.0
170.8

°on
°on
°on

° on <955>
0 on <750>
° on <611>
on <752>

<(U)51>
<743>
<831>
<532>
<654>
<832>
<975>

170.8° on <(11)53>

4 of 171.0° on <991>
2 of ISO0 on <540>
2 of 180° on <910>

E41b 40.9° on <210>
55.9° on <411>
78.8° on <522>
2 of 90.7° on <753>
2 of 97.0° on <631>
112.9° on <722>

E41c 55.9° on same
124.1° <110>

2 of 113.7° on <953>
127.6° on <811>
2 of 134.0° on <973>
141.3° on <661>
143.6° on <610>
2 of 152.9° on <975>

2 of 61.6° on <533>
2 of 78.7° on <441>
2 of 102.7° on <430>
4 of 127.6° on <741>
2 of 134.0° on <(11)33>

2 of 154.5° on <752>
162.0° on <310>
167.3° on <221>
2 of 167.3° on <841>
180° on <621>

2 of 141.3° on <830>
4 of 152.9° on <(11)53>
2 of 167.3° on <744>
180° on <443>
180° on <833>
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APPENDIX G

CRYSTAL STRUCTURE AND LATTICE PARAMETERS OF THE ELEMENTS AT 20°C

Format: crystal structure, type, lattice parameter in A, c spacing or angle

BCC = body centered cubic, FCC = face centered cubic, HCP = hexagonal close packed
FCT = face centered tetragonal

Hydrogen
Helium

Lithium
Beryllium
Boron
Carbon
Nitrogen
Oxygen
Fluorine
Neon

Sodium
Magnesium
Aluminum
Silicon
Phosphorus
Sulphur
Chlorine
Argon

Potassium
Calcium
Scandium
Titanium
Vanadium
Chromium
Manganese
Iron
Cobalt
Nickel
Copper
Zinc
Gallium
Germanium
Arsenic
Selenium
Bromine
Krypton

Rubidium
Strontium
Yttrium

gas
gas

BCC, A2, 3.51
HCP, A3, 2.29,3.58
Rhombohedral, 9.45, 23.8°
Graphite, A9, 2.46, 6.71
gas
gas
gas
gas

BCC, A2, 4.2°
HCP, A3, 3.21, 5.21
FCC, Al, 4.05
Diamond, A4, 5.43
Orthorhombic, A16
Orthorhombic, A17
gas
gas

BCC, A2, 5.34
FCC, Al, 5.57
FCC, Al, 4.54
HCP, A3, 2.95, 4.68
BCC, A2, 3.04
BCC, A2, 2.88
Cubic, A12, 8.91
BCC, A2, 2.87
HCP, A3, 2.51, 4.07
FCC. Al, 3.52
FCC, A1, 3.62
HCP, A3, 2.66, 4.94
Orthorhombic, A l l
Diamond, A4, 5.66
Rhombohedral, A7, 4.16, 54°
Hexagonal, A8, 4.36, 4.96
liquid
gas

BCC, A2, 5.63
FCC, Al, 6.09
HCP, A3, 3.67, 5.83

Zirconium
Niobium
Molybdenum
Technetium
Ruthenium
Rhodium
Palladium
Silver
Cadmium
Indium
Tin
Antimony
Tellurium
Iodine
Xenon

Cesium
Barium
Lanthanum
Cerium
Praseodymium
Neodymium
Samarium
Europium
Gadolinium
Terbium
Dysprosium
Holmium
Erbium
Thuliu.n
Ytterbium
Lutetium
Hafnium
Tantalum
Tungsten
Rhenium
Osmium
Iridium
Platinum
Gold
Mercury
Thallium
Lead
Bismuth

Uranium

HCP, A3, 3.23, 5.13
BCC, A2, 3.30
BCC, A2, 3.15
Not stable
HCP, A3, 2.70, 4.28
FCC, Al, 3.80
FCC, Al, 3.89
FCC, Al, 4.09
HCP, A3, 2.98, 5.62
FCT, A6, 4.59, 4.95
Tetragonal, A5, 5.83, 3.18
Rhombohedral, A7, 4.50. 57°
Hexagonal, A8. 4.46, 5.93
Orthorhombic
gas

BCC, A2, 6.06
BCC, A2, 5.03
HCP, A3, 3.76, 6.08
FCC, Al, 5.14
HCP, A3, 3.67, 5.92
HCP, A3, 3.66
FCT
BCC, A2, 4.58
HCP, A3, 3.63, 5.76
HCP, A3, 3.59. 5.68
HCP, A3, 3.59, 5.66
HCP, A3, 3.56, 5.63
HCP, A3, 3.54, 5.60
HCP, 3.53, 5.58
FCC, Al, 5.49
HCP, A3, 3.51, 5.57
HCP, A3, 3.21, 5.09
BCC, A2, 3.30
BCC, A2, 3.16
HCP, A3, 2.76, 4.46
HCP, A3, 2.73, 4.32
FCC, Al, 3.84
FCC, A1, 3.92
FCC, Al, 4.08
liquid
HCP, A3, 3.46, 5.53
FCC, Al, 4.95
Rhombohedral, A7, 4.74, 57°

Orthorhombic, A20



APPENDIX H

INDEX OF COMMONLY OCCURRING CHARGE STATES FOR THE ELEMENTS

Listed in order of normal occjrrence for voltage pulsed evaporation at 77K.
() = rare, - = no data, complex = complex ion formation with metal atoms, e.g. MC+.

Note: specimen temperature, composition, evaporation field, and evaporation rate will affect
the occurrence and order of the charge state observed: lower specimen temperature or
faster evaporation rate generally gives higher charge states. The lower evaporation
fields and higher temperatures in the PLAP lead to lower charge states, and the
formation of molecular ions in some cases.

Hydrogen
Helium

Lithium
Beryllium
Boron
Carbon

Nitrogen
Oxygen
Fluorine
Neon

Sodium
Magnesium
Aluminum
Silicon
Phosphorus
Sulphur
Chlorine
Argon

Potassium
Calcium
Scandium
Titanium
Vanadium
Chromium
Manganese
Iron
Cobalt
Nickel
Copper
Zinc
Gallium
Germanium
Arsenic
Selenium
Bromine
Krypton

Rubidium
Strontium
Yttrium
Zirconium

+, HJ, H3, complex
+, complex

+

+,2+
+, 2+, (3+)+

complex
+, NJ, complex
+, 2+, complex
+
+

+
+
2+, +, 3+
2+, +, 3+
2+, 3+, +
2+,+
+
+

+
+
+

2+, 3+, +
2+, 3+, +
2+, +
2+! +
2+, +, (3+)
2+,+
2+, +, (3+)
+,2+
+,2+
2+, 3+, +
2+
2+, 3+, +
-

+
+

-

2+,+
2+
2+, 3+, +, (4+)

Niobium
Molybdenum
Technetium
Ruthenium
Rhodium
Palladium

rj, Silver
Cadmium
Indium
Tin
Antimony
Tellurium
Iodine
Xenon

Cesium
Barium
Lanthanum
Cerium
Praseodymium
Neodymium
Samarium
Europium
Gadolinium
Terbium
Dysprosium
Holmium
Erbium
Thulium
Ytterbium
Lutetium
Hafnium
Tantalum
Tungsten
Rhenium
Osmium
Indium
Platinum
Gold
Mercury
Thallium
Lead
Bismuth

Uranium

2+, 3+, +, (4+)
3+, 2+, 4+, (+), (5+)
no stable isotopes
3+, 2+, +
2+, 3+, +
2+, 3+, +
+, 2+
+, 2+
+

2+, 3+, +
2+, 3+, +
+, 2+
+
+

-
2+, +
3+
-
-
+, 2+, 3+
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
2+
-
2+, 3+, +, (4+)
3+, 2+, 4+, (5+)
3+, 2+, 4+, (5+)
3+, 2+, (4+)
3+, 2+, 4+
2+, 3+, +, (4+)
2+, 3+, +
2+, +, (3+)
-
-
2+
+

2+, 3+, +
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APPENDIX I

EXAMPLES OF COMPLEX ION SPECIES OBSERVED IN ATOM PROBE ANALYSIS

Complex species often arise in the course of atom probe analyses of surface oxide
films, semiconductors, carbides, nitrides, and oxide precipitates, and in the study of corrosive
surface reactions. It is not practicable to list all the species which have been observed, but
the following examples should act as a guide to the unwary!

1. Adsorption of CO on Tungsten.
(From: E.W. Mueller and T.T. Tsong, Prog. Surf. Sci. (1973), 4, 1.)

CO+, WC+++, WO+++, WCO+ + \ WC++, WO++, WCO'+

2. Adsorption of N2 on Tungsten
(From: E.W. Mueller and T.T. Tsong, Prog. Surf. Sci. (1973), 4, 1.)

N'a, WN+++, WNJ**, WN|*+, WN++, WN£ +

3. Oxidation of Ruthenium.
(From: G.K.L. Cranstoun, D.R. Pyke and G.D.W. Smith, Appl. Surf. Sci.,(1979), 2, 375)

RuO*+,

4. Oxidation of Silicon.
(From: C.R.M. Grovenor, A. Cerezo. J.A. Liddle and G.D.W. Smith, Proc. 5th Oxford
Conf. on Microscopy of Semiconductor Materials (1987), Institute of Physics (London))

O£, SiO+, SiOJ

5. Analysis of Silicon Carbide.
(From: S. Nakamura and T. Kuroda, Surface Sci., (1978), 70, 452.)

CJ, S iC + \ SiC+, SiCJ

6. Pulsed Laser Atom Probe Analysis of Quaternary III:V Semiconductor, GalnAsP.
(From: C.R.M. Grovenor, A. Cerezo. J.A. Liddle and G.D.W. Smith, Proc. 5th Oxford
Conf. on Microscopy of Semiconductor Materials (1987), Institute of Physics (London))

s. A s P + ' A s P 2 . A s 2 ' AsPj, As2P+, AsJ, As3P+
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APPENDIX J

IMAGE HUMP MODEL PREDICTIONS OF LOW TEMPERATURE EVAPORATION
FIELDS AND CHARGE STATES FOR THF. ELEMENTS, AND COMPARISON

WITH EXPERIMENTAL VALUES

Evaporation fields and charge states calculated from the simple image hump model by
T.T. Tsong, Surf. Sci. (1978) 7J), 211 (reproduced with permission). Additional informauon from
H.N. Southworth and B. Ralph, J. Microscopy, (1969) gfl, 167.

A = Sublimation Energy
I], I2 and I3 = 1st, 2nd and 3rd Ionization Potentials
<f> = Work Function
Fj, F2 and F3 = Calculated evaporation fields for singly, doubly and triply charged ions.
Fobg = experimental value

Element A

Li
Be
B
C

Na
Mg
Al
Si

K
Ca
Ti
V

Cr
Mn
Fe
Co

Ni
Cu
Zn
Ga

Ge
As
Rb
Zr

Nb
Mo
Ru
Rh

(eV)

1.65
3.33
5.92
7.40

1.13
1.53
3.34
4.67

0.941
1.825
4.855
5.30

4.10
2.98
4.29
4.387

4.435
3.50
1.35
2.78

3.98
3.0
0.858
6.316

7.47
6.810
6.615
5.752

Ij

(eV)

5.392
9.322
8.30

11.26

5.139
7.646
5.986
8.15

4.34
6.113
6.82
6.74

6.766
7.435
7.90
7.86

7.635
7.726
9.394
5.999

7.88
9.81
4.177
6.84

6.88
7.10
7.37
7.46

h
(eV)

76.638
18.211
25.15
24.38

47.286
15.035
18.828
16.34

31.63
11.871
13.58
14.65

16.50
15.640
16.16
17.06

18.168
20.292
17.964
20.51

15.93
18.633
27.28
13.13

14.32
16.15
16.76
18.08

Is
(eV)

122.451
153.893
37.9
47.89

71.64
80.143
28.447
33.49

45.72
50.91
27.49
29.31

30.96
33.67
30.651
33.50

35.17
36.83
39.72
30.71

34.22
28.351
40
22.99

25.04
27.16
28.47
31.06

4>
(eV)

2.5
3.9
4.6
4.34

2.3
3.7
4.1
4.8

2.2
2.7
4.0
4.1

4.6
3.8
4.4
4.4

5.0
4.6
3.8
4.1

4.8
4.7
2.1
4.2

4.0
4.2
4.5
4.8

F j

Vnm"1

14
53
64

142

l±
21
19
45

7
19
41
44

21
Ifi
42
43

21
20.
21
11

35
46
6

56

74
65
62
49

F2
Vnm-1

520
46
79

1Q1

210
25
35
21

87
IS
26
2Q

29
10
21
21

36
43
39
39

22
42
69
2&

21
41
l i
41

F3
Vnm'1

1000
770
103
155

360
220

50
60

150
100
43
49

51
60
54
63

65
77
84
56

58
54

110
35

45
51
54
59

Fobs
Vnm-1

34

25

35
36

35
30

35
46

46
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Element A

Pd
Ag
Cd
In

Sn
Sb
Cs
Ba

La
Hf
Ta
W

Re
Os
Ir
Pt

Au
Hg
Tl
Pb

Bi
U

(eV)

3.936
2.96
1.160
2.6

3.12
2.7
0.827
1.86

4.491
6.35
8.089
8.66

8.10
(7)
6.93
5.852

3.78
0.694
1.87
2.04

2.15
4

(eV)

8.34
7.576
8.993
5.786

7.344
8.641
3.894
5.212

5.577
7.0
7.89
7.98

7.88
8.7
9.1
9.0

9.225
10.437
6.108
7.416

7.289
6

h
(eV)

19.43
21.49
16.908
18.869

14.632
16.53
25.1
10.004

.1.06
14.9
16
18

17
17
17
18.56

20.5
18.756
20.428
15.032

16.69

h
(eV)

32.92
34.83
37.48
28.03

30.502
25.3
35

19.175
23.3
22
24

26
25
27
28

30
34.2
29.83
31.937

25.56

4>
(eV)

5.0
4.6
4.1
4.1

4.4
4.6
2.1
2.5

3.3
3.5
4.2
4.5

5.1
4.6
5.3
5.3

4.3
4.5
3.7
4.1

4.3
3.3

Vnnr1

22
24
21
12

26
32
5_

15

32
67
96

102

82
86
80
63

51
21
11
20

18
31

F 2
Vnnr1

41
45
31
31

22
2Q
55
11

l i
22
48
57

45
48
44
41

54
38
38
23

27

F ,
Vnnr1

63
72
70
46

46
40
85

24
43
44
12

49
50
50
53

66
66
57
52

39

F o t
Vn

57

48

53
48

35
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APPENDIX K

POST-IONIZATION MODEL PREDICTIONS OF CHARGE STATES
OF THE ELEMENTS VERSUS FIELD STRENGTH
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Pcst-ionization model predictions of charge states versus field strength continued
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Post-ionization model predictions of charge states versus field strength continued
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Post-ionization model predictions of charge states versus field strength continued
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The relative abundances of different charge states of various elements of interest in
field evaporation have been predicted from the post-ionization model by Kingham. The
logarithmic relative abundance of each species ( i.e. Iog10( n> / £jf=1 n: ) is plotted against
field strength in V nm'1. n, is the number of ions of charge state i and k is the highest
charge state considered. List reproduced with permission from D.R. Kingham, Surf Sci (1982)
116. 273.
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APPENDIX L

QUADRATIC-CUBIC AND QUARTIC-QUINTIC MOVING AVERAGE SMOOTHING FACTORS

adapted from M. Kendall and A. Stuart, "Advanced Theory of Statistics", Vol 3, Design and
Analysis, and Time Series.

Note: Factors are symmetrical about final value listed.

Quadratic-cubic factors

level 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

5 -0.085 0.343 0.486
7 -0.095 0.143 0.286 0.333
9 -0.091 0.061 0.169 0.233 0.255
11 -0.0S4 0.021 0.103 0.161 0.196 0.207

0.108

13
15
17
19
21

-0.077
-0.072
-0.065
-0.060
-0.056

0.000
-0.011
-0.019
-0.023
-0.025

0.063
0.038
0.022
0.011
0.003

Quartic-quintic factors

level 1 2 3

0.112
0.079
0.056
0.039
0.027

4

0.147
0.110
0.084
0.064
0.049

5

0.167
0.133
0.105
0.084
0.067

6

0,
0.
0.
0.

.175
,147
121
,099

0.081

7

0
0
0
0

.151

.130

.110

.093

8

0.
0.
0.

133
117
101

9

0.
0.

119
106

1 11

7 0.021 -0.130 0.324 0.567
9 0.035 -0.128 0.070 0.314 0.417
11 0.042 -0.105 -0.023 0.140 0.280 0.333
13 0.045 -0.081 -0.055 0.045 0.160 0.247 0.278
15 0.046 -0.062 -0.063 -0.036 0.081 0.162 0.219 0.240
17 0.046 -0.046 -0.062 -0.028 0.032 0.099 0.157 0.196 0.210
19 0.046 -0.034 -0.056 -0.039 0.002 0.055 0.106 0.149 0.178 0.187
21 0.045 -0.025 -0.050 -0.043 -0.015 0.025 0.068 0.108 0.141 0.162 0.169
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APPENDIX M

SPECIMEN PREPARATION METHODS

In order to produce undistorted high quality field-ion images a very sharp needle is

required where the end radius of the hemispherical cap is between 0.01 and 0.1 A*m. The

techniques used to produce such specimens bear a close resemblance to the techniques used to

prepare transmission electron microscope foils. While the most convenient form of starting

material is wire, practically any shape of material may be used. A typical sequence of

specimen preparation is outlined in Fig. M.I. The first step is to prepare a blank that is less

than 0.5mm square or circular, by approximately 1 cm long. The blank is usually produced by

conventional mechanical means such as cutting with a slow speed diamond saw, spark

machining, wire drawing, or swaging. However, a few unusual methods warrant description.

Wire has also been fabricated directly from the liquid state by 1) a pendant drop melt

extraction technique, 2) forcing the liquid through a small orifice into water, and 3) drawing

the liquid into a fine capillary and then quenching in water. Blai ks have also been made from

thin sheet or ribbon form starting material. These techniques involve coating the sheet with a

film photoresist and then writing a pattern. The film resist is then developed and thereby

removed from the regions where the pattern was previously written. The sheet is then etched

through at these positions, forming the blanks.

STAGE 1 STAGE 2

NECKED
BLANK

FINISHED
SPECIMENS

Fig. M.I. A typical two stage electropolishing sequence for metallic specimens. The starting
material may be a square bar or in wire form.
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A two stage electropolishing process is shown in Fig. M.I. The first stage, in which a

thin layer of electrolyte (typically 6-8 mm thick) is floated on top of a denser inert liquid, is

designed to rapidly remove material and produce a necked region in the center of the blank.

The second (slower) stage produces a pair of specimens when the weight of the lower half

becomes too heavy to be supported by the necked region and the two halves separate. In some

cases, these two stages of polishing' can be consolidated into a single operation.

Another chemical or electrochemical method has been used that does not involve a necked

region. In this method, the rate of thinning from the sides of a wire is balanced against

cutting back from the end. When correct polishing conditions are achieved, the needle becomes

sharper the longer the specimen is polished.

The micropolishing technique shown in Fig. M.2., enables blunt, oxidized, or fractured

specimens to be resharpened. A wire loop filled with electrolyte is passed over the needle

while the voltage is applied, usually in a series of pulses. The process is generally observed

through a low power optical microscope. This procedure permits the apex region of the needle

to be sculpted to the desired shape by varying the polishing time in any location. This

technique is particularly useful because of the destructive nature of field-ion microscopy and

the high field, that gives rise to field induced stresses, which in turn cause fracturing of the

needle.

OPTICAL
MICROSCOPE
(30X)

Fig. M.2. FIM specimens may be resharpened using a micropolishing technique. During the
application of a voltage the needle-shaped specimen is move4, as indicated by the
arrows, through a drop of electrolyte supported in a wire loop.
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Pulse polishing is used in conjunction with transmission electron microscopy to bring a

feature of interest (such as a grain boundary) that is observed in the shank region of a needle

into the analyzable apex region. This procedure is performed by applying well defined pulses

to the specimen using a standard electropolishing arrangement. The pulsing conditions of

voltage and pulse duration have to be characterized for each alloy to define the amount of

material removed. The effectiveness of this approach is clearly demonstrated in Fig. M.3.

Field-ion specimens have been successfully prepared from bulk material by ion milling

using low energy argon ions. The method is applicable to materials that are chemically inert.

Ion milling has also been used to resharpen blunt specimens and to remove oxide films or other

surface contamination.

Blunt specimens have been resharpened while still in the field-ion microscope by reversing

the voltage on the specimen and producing electron emission in the presence of image gas.

This electron beam ionizes some of the gas atoms which then become attracted to the specimen

where they impact and sputter material from the specimen surface. Sharpening occurs because

the gas ions preferentially strike the shank rather than the apex of the specimen. This

procedure is not a very reliable method.

Some materials, such as graphite, have been prepared by burning in a gas flame although

the quality of the resulting image is not of the highest quality.

2 m S D 2 m s

3OO nm

Fig. M.3. Examples of pulse polishing using a stainless steel field-ion specimen containing a
grain boundary. A well defined quantity of material is removed at each step
(courtesy H. Norden)
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APPENDIX N

TABLE OF ELECTROPOLISHING CONDITIONS

Specimens of materials not listed below may be produced using dilute versions of standard
transmission electron microscope specimen preparation procedures.

Note: 1) and 2) refer to the 1st and 2nd stages of a two stage technique
Procedures and conditions will vary from alloy to alloy.

Material

"universal"
iron-based
nickel-based
manganese-based
aluminum-based
zirconium-based

Aluminum

Carbon/Graphite

Copper

Gallium arsenide

Electrolyte

1) 25% perchloric acid in
acetic acid

2) 2% perchloric acid in
2-butoxyethanol

2-10% perchloric acid
in methanol

burn in flame

1) 70% orthophosphoric acid
in water

2) 100% orthophoshoric acid

44% H2SO4,
28% H2O2 (30% weight per
unit volume of solution)
in water

Conditions Remarks

15-25V dc

5-10Vac at-10°C

1-5V ac
or 16V dc

chemical

copper counter
electrode

at 60°C

Molybdenum

Nickel

Platinum

Silicon

Titanium

1) 5N aqueous NaOH
2) 12% H2SO4 in methanol

1) 10% perchloric acid,
20% glycerol in ethanol

2) 2% perchoric acid in
2-butoxyethanol

80% sodium nitrate,
20% sodium chloride
molten salt

HF + HNO3

6% perchoric acid,
34% n-butyl alcohol in methanol

6V ac
6V dc

22V dv

25V dc

5V dc
reducing to
3V dc

chemical

50-60V dc

at 440-460°C

-50°C

Tungsten 5% aqueous NaOH 1-5V ac
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APPENDIX O

PERCENTAGE POINTS OF THE x2 DISTRIBUTION

Degrees of
Freedom

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30

40
50
60
80
100

0.050

3.841
5.991
7.815
9.488
11.071

12.592
14.067
15.507
16.919
18.307

19.675
21.026
22.362
23.685
24.996

26.296
27.587
28.869
30.144
31.410

32.671
33.924
35.173
36.415
37.653

38.885
40.113
41.337
42.557
43.773

55.759
67.505
79.082
101.879
124.342

Prob
0.025

5.024
7.378
9.348
11.143
12.833

14.449
16.013
17.535
19.023
20.483

21.920
23.337
24.736
26.119
27.488

28.845
30.191
31.526
32.852
34.170

35.479
36.781
38.076
39.364
40.647

41.923
43.194
44.461
45.722
46.979

59.342
71.420
83.298
106.629
129.561

•ability (P)
0.010

6.635
9.210
11.345
13.277
15.086

16.812
18.475
20.090
21 666
23.209

24.725
26.217
27.688
29.141
30.578

32.000
33.409
34.805
36.191
37.566

38.932
40.289
41.638
42.980
44.314

45.642
46.963
48.278
49.588
50.892

63.691
76.154
88.379
112.329
135.807

0.001

10.828
13.816
16.266
18.467
20.515

22.458
24.322
26.125
27.877
29.588

31.264
32.909
34.528
36.123
37.697

39.252
40.790
42.312
43.820
45.315

46.797
48.268
49.728
51.179
52.620

54.052
55.476
56.892
58.301
59.703

73.402
86.661
99.607
124.839
149.449
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APPENDIX P

TABLE OF ISOTOPE ABUNDANCES

la
1.008 1

H
1 99.985
2 0.015

6.94 3

Li
6 7.42
7 92.58

22.99 11

Na
23 100 0

39 1 19

K
39 9310
40 0.001
41 6.88

85.47 37

Rb
85 72 IS
87 27.85

132.91 55

Cs
133 100.0

Ha
9.01 4

Be
9 1000

24.31 12

Mg
24 78 7
25 10.13
26 1117

40.08 20

Ca
40 96.947
42 0.64
43 0.135
44 2.06
46 0 186
48 0.19

87.62 38

Sr
84 0.56
86 9.86
87 7.02
88 82.56

137.34 56

Ba
130 0.101
132 0.097
134 2.42
135 6.59
136 7.81
137 11.32
138 71.66

nib
44.96 21

Sc
45 100.0

88.91 39

Y
89 100.0

138.91 57

La
138 009
139 99.91

IVb
47.90 22

Ti
46 7.93
47 7.28
48 73.93
49 5.51
50 5.34

91.22 40

Zr
90 51.46
91 11.23
92 17.11
94 17.4
96 2.8

148.49 72

Hf
174 0.16
176 5.21
177 1850
178 27.4
179 13.75
180 35.24

ATOMIC WEIGHT 1

Vb
50.94 23

V
50 0.25
51 99.75

92.91 41

1Mb
93 100.0

180.95 73

Ta
180 0.01
181 99.99

ISOTOPES - T —

Vlb
52.00 24

Cr
50 4.31
52 83.76
53 9.55
54 2.38

95.94 42

Mo
92 15.84
94 9.04
95 15.7
96 16 5
97 =1.45
08 23.75

100 9.62

183.85 74

w
180 0.14
182 26 4
183 14.4
184 30.6
186 28.4

-63.55 29 -

Cu
• 63
• 65

69.1 -
30.9 -

KEY

Vllb
54.94 25

Mn
55 100.0

98.91 43

Tc

186.2 75

Re
185 37.50
187 62.50

1

zr

I
55.85 26

Fe
64 5.82
56 91.66
67 2.09
58 0.33

101.07 44

Ru
96 5 51
98 1.87
99 12.72

100 12.62
101 17.07
102 316
104 18.58

190.2 76

Os
188 13.3
189 16 1
190 26.4
192 39.92

ATOMIC NUMBER

SYMBOL

ISOTOPE ABUNDANCE

— V I I I -
58.93 27

Co
59 100.0

102.91 45

Rh
103 1000

192.22 77

Ir
191 37.4
193 626

1
58 71 28

Ni
58 68.274
60 26.09
61 1.13
62 3.59
64 0.904

106.4 46

Pd
102 0.96
104 10.97
105 22.2
106 27.3
108 27 33
110 118

195.09 78

Pt
190 0.01
192 0.76
194 32.9
195 33.8
196 25 2
198 7.2
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INERT
GASES

Ib
63.55 29

Cu
63 69 1
65 30.9

107.87 47

Ag
107 51.82
109 48.18

196.97 79

Au
197 100.0

lib
65.38 30

Zn
64 48.89
66 27.81
67 4.11
68 18 56
70 0.62

112.40 48

Cd
106 1.22
108 0.86
110 12.39
111 12.75
112 24.07
113 12.26
114 28.86

200.59 BO

Hg
196 0.15
198 10.02
199 16.84
200 23.13
201 13.22
202 29.8
204 6.85

Ilia
10.81 5

B
10 1978
11 80 22

26 98 13

Al
27 100.0

69.72 31

Ga
69 60 4
71 39.6

114.82 49

In
113 4.28
115 95.72

204.37 81

Tl
203 29.5
205 70.5

IVa
12.01 6

c
12 98.89
13 1.11

28.09 14

Si
28 92.21
29 471
30 3.09

72.59 32

Ge
70 20.55
72 27.43
73 7.76
74 36.74
76 7.76

118.69 50

Sn
112 0.95
114 0.65
115 0.34
116 14.30
117 7.61
118 24.03
119 8.58
120 32.97
122 4.71
124 S.98

207.19 82

Pb
202 0.5
204 1.4
206 25.1
207 22.6
208 52.3

Va
14.01 7

N
14 99.63
15 0.37

30.97 15

P
31 100.0

74.92 33

As
75 100.0

121.75 51

Sb
121 57.2S
123 42.75

206.98 83

Bi
209 100.0

V|a
16.00 8

. o
16" 99 759
17 0.037
IB 0.204

32.06 16

s
32 95.0
33 0.76
34 4.22
36 0.01

78.96 34

Se
74 0.89
76 9.02
77 7.58
78 23.52
80 49 82
82 9.19

127.60 52

Te
120 0.09
122 2.46
123 0.87
124 4.61
125 6.99
126 18.71
128 31.79
130 34.49

209 84

Po

Vila
• 19.00 9

F
19 100.0

< r • - ' '

35.45 17

Cl
35 75.53
37 24.47

79.90 35

Br
79 50.54
81 49.46

126.90 53

1
127 100

210 85

At

4.003 2

He
3 0.00013
4 99.999

20.18 10

Ne
• 20 90.92

21 0.26
, 22 8.82

39.95 18

Ar
36 0.34
38 0.063
40 99.6

83.8 36

Kr
79 0.35
80 2.27
82 11.56
83 11.55
84 56.9
86 17.37

131.3 54

Xe
124 0.096
126 0.09
126 1.92
129 26.44
130 4.08
131 21.18
132 26.89
134 10.4
136 8.67

222 86

Rn


